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ABSTRACT 

Students of today are the leaders of tomorrow. They have to become the most important 

citizens of the country to perform various roles in the society i.e. producers, philosophers 

defenders of the country etc. The current research was the impact of religiosity on future 

vision of secondary school students in Pakistan. The research was delimited to Punjab 

province. The study was delimited to the secondary school students and their parents. The 

present study is a mixed method research (qualitative and quantitative) as in the descriptive 

research the qualitative research and quantitative research methods are used at the parallel 

times. For the present research study, the data was collected by using the questionnaire and 

Interview. The population of the study comprised of all secondary school students (of 

different religions) who were enrolled in public and private secondary schools. Students 

following three religions (Muslims, Christians and Hindus) were included in the population. 

The participation of Muslims, Hindus and Christian students in the sample were 33:33:33 

respectively. Total 1800 secondary school students (900 students and 900 of their friends) 

were approached and requested to fill the Questionnaire, (600 Muslim students, 600 

Christian Students, 600 Hindu Students). Questionnaire return rate was hundred present; 

nearly four present incomplete questionnaires were excluded from the analysis. Another tool 

to observe the religiosity and future vision among secondary school students at different 

places, interview for parents of secondary school students was utilized for such purpose. 

Total 30 parents were randomly selected from three religions (10 Muslim, 10 Christian and 

10 Hindu). Questionnaire and interview were used in the study as a research tool, 

questionnaire for students and interview for parents. The questionnaire for students was 

based on four scales. Faith-based Coping and Religious Social Support scale was adapted 
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from Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth (RassY) Brittany Cornell Hernandez 

(2011). Future Vision towards Subject Choice and Future Vision towards Profession Choice 

are the self-developed from Future Vision Scale (FVS). Interview was conducted from the 

parents of secondary school students. The study concluded that RassY explained moderate 

variance FVS and has Significant impact on FVS of secondary school students. The study 

proposed further research in the field of future vision due to the relative lack of research on 

the future vision dimensions of the students, many future research opportunities exist. 
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    CHAPTER 1 

1 INTRODUCTION  

 

Students of recent times are the leader of our future life. So, students have the main 

responsibility to build the country. Students‘ life period is the most charming period of one‘s 

life. This is the period which is free from all the worries and woes of life. During this period 

of life, students‘ mind is full of new and novel ideas and it provides him a world of dreams. 

A student studies to fulfill his desires and to face the realities of life (Prakash, 2015). 

Chamaria (2015) had found that the life of a student is the most pivotal and critical period of 

a person‘s life. It is an admitted fact that during student life, there are no worries and 

tensions of practical life but this is the time a student can build or spoil his life because it is 

the time he has to gain knowledge, build his character and get ready to face the challenges of 

the world. His future contact with the world depends upon the impression he gets during his 

student life. His attitude towards life developed during this period will determine his 

behavior to behave in a particular way towards the people throughout his life.  

Students of today are the leaders of tomorrow. They have to become the most 

important citizens of the country to perform various roles in the society i.e. producers, 

philosophers defenders of the country etc. As producers, they will produce various items 

needed as food, shelter, electronics and engineering etc. As protectors, students will have to 

defend their country. Similarly, as a philosopher, they will guide the nation (Chakravarthi, 

2001). Rawnsley (2000) is of the view that students are the pillars of a society for future life. 

That is why; students should devote their life in the attainment of knowledge and acquire 

discipline in order to become the well-educated persons of the society to play their role in its 
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development. Students‘ life actually is the creative period of their life. Every student must 

acquire all those capabilities, capacities and skills which will enable him to become a 

successful member of society. All types of activities are useful for the development of an 

individual if one remains within the limits. Education is the source which helps a student to 

become aware of the capacities and strengths within him and enables him to lead his life 

without any fear. That type of education was mainly adopted to foster the best abilities in the 

students, families, communities and even in the society so that every individual can benefit 

from it being the member of such a successful society. That is why; students should pay full 

attention to their studies without wasting their time in idle work. 

All types of educations are focusing on education for future. It is found that future is 

the dimension which is missing in our education system (Hicks, 2002). Future education is 

concerned about the future and tells about the function of education in parts and as a whole. 

The aim of future education is to provide students the opportunities for better future so that 

they may be able to manage their future life in a better way (Wolff, 2004). These main 

concepts are future thinking, vision of future and awareness about future. By getting 

education about future vision one tries to gain knowledge about future, gather information 

about future and tries to understand about future. The base of future vision is built on the 

concept of future thinking. Future visions are seen as a worldview in psychology. Awareness 

about future is concerned about understanding how one can influence and what can 

influence in future (Haapala, 2002; Wayman, 2009).   

Future study reveals that there are two types of attitudes reflected by students i.e. 

reactive and proactive (Rubin, 2002). The main goals of proactive education are to promote 

proactive attitudes as result of providing opportunities for the people with future skills, 
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providing alternative creative future visions. It is also done by promoting active participation 

on the part of the individual whatever the circumstances will be in future (Haapala, 20002). 

Visions help us to determine what we want to create in our future life. These are the visions 

which show what we care about most and help us to find out what are in accordance with 

our values what are the purposes of our future life. When we compare our mental image of 

the desired future with the reality of today, we feel an intense tension which is termed as a 

fuel of vision (Parker, 1999). Wells and Claxton (2002) are of the view that future visions 

are the source to improve critical awareness of a variety of demonstrations for the future. 

When we compare and contrast different interpretations of future by making use of variety 

of broadcasting sources and exploratory the visions of persons about life in the past, it is 

helpful for the students to view the pattern of life in the future life. This will be helpful for 

the students to recognize and challenge their own as well as their society‘s assumptions 

about the future. Slaughter (1996) has described that future vision is involved in the 

exploration of how a society and its physical environment and cultural environment could be 

shaped in the coming future.  

Today, Pakistan is facing a variety of challenges such as an energy crisis, a 

population explosion, terrorism, water shortage and the threat of illiteracy. As a result of all 

these hurdles, industrial and economic progress of the country is at standstill and 

unemployment rate is increasing tremendously. Crime rates are also increasing due to this 

factor. Illiteracy and growth rate of population are correlated. That is, the government 

should provide free and essential education to the people of Pakistan to handle the situation 

(Hussain, 2015). For future good life, education as well as religiosity has been considered as 

the most important source (Peterson & Webb, 2006). It is concluded by many researchers 
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that religious mined people spend healthier and good life as compared to other people and 

even they live longer (McIntosh & Spilka, 1990). This view is supported by Polma and 

Pendleton (1990) who find that religious people spend a life full of happiness; they are more 

contended and satisfied with their life. Wheeler (1989) has briefly defined religiosity that it 

is one‘s motivation towards religion.  

Morgan and Sternk (2010) have conducted a study on the topic of the effect of 

conservative religiosity and effect of religiosity on the attitude towards science & nature. 

Their study revealed that religious people play a significant role in developing attitude 

towards science and society. Barro and McCleary (2002) have explained a positive 

relationship between attitude and its effects on science and society given that religious 

beliefs imply a degree of abstraction. They are of the view that more people are educated 

stronger are their beliefs about science, society and nature. They have the capacity to 

rationalize their religious beliefs in this way.  In its broader sense, it is found that religiosity 

is a comprehensive term which is used for the expression of many aspects of religious 

activity, beliefs and dedication (religious doctrine). Hill and Hood (1999) has explained the 

term religiosity in its narrow term. They present their view in the words that religiosity is 

concerned extra with how a spiritual person is and it is less concerned with how a person is 

while performing spiritual ceremonies, retelling specific myths and in reviving definite types 

of myths. Khalek (2010) has also found in this regard that religiosity may be considered the 

most prominent feature of quality of life among the students.  

It is stated by Dalton (2001) that religiosity is particularly very important for the 

secondary school students in the process of learning and obtaining experiences. It is due to 

the fact that secondary school life is the time of their heightened sensitivity about their 
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personal identity, ideology, decision about future life and ideology. In their life, it is a time 

of wonderful potentiality vulnerability in their development. It is a great time of thinking 

about future when we concern about their purpose, meaning and commitment interaction 

with the forces of their cognitive development, maturation and social expectations 

(Willmon, 1997; Dalton, 2001). 

1.1  Statement of the Problem 

 To stand firm in front of global world challenges and compete them successfully 

individuals must be ready. School plays a vital role in developing the future generation of a 

society so, schooling is the first step of ladder to enter in future world. Keeping in view the 

above rationale, a study was conducted to find out the Impact of Religiosity on Future 

Vision of Secondary School Students in Pakistan. 

1.2  Objectives of the Study 

 This study intended to explore religiosity of the secondary school students and its 

impacts on their future vision. Objectives of the study were: 

1. To assess the religiosity of secondary school students in Pakistan. 

2. To find out the future vision of secondary school students in Pakistan. 

3. To trace out the relationship between religiosity and future vision of students. 

4. To find out the influence of demographic variables on religiosity and future vision of 

students in Pakistan. 

5. To analyze the impact of religiosity on future vision of secondary school students.  
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1.3  Research Questions 

1. How Pakistani secondary school students are affiliated with their religion? 

2. What is the future vision towards subject choice of Pakistani secondary school 

students? 

3. To what extent the future vision towards profession choice of Pakistani secondary 

school students? 

4. What is the relationship between religiosity and future vision of students? 

5. To what extent the demographic variables affect students‘ religiosity and future 

vision? 

6. How students‘ religious characteristics effect on their future vision? 

1.4  Significance of the Study 

1. This study is helpful for the students of secondary school of Pakistan to improve 

their vision.  

2. It is also be valuable to improve the educational process and students‘ life criteria.  

3. This research provides rules to address the challenges and absences of modern future 

life. 

4. This research also valuable to motivate students to change their future vision and life 

style.  

5. It is more motivated our future researchers to do in-depth investigation on the 

specific features of religion and its impact on emerging students‘ attitude towards 

future vision. The teachers may seek guidance and also able to improve the teaching- 

learning process. 
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6. Current research will assist the curriculum wing and provincial text book boards to 

structure the syllabus that may be used to offer the students with actual life beliefs. 

7. This study is helpful for the students to develop their positive response. 

8. The study will increase knowledge in the field of education, sociology and social 

psychology and educational futurism.  

1.5  Research Methodology 

 The current study aims to observe the Impact of Religiosity on Future Vision of 

Secondary School Students in Pakistan. Research objectives of every research provide 

direction in choosing research methodology.  

1.5.1 Population of the Study 

 Nature of the study demands all secondary school students (of different religions) 

who registered in public sector and registered schools and that follow the syllabus accepted 

by Ministry of Education, Pakistan and ready by respective text book boards, were included 

in population. Students of three Religions (Muslims, Christians and Hindus) were included 

in population. 

1.5.2 Sampling 

 Majority of population in Pakistan is Muslims. According to the Pakistan Bureau of 

Statistics (2017), Non-Muslims comprised 3.72% of total population, in which two main 

groups are the Hindus and the Christians. They comprised 1.60% and 1.59% of total 

population of the country. Other religious communities comprised only 0.59% of the total 

population. 
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 Muslims and Non-Muslims secondary school students of selected schools were 

included in sample. Equal contribution of male and female students in the sample was 

ensured. The participation of Muslims, Hindus and Christian students in the sample were 

33:33:33 respectively. 

1.6  Collection of Data 

 The data is collected through questionnaire from secondary school students. 

Researcher personally visited the schools and distribute the questionnaire with clear 

instructions for data collection.  

1.7  Analysis of Data 

 Data analysed into two stages: The primary phase of information examination was 

recording of the information. All gathered information archives were noted in information 

sheets of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) variant 20. Thinking about 

the office of parting information into different classifications, information gathering from 

the optional school understudies having diverse strict affiliations (Hinduism, Christianity 

and Islam) was recorded in a solitary information sheet. 

1.8  Delimitations of the Study 

Results demonstrate students‘ religiosity and future vision of students of different 

religion. Muslim, Christian and Hindu students were included in the sample.  

1.9  Definitions of Terms 

1.9.1 Religiosity  

 Religiosity is one of the strategies for estimating religion of an individual. He 

furthermore explained that each individual will have an exact level of it (Mariam, et al., 
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2011). Desmond Lam (2006) depicted two essential types of religiosity. As indicated by 

him, the main shape is open, for example, singular supplication and every day routine with 

regards to commitments, affirmation to religious standards, and so on. It shows the level of 

person's relationship and the level of dedication toward religion which is regularly estimated 

by offering the religious commitments i.e. saying supplications, closeness with the religion 

and confidence on God (Barbera & Gurhan, 1997). The sharing angle is associated with 

open religiosity which incorporates revere put participation and supplicating in the gathering 

of individuals. In perspective of Thomas (1997) who noticed the expectation of high 

connection amongst private and open religiosity.  

1.9.2 Future Vision  

 The ability to study or plan the future with creative skill or inSig.ht (Starke, 

2013).Wells and Claxton (2002) guarantee that the future Visions encourages the students to 

create basic attention to a scope of portrayals of things to come. By analyzing an variety of 

elucidations of things to come from a scope of media sources and looking at what dreams of 

things to come individuals have had before, understudies are urged to perceive designs in the 

manner in which what's to come is spoken to. These backings understudy to challenge their 

own and society's present suspicions about what's to come. This section is about the survey 

of the applicable writing. The most appropriate and supporting material for clearing the 

ideas, thoughts, models and hypotheses based writing distributed and accessible as printed 

and electronic sources. The part investigates past research in regards to the estimation of 

religiosity and its effect on future vision of instructive setup. Activities are made to talk 

about very considerable and most recent research in such manner.  
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CHAPTER 2 

2 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1  Religion  

 The word religion is originated from the two words which are re (back) and ligare (to 

bind or bring). Hence religion is something which binds back the soul to God. Religion is 

the only source through which we can reach to the destination of self-realization. Religion is 

embedded in the blood of the humans‘ right from the commencement of this universe. The 

behaviors and thoughts of the human beings are always dominated by the religion. Defining 

the religion is not an easy task by the researchers and the theorists. Having many facets in it 

is the cause of difficulty in defining the term religion. Religion has always been defined 

differently by different people and with different viewpoints. Every individual has presented 

different ideas about the religion based upon different sources of knowledge.  

 Religion can be termed as those actions of humans which can be accepted without 

any challenge and the troubles living with in the frameworks of the reality. If someone has a 

specific belief about the existence of God, ceremonies, supernatural forces, traditions and 

whatever myth which a religion has presented. The logic which is found in all those 

practices will be the practices of any specific religion All religions are prejudiced and 

intolerant each one in its own way. The concept of the religion has been defined differently 

by the different experts.  

 Glock and Stark (1965) defined the religion as one variation of value direction and 

orientations, those established system of values, beliefs and practices that provide solutions 

to their issues and problems of decisive meanings. James (2004) has also presented same 
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kind of view point about the religion and has divided the religion in two types of religious 

beliefs which are personal religion and the institutional religions. The personal religion is 

the one which is used as a tool to go with contradictory and conflicting personality whereas 

institutional religions is the religion of the community and the group of the people which 

shows the durable associations with sociology of religion (Emmons, 2003). Religion may 

involve important authority over the beliefs, values, habits, behaviors and the attitudes (Fam, 

Waller, & Erdogan, 2004; Delener, 1990). Religion also describes and defines the standards 

of life for the individuals (Fam et al., 2004). Religion also enlarges rationality of senses as 

well as purpose and drive for the individuals (Peterson & Roy, 1985). As an example Islam 

strictly forbids the association of gambling and the use of alcoholic drinks among the 

Muslim community throughout the world. While on the other hand in the religion of 

Buddhism and Hinduism, the followers of these religions do not eat beef whereas in the 

religion of Islam, beef is commonly used in Halal way in their foods. Muslims commonly 

use meat but they do not eat pork as it is forbidden in Islam. So we conclude that religion 

deals with the associations of life which are in connection with the values, morals and the 

particular religious groups. 

2.1.1 Theological Concept of Religion 

 Religion can be defined in theological viewpoint as the set of beliefs about the 

formation and the design of this mankind and universe as well as the reality and existence of 

a supernatural God. Religion has much more importance than only the gathering of the 

guidelines and rules described by God for the followers to lead a successful life. Religion 

also provides intrinsic motivation and self-satisfaction for its followers and believers. The 

main focus of religion has always been the believing or having a belief about the messages 
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of God for the people, the Day of Judgment and the existence of God or gods. Religion 

possesses the principles and guidance as well as detailed directions for the people in this 

concept. By following these instructions theologically we can have material and the divine 

success in this world and the world hereafter. Religion also presents the concept of the 

creation of this universe by God and all other divine concepts.  

 There is a bit difference in Holy book of the Christians (Bible). The story narrated in 

Bible (1:3-2:4) says that this universe was created in a series of six days. Both these 

religions Islam and Christianity expect from their followers to accept and practice the 

narratives. In theological perspectives, religion demands from followers the complete 

compliance and submission of divine orders and commandments in both behavioral and 

theoretical concepts. Bible, for example conveys the message of Jesus Christ in these words; 

  In the same way Quran also demands from the Muslims complete obedience and the 

submission in these words. Religion warns against the disobedience and threatens for a 

pitiable and bad afterlife for its followers. Religious teachings describe that submission and 

obedience to God‘s orders is the only way for the followers to succeed in life. Feeling of 

attachment with a dominant authority (God) provides the sense of extrinsic and intrinsic 

satisfaction to its followers. The God not only provides the protection in the time of sorrows 

and troubles but also educates and instructs in the time of challenges. This concept of 

religion supports the people always during the course of their life. Bedell (2002) states that 

feelings of religious attachments create the sense of forgiveness among the followers for 

others and it is really a positive feature of the concept of religion. The concept of reward 

from God and forgiveness at the Day of Judgment avoids the followers from misbehaves 
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and motivates them to show patience for others. Unis (2008) mentions that our religion plays 

its role in the selection of mates for us.  

 Peacock and Poloma (1999) tried to explore the effect of religiousness of an 

individual on the pleasure level in their lives. Mora and McDermut (2011) examined the 

associations between the irrational thinking and religious fundamentalism of the individuals. 

Thus we can conclude in theological point of view that religion has very important and 

Significant role in decision making process and human lives. 

2.1.2 Sociological Concept of Religion 

 There exists a difference between sociological and the theological concepts of 

religion. Sociological point of view emphasizes that people use their spiritual ideologies, 

beliefs and orientations to represent their individuality in groups and society. Social concept 

of the religion makes religion more social as compare to mere personal. In this sociological 

point of view, every religious practice and belief has social and human aspects. Famous 

sociologist Stark and Fink (2000) mentions that though religious devotees deal with the 

abstract and unobservable units and behaviors yet their public adoptions in this respect are 

commonly sensible. They acquire public and in some cases materialistic benefits by linking 

and connecting different religious groups. This decision of connecting and joining of the 

religion is purely social rather than spiritual or theological. Taylor (1958) also ropes the 

impression of common rationality in the religion. According to him persons incessantly 

made efforts to recognize the nature logically. Religion emerged as a result of these efforts. 

In past times the basis of mysterious and illogic beliefs in the religions was backwardness 

and the unawareness. However man always has made sincere efforts to trace out the facts 

logically and rationally. Durkheim (1858-1917), a well-known sociologist, describes 
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religion in the background of primeval clan civilizations. He claims that religion is the 

outcome of combined sacred performance and contribution. (Durkheim, 1912) is of the view 

that the power, in this sense, exist in collectiveness. Durkheim gives the example of old 

Australian civilization, explains that the tribes were distributed and were divided based on 

religious relations rather than intimate or family kinship.  

 Durkheim also points out that the real sacredness existed in clans and the society not 

in totem whereas ‗totem‘ was just a symbol of unity. Similar is the case with the religion 

which is a symbol of unity for the followers. The fact is that community and society are 

sacred which provide services to the people personally and socially. Here he denies the 

thought of theology where it is said that religion is only the collective force on the 

individuals by the society. Here an important thing is worth mentioning that Durkheim, 

whereas assuming social philosophy of religion, overlooks two main evidences. Main 

countless people exercise religious actions individually without public involvement and next 

all the beliefs and religions are not culturally or socially or socially changed.  No doubt there 

are the examples of individuals in the history who claimed of having direct communication 

with heaven (God) negating all popular social traditions and customs of that time. The view 

of a well-known social philosopher Karl Marx (1818-1883) is dissimilar from Durkheim. In 

the words of Durkheim religion is the power of association and cohesiveness, while Marx 

calls it ‗the opium for the masses‘. He declares that ―class differences‖ is the decisive 

feature of society which creates hostility among social segments. Marx asserts that religion 

supports socially these class differences and distinctions and resultantly. According to Karl 

Marx, Capitalism also makes use of religion to as a social tool to rationalize status quo in 

those societies which are economically polarized. This philosophy of Karl Marx made an 
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influence on all the departments of human knowledge. After this theory a debate was 

initiated over the rejection or verification of the Marx‘s sociology of religion (Maduro, 

1977).  

 A famous German sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920), viewed that the religion has 

a power for social control and change. It is the religion that draws in human (believer‘s and 

follower‘s) minds the image of this real world. This image exerts a widespread influence on 

the decisions, actions, preferences, interests and all other actions which are emerged on the 

social canvas. For Weber it is the human nature that he wants to discover about himself and 

the surroundings.  The religion arises as a result of this need and it helps in finding the 

answer to these issues. Religion settles the human inquiries concerning extra ordinary 

supremacies of the world and human longings for salvation. This very concept described by 

the Webber does not approve the Marx‘s perspective that religion is opium for society and 

people. In Webber‘s perspective religion is self-produced and it achieves the requirements of 

the individuals of the society and also fulfills the need of self-identification. This view 

differs from the Durkheim‘s theory as society in not central in this theory. Here the main 

focus is towards the satisfaction and fulfillment of individual‘s needs. It also arises the 

questions that how ion different manners the people having different beliefs in religions 

manage and create their social relations.    

2.1.3 Psychological Concept of Religion 

 Psychology is the branch of science which deals with the behaviors and mental 

activities of the people. It tries to relate cognitive and behavioristic practices of the groups 

and individuals with the religion. One school of psychologists defines the religious 

psychology as the growth of individual and group religious beliefs, their presentations in 
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diverse circles of life and influences on human character. James (2004) makes the divisions 

of the religious practices into individual and formal. On the other hand personal religion has 

much importance in the studies of the religious psychologies. James is of the view that some 

of the people possess pleasant inner constitution. But here the case of other people is quite 

different. The impulses of the people of other groups are variant and the inconsistent.   

Personal religion is basically helpful as a useful tool in harmonizing their conflicting 

personalities (Emmons, 2003).  

 According to James there are two divisions of individual religious practices in to sick 

souled religiousness and the healthy mind religiosity. Those who are the healthy minded 

religious people normally show positive attitudes and behaviors and they ignore the negative 

and disliked attitudes. Sick-souled religious people, in difference, cannot manage the evil 

and immoral and generally show the unified experience. Another well-known psychologist 

Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) presented his psychological perception of religion. His books 

Moses and Monotheism, Future of an Illusion and Totem and Taboos are very much helpful 

in understanding his idea of religiosity and the religion. He is of the view that certain tales 

and dogmas having an illusion about the external and internal realities which are not 

discovered by them are given the name of religion. Having belief on these descriptions is the 

major demand of the religion. Freud fully criticizes the theologically derived and traditional 

perspectives of the religion and the religious beliefs. He states that religion is basically the 

reformed and developed form of ―Totemism‖. People in his point of view are basically the 

enemies of the society and their primary is always the happiness, glory, sex and immorality 

and wealth. People only follow the religion because it promises with them the satisfaction 
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and fulfillment of these kinds of all the desires and it also promises a better hereafter as a 

reward for these essential practices, beliefs and trust.  

 Carl Jung (1875-1961) presented a bit different point of view about the religion. He 

is kind enough towards the religion as compare to the Freud and James. He claims that the 

theory of mind (psyche) basically consists of three parts. First is personal conscious, second 

is personal unconscious and third part is collective unconscious. The place where previous 

experiences which contains archetypes of the people are stored is called collective 

unconscious. Jung tries to explain that these archetypes are basically the images which are 

stored in the collective unconscious of the persons and these are permanent and universal 

which are not affected by the society and culture. These images keep on flowing from the 

unconscious towards the conscious and it becomes the foundation of our religious 

experiences and beliefs (Jung, 1923). Jung additionally defines the kinds and features of 

personality. His theory about the religion could not become popular and failed to gain 

attention. That is why the researches on Jung‘s theory of religion are also very limited. 

 A popular psychologist from America Gordon Allport (1897-1967), no doubt mainly 

focused on the studies of personality but his studies on religiosity and the religion is very 

important and important. He reconnoitered how persons could make use of religion in their 

everyday routine lives. He partitioned the religion in to two parts, immature religion and the 

mature religion. The part of the religion which makes the people dynamic and open-minded 

can be termed as mature religion. The self-serving and the negatively stereotyped type of the 

religion is called immature religion. The development of the Religious Orientation Scales 

(ROS) was also made by the Allport. The main purpose of this scale developed by Allport 

and Ross (1967) was the measurement of two types religiosity; intrinsic and extrinsic. After 
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that different psychologists and researchers including Maltby (1999) made amendments and 

revisions in this scale. He developed a 12-items age universal scale. This scale is utilized for 

the measurement of the extrinsic and intrinsic religiousness of the people from all the 

religions and the ages. 

2.1.4 Philosophical Concept of Religion 

 Philosophy is that branch of science which investigates the realities and facts based 

on rational arguments (Quinton, 2005). Quinton says that way of thinking is the name of 

pondering reasoning. Theory makes appraisals about religion based on contention, objective, 

and reason. It makes an endeavor to comprehend the human assessments just as non-magical 

and otherworldly strict acts of the individuals by and large and independently. Thinkers, 

from old periods, attempted to appreciate religion and coordinated methods of reasoning of 

religions and. Aristotle has also provided the philosophical justifications in favor of the 

existence of God in his book ―metaphysics‖. He describes that there certainly exists an 

ultimate power that operates all the functions of this universe. The mediaeval philosophers 

of the mediaeval age called that power God. Concentrations of ontology, metaphysics and 

religious philosophy persisted on uncommon units (like angels, gods and supernatural 

powers), processes and events (like human authority, creation of this world and 

dependency). Different important issues and questions like what is the meaning and concept 

about the presence of God and what is God have created the different philosophies like 

atheism, monotheism, deism, pantheism and agnosticism. The central point of all these 

religions is the concept about God and all the above mentioned concepts always try to 

understand the reality about God. This thirst of knowing the reality is cause of this variance 

among the different theories. These religious philosophers use different arguments in favor 
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of their claims.  He is of the view that persons naturally possess the capability of reasoning 

and ability to find the truth about the realities of life. They try to reach the truth by using that 

capacity. Simultaneously Saint Thomas Aquinas doesn't decline to acknowledge the 

Significance of disclosure. He concurs that disclosure is the main source to find and accept 

different philosophical ideas like Incarnation and the Christians Trinity. He guarantees that 

all ideals are uncovered and common in their temperament. Three of the religious ethics 

expectation, confidence and noble cause are unmistakable and powerful from the others. The 

philosophical viewpoints of philosophers from theological school of thought reasonably 

support the ideas and concepts of religious behaviors and religion. The Muslim philosophers 

established a religious philosophy of Islam and Islamic thoughts. We can call it Islamic 

religious philosophy. 

 Smith (2009) acknowledges that the intelligent ways of thinking of the Saint 

Thomas-Aquinas were principally propelled by the legitimate methods of reasoning of Al-

Ghazali. Al-Ghazali has confidence within the Sig.ht of one God. He ruminates that God has 

made and molded the world and it will be done one day. Just the God will bear His essence. 

As indicated by Ghazali's way of thinking, just God bears mindfulness and information on 

the standards of universe and highlights. Al-Ghazali has contradicted his advanced Muslim 

rationalists and scholars and he dismisses the substantial resurrection. He thinks about that 

lone spirits will be resurrected in the afterlife. Al-Ghazali as a scholar, rationalist and 

Muslim researcher puts impacts on the development of future hypothetical thoughts. He 

believes that if we want to understand the concept of God and the religion, we need a full 

and comprehensive understandings of the all the religious scriptures. His ideological 

opponent is Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831). Hegel (1988) is the supporter of 
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religious beliefs and religions. His major philosophies confirm the concept of God and all 

concerned beliefs in the religion of Christianity.  

 Soren Kierkegaard (1813-1855) a famous philosopher has presented different 

concept of religious-beliefs. He displays reservations and doubts on different features of 

religious beliefs. Since an individual is not able to realize the entity of God using sense, their 

reservations and doubts are certainly natural. He says their faith then works to clarify the 

doubts. He is said to be the pioneer of philosophy of existentialism.  He proclaims that 

human practices have preferences and supremacy on knowledge.  

 Sartre (2003) while clarifying the idea of God says that there exist only two options 

about the existence of God. First one is that He might be a portion of whole. In this 

condition, he cannot come outer the whole to apprehend it. In other case, He is detached 

from entirety. As a distinct object he can see whole as thing, object or substance. 

Considering both the above discussed states rather than understanding this he can only 

experience the totality. He completely denies the concept of entity and divine knowledge. 

He believes that humans use the concept of God only to fulfill their desires of self-

completeness. It is not an easy task to describe and elaborate all the philosophies and 

viewpoints abut religions and religious beliefs. Here above given discussion briefly 

uncovers the view points and stands of different philosophies in the field of the religions. It 

also supports this concept that philosophy tries to comprehend the religions and realities 

with the help of rational arguments and reasoning. 

2.2  The Scientific Study of Religion 

 Science and religion are firmly interrelated in the legitimate and logical learning of 

religion, which can be moved back to seventeenth-century common relics of religion. 
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Ordinary history specialists attempted to convey characteristic depictions for social conduct 

and culture, for circles, for example, feelings, religion and morals. For example, Bernard 

(1724) introduced a principal clarification of faith in the extraordinary. Individuals as often 

as possible proclaim enchanted depictions when they need a comprehension of the ordinary 

reasons basic unpredicted activities: the acclaimed axiom says 'the more uninformed and 

less experienced one is, the more wonders one finds in the things'. In the nineteenth and the 

previous 20th century, scholars from newly new intelligent orders, for example, brain 

research, human science and human sciences analyzed the alleged practical causes of 

otherworldly confidence. They did as such with an expansive contention with an attempt to 

expand the attempting to clarify what consolidates changed strict speculations across 

societies, instead of representing conventional abbreviations. In human sciences it was a 

typical idea that all the way of life developed and advanced on similar lines (hypothesis of 

social evolutionism). In human sciences, the information that all qualities develop and 

improvement along similar positions (customary evolutionism) was broad. Societies with 

various strict conclusions were edified as presence in an underlying phase of development. 

For example, Tylor (1871) saw animism, the trust that spirits move the world, as the 

underlying type of strict confidence. Comte (1841) foreseen that all civic establishments, in 

their endeavors to know about the world, go over similar times of progress: the scriptural 

(strict) stage is the underlying and the beginning stage, where strict explanations overwhelm, 

followed by the hypothetical stage (a non-interceding God), and finishing off with the 

hopeful or coherent stage, evident by logical explanations and exploratory clarifications.  

 A popular humanist naming Émile-Durkheim (1915) thought about that strict 

convictions are social paste which helps in keeping the social orders together. A celebrated 
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analyst Sigmund Freud (1927) named strict convictions just as a deception. The story given 

by Freud is very abnormal: in antiquated occasions there was a dad who was executed by his 

children and his tissue was eaten by his children. After this occurrence they felt regretful on 

their wrongdoing and they began adoring their killed father. This began the idea of 

prohibition on tissue eating and began symbol revering. Freud additionally thought 

"maritime inclination" (a feeling of immeasurability, boundlessness and of being related 

with this world) as the roots of all our strict convictions. He thought this feeling was a 

buildup of an infant's comprehension of oneself, prior to being visited the bosom. Creators, 

for example, Freud and Durkheim, alongside social scholars, for example, Max Weber and 

Carl Marx, extended assortments of the secularization speculations, the perspective that state 

of the religion would weaken because of current and contemporary innovation, culture and 

science. Analyst and scholar William James (1902) was entranced in the mental sources and 

the phenomenology of encounters concerning the religion, which were the inevitable 

premise of institutional religions as per his accept.  

 After 1920s the conversation on the idea of fabulous binding together portrayals was 

given up as contrast with the conversations on unique strict convictions and specific 

conventions. Anthropologists, for example, Bronislaw Malinowski (1925/1992) and Edward 

Evans-Pritchard (1937/1965) didn't depend on the low quality sources, twisted and recycled 

assets yet the included themselves in genuine hands on work. Their ethnographies indicated 

that social and social evolutionism was misinformed and that strict assessments were more 

differed than was in the past assumed. They guaranteed that strict standards were not the 

result of newness of reasonable instruments; for instance, Evans-Pritchard came to realize 

that the Azande even were well cognizant that houses could fall since termites ate their 
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bases, however they actually intrigued to sorcery to portray why a particular house had 

misshaped. Lately, Cristine Legare et al. (2012) set up that people in various societies 

straightforwardly affiliation common and powerful reasons, for instance, South Africans are 

cognizant AIDS is delivered by an infection, yet some additionally believe that the viral 

defilement is inevitably created by a witch.  

 Sociologists and clinicians of religion even questioned that strict speculations were 

profound situated in psychopathology, nonsensicalness and other phenomenal mental 

conditions, as James (1902) and a large portion of the prior therapists had assumed. In the 

United States, in the last part of the 1930s through the 1960s, analysts set up a changed 

mindfulness for religion, fueled by the idea that religion denied to decrease in this manner 

an uncertainty arose about the secularized idea and it went through a strong recovery. 

Analysts have depicted two sorts of religions which are outward strictness and natural 

strictness (Allport & Ross, 1967). Sociologists and analysts presently term strictness as a 

free factor which influences the guiltiness, wellbeing, sexuality and informal communities.  

 A current advancement in the coherent and logical investigation of religion is the 

scholarly study of religion. This is a field which can be said multidisciplinary, with scholars 

from, among others, human studies, formative brain science, psychological brain research 

and theory. This is no uncertainty not quite the same as other logical perspectives to religion 

by its supposition that religion isn't just social event, however the aftereffect of early 

created, conventional, and overall human reasoning techniques (Barrett, 2004, Boyer, 2002). 

A few creators feel that religion is the result of reasoning cycles which don't claim an 

advanced capacity specific for religion. For example, presenting to Paul Bloom (2007), 

religion emerges because of our intuitive quirk among contemplations and builds: we can 
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consider musings suffering, even subsequently the body terminates (e.g., by ascribing wants 

to an expired family individual), which marks confidence in a daily existence from now on 

and in otherworldly spirits unconstrained and regular. There is another idea which proclaims 

religion as social, social and organic versatile reaction which helps the people in taking care 

of their issues (Bering, 2011). Through this faith in incredible and large divine beings that 

have the intensity of discipline, people carry on in more agreeable way. That is the reason 

the spans of human gatherings began extending from simply little gatherings to more 

prominent networks. Those gatherings which had faith in huge divine beings vied for the 

assets during the Neolithic time frame with those gatherings which didn't trust it. That is the 

explanation of the achievement of such convictions in such divine beings (Norenzayan, 

2013). 

2.2.1 Science and Religion 

 We note that most of the studies in finding the relationships among the religion and 

science have focused only towards the Christianity and science. Only a few studies have 

focused towards the other religions (Brooke and Numbers, 2011). Comparatively few books 

pay consideration to the connection between religion and science in non-Christian 

backgrounds (Clark, 2014).  

 Since western science marks worldwide claims, it is cool to accept that its encounter 

with other religious backgrounds is like to the connections observed in Christianity. 

However, given dissimilar creedal doctrines (e.g., in Hindu societies God is commonly not 

completely different from creation, unlike in Judaism and Christianity), it can be expected 

that dissimilarities in the relationships among religion and the science in various religious 

traditions because science occupied unique historical courses in different other cultures. To 
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provide knowledge of religion and science, here a general overview of religion and science 

in Islam, Christianity and Hinduism is being provided in this section.  

2.3  Religiosity 

The tool which can be used for the measurement of the religion of one person is 

called religiosity. Every individual occupies the certain degree of religiosity (Mariam et al., 

2011). Religiosity is the continuous variable rather than discrete variable (Beit-Hallahmi & 

Argyle, 1997). Religiosity is basically the level to which the people of a special religious 

group are committed and devoted (Nasu, 1995). McDaniel and Burnett (1990) state that 

religiosity can be named believe or trust in God shadowed by assurance to follow the 

moralities and values set by God. One more definition by O'Brien and Palmer (1993) that 

religiosity is a state of mind or the condition of a person of being religious. (King & Hunt, 

1972; Glock, 1962; Allport & Ross, 1967; Faulkner & DeJong, 1966; Stark & Glock, 1968) 

are of the view that religiosity is not a concept which is one-dimensional but O‘Connell 

(1975) says that religiosity is composed of many things like practices, beliefs, experiences 

and knowledge. These all dimensions lay an effect on the daily activities of the individual.      

 Magill (1992) stated that the religiosity of any individual must have a background 

for which the nature of morality of an individual is concerned. In the point of view by 

Weaver and Agle (2002) religiosity has deep effect on the attitudes and the behaviors of the 

individuals. The religious self-identity directly influences our behaviors and moreover the 

internalization of our character aptitudes which are offered by religion shapes that self-

identity.  

 Desmond Lam (2006) defined two basic shapes of religiosity. In his point of view 

the first system is public religiosity and second one is private religiosity. Private religiosity 
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contains those religious performs which cannot be seen by the others like individual prayers 

and the assurance of the practice of religion etc. It shows the degree of presence the level of 

person‘s association and the equal of dedication to religion which is regularly measured by 

posing the spiritual duties. The participating part is elaborated in public religiosity which 

contains adoration places attendances and praying to Allah in the presence of cluster of 

people.  

2.4  Religion and Religiosity  

 Religion has been portion of humanoid nature for the thousands of centuries in all 

nations. To describe religion, but, is scandalously tough for some theoretical writer. It can 

only be presented rationally, anthropologically and spiritually. According to Beyer (2006) 

there are two ways to define the religion- functionally and substantively. Substantive 

definition of religion deals what basically the region is, typically focusing on the paranormal 

side of religion whereas functional definition of the religion focuses on the psychological or 

social aspect of religion (Beyer, 2006). Beyer stated that religion is basically the 

communication of the norms prohibitions and rules that its supporters expected to follow 

(Saroglou, 2009). There exist also other proper accounts of religion that define religious 

backgrounds, such as beliefs, scripture and doctrine. 

  Religion and religiosity and which is basically the level of involvement or 

commitment, extending from social deviance (Albrecht et al., 1977; Stack & Kanavy, 1983), 

sexual behavior (Burdette et al., 2009), and well-being (Stark, Doyle, & Rushing, 1983; 

Vilchinsky & Kravetz, 2005). While studying the deviance among the teenagers Albrecht et 

al. (1977) concluded that there exists negative correlation among the deviant behaviors and 

the participation in the religious actions and activities.  In several of the primary researches, 
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religiosity was measured by inspecting a person‘s regularity of worship place presence and 

participation. Calculating religiosity has progressed to inspect more expressive features such 

as extrinsic and intrinsic motivations, spirituality, and belief in wholeness. This is called 

Allport‘s intrinsic-extrinsic scale which is used to measure whether the involvement of 

religion of an individual is motivated extrinsically or intrinsically (Wulff, 1997). 

Intrinsically obsessed persons internalize religious views and ethics and are interested to be 

religious for more ―developed‖ reasons. On the other hand the individuals who are 

motivated extrinsically normally participate in religious activities due to self-centered causes 

like solace, sociability and safety. Both of these categories which normally seem opposite, in 

fact, have much relation (Wulff, 1997).  

 There exists evidence against the notion of extrinsic- intrinsic aspect that it is 

considered now that this intrinsic-extrinsic dimension is not as simple as it was considered 

earlier (Neyrinck, 2010). Allport‘s intrinsic measure was established to be a combination of 

religious belief coordination, affected parameter for religious beliefs and religion, and a 

more stretchy explanation of belief matters. For the accurate measurement of religiosity 

more multifaceted models are required (Neyrinck et al., 2010; Wulff, 1997). Current 

opinions about religiosity nowadays comprise of social and cognitive perspectives, one of 

these two is defined by Wulff (1997). The model by Wulff consists of two aspects. One of 

these aspects includes the exclusion or inclusion of the wholeness. This processes the ―grade 

to which the matters of religious awareness are openly granted involvement in a unequalled 

reality, or contrary to it, is restricted to procedures internal within the ordinary world‖ 

(Wulff, 1997).  
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 The above dimension is used to measure the tendency of an individual to have a 

belief in unmatched reality. To believe in the theory of transcendent reality means to have a 

belief in the supernatural. The second aspect is the symbolic interpretation versus literal 

dimension. This actually measures whether the person describes content of the religion 

symbolically or literally. To understand religious literally means to approach it in a 

traditional and dogmatic fashion. An instance of the literal interpretation means to read a 

religious writing and to follow it without considering the situational among time when text 

was written and existing situation. The two aspects of the religion can be classified in to the 

four categories for the measurement of the religiosity: reductive interpretation and 

restorative interpretation, literal affirmation and literal disaffirmation. Literal affirmation 

deals with the individual who has a belief in the literal presence of the religious dominion. If 

an individual interprets the religious contents in a literal manner rejecting the inspirational 

real M.S. can be termed as literal disaffirmation. While explaining the restorative 

interpretation we can say that the person who admits the presence of the religious monarchy 

and quests for the figurative meaning of religious materials. On the other hand the man who 

refuses to accept the presence of the transcendence and has a belief on the symbolic and 

figurative interpretation of content related to religion for the positive and fundamental 

meanings.  The model of Wulff‘s (1997) is very progressive as compare to the models 

previously used and that is why this model was used for measurement of religiosity in the 

present study. 

2.5  Dimensions of Religiosity  

 Most of the researcher who worked on religion is of the view that religion is 

multidimensional. A Significant audit of the past religiosity writing was displayed in the 
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Handbook of Religion and Health (Koenig et al., 2001). The creators recognized twelve 

religiosity measurements dependent on a survey of past writing from crafted by Glock 

(1962), Allport and Ross (1967), 

 Lord and Hunt (1975), Batson (1976), and Paloutzian and Ellison (1982) were of the 

view that the religion can be divided into four categories. The rundown included social and 

also intellectual parts, for example, hierarchical religiosity, non-authoritative religiosity, and 

religious convictions. There are four measurements that appear to be most steady and have 

additionally been recognized as imperative religiosity measurements. These measurements 

are the conduct, psychological, religious and social measurements.  

2.5.1 Behavioral Measurement  

 Inside religiosity look into, researchers have regularly evaluated religiosity as far as 

unmistakable conduct rehearses most likely because of two essential reasons. In the first 

place, religious conduct is regularly observed as an approach to support one's religious 

character and convictions. Likewise, social practices can be effortlessly evaluated and broke 

down. For this study, the conduct segment incorporates how a man rehearses his religion. A 

few scholars trust that religious ideation is established in religious movement (Berger, 

1967). Practices, for example, petition or church participation may offer the chance to 

comprehend, develop in, and cement center convictions of the specific confidence 

framework (Schieman & Bierman, 2007). The recurrence of chapel participation and 

supplication are two of the most usually examined types of religious movement (Idler et al., 

2003) particularly in concentrates that locate a positive relationship between religious 

exercises and ideal wellbeing results (Ellison & Boardman, 2001; Koenig, et al., 2001; 

Taylor et al., 2004). Vinson and Brown (2013) recommended that the conduct measurement 
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of African American religiosity may incorporate three essential features including open 

religious practice, private religious practice, and religious social results.  

2.5.1.1 Public Religious Practice  

 Open strict practice consolidates rehearses related with the strict association, for 

instance, church cooperation or enlistment. Repeat of strict organization cooperation is the 

most unsurprising communicate of conceptual flourishing (Ferriss, 2002) and has been 

found to speak to most of the differentiations in life satisfaction between those with and 

without strict affiliations (Lim & Putnam, 2010). More conspicuous strict organization 

interest has in like manner been found to connect with a greater number of social ties, more 

ceaseless social contact with others, and more standard telephone contact (Ellison & George, 

1994), which suggests that it very well may be a basic ally of having positive relationship 

with others and social assistance. Shrouded instruments that have been suggested for the 

association among investment and mental prosperity consolidate certainty improvement 

(Carothers, Borkowski, Lefever, & Whitman, 2005), dampening of dangerous practices 

(McLaughlin, Chuansheng, Greenberger, & Biermeier, 1997), a sentiment of reason or 

Significance for the duration of regular daily existence (Steger & Frazier, 2005), and more 

unmistakable social compromise and social assistance (Ellison & Levin, 1998). 

2.5.1.2 Religious Social Outcomes  

 This outcome of the religion deals with the interaction of common people. It tells 

how people react with each other. The religious social outcomes feature envelops the 

conduct impact that religion has on day by day life and practices in the mainstream world. 

Numerous past scientists recommend that this segment might be the most vital negotiator of 

the connection among religiosity and mental prosperity. Religious lessons about sexual 
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standards, administers about how to treat others, and the accentuation on forbearance may 

prompt a general decrease in hazardous conduct, for example, the utilization of licit and 

illegal medications, putting an incentive on material belonging (Ellison & Levin, 1998; 

George, Ellison, & Larson, 2002; George, Larsons, Koenig, & McCullough, 2000; Koenig et 

al., 2001; Musick et al., 2000; Strawbridge, Shema, Cohen, & Kaplan, 2001). This decrease 

in unsafe conduct has been thought to lessen the recurrence of negative life occasions and 

unpleasant conditions in adulthood, which may then diminishing by and large pressure and 

enhance generally speaking emotional well-being.  

2.5.2 Cognitive Measurement  

 Second to the direct estimation of strictness, portions of strictness related to how 

religion impacts a man's life have been seen and investigated. Vinson and Brown (2013) 

suggested that the mental estimation implies what a man acknowledges about their religion 

and how it relates to their life and conditions. This estimation of strictness resembles 

effectively recognized measurements, for instance, creedal (Fukuyama, 1961), philosophical 

(Glock, 1962), proclamation of confidence (Fichter, 1969), conviction and social results 

(DeJong, Faulkner, & Warland, 1976), and strict conviction (Cornwall, Albrecht, 

Cunningham, & Pitcher, 1986; Koenig et al., 2001).  

 It is basic to observe that while the scholarly and direct estimations of strictness may 

be associated, they are confined estimations. Feelings may light up lead, anyway other 

inspirational or get to components could interfere with truly doing strict practices. For 

example, an older African American woman may regard strictness and trust that it is basic to 

go to sanctuary yet due to actual containments have clashing church cooperation. Also, an 

adult African American woman may believe that her body is an asylum of God anyway 
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fights to partake in reliable self-care, for instance, eating admirably or rehearsing as often as 

possible because of a really repetitive movement and an entrapped family life. Thusly, while 

certain strict lead may routinely be a development of a strict conviction, a particular 

conviction won't commonly provoke a particular direct. 

2.5.3 Faith-based Coping  

 Religiosity has been estimated in an assortment of courses crosswise over 

examinations (Emmons & Paloutzian, 2003). For some individuals religiosity and 

otherworldliness are vigorously interlaced, and it has been recommended that 

otherworldliness may really describe a 6th identity measurement (Piedmont, 1999). 

Research with grown-ups has discovered that more elevated amounts of religiosity have 

been identified with life fulfillment, mental prosperity, positive disposition, sentiments of 

reason, appreciation, bring down cortisol push reactions, bring down circulatory strain, and 

lower death rates (Emmons, & Tsang, 2002; Tartaro, Luecken, & Gunn, 2005).  

 Religious adapting has been identified with versatility and posttraumatic 

development (PTG), or the idea of self-awareness following injury (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 

1996). In an audit of writing transcendently with various examples of grown-ups, Shaw, 

Joseph, and Linley (2005) reasoned that religious adapting and cooperation in religious 

exercises was decidedly identified with PTG and in like manner that injury can encourage 

otherworldly development and extending of confidence.  

 Religious practices have likewise been related with PTG in a prevalently Hispanic 

example of youthful. The capacity to discover Significance through confidence might be 

fundamental for kids to be strong (Werner, 1984). Nonetheless, take note of that injury 

encounters can likewise debilitate religious and profound convictions (Shaw et al., 2005). 
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Religious Coping speak to the utilization of religious convictions, information, practices and 

petition to get comfort, quality, alleviation, or direction.  

 This part of the religiosity is connected with the psychological and physical 

wellbeing of the common people (George, Ellison & Larson 2002; Harding et al., 2005). 

This part of the religiosity for the grown-ups is the most essential for the appraisal about the 

improvement of religious character. Different viewpoints (measurements) of the religiosity 

are the occasionally higher or the lower which depend on the parental levels, yet as 

adolescents create and develop intellectual aptitudes to practice their convictions, this part of 

reality creates as illustrative of their own frameworks of importance (Pearce & Denton, 

2011). 

 Religious practices usually contains assemble enrollment, religious office 

participation and social exercises and the active participation of the peoples in social 

activities. There is to some degree select about the activity of religion with different people 

and the implies that originate from religious foundations and co-believers (Smith, 2003). For 

example, investigations of youthful sexual conduct regularly find that above and over the 

relations of different religious factors with the planning of sexual start and other risk 

exercises, religious administration appearance maintains its own factually vital relationship 

to those behavior (Burdette & Hill, 2009). Teenagers much of the time practice outside types 

of religiosity with and at the interest of their folks, so this is the main measurement of 

religiosity which may not generally be reflected by the young people in their own religious 

guarantees. In any case, when young people accomplish independence, it is normal that their 

level of religious administration nearness is more intelligent of their own interest in religion.  
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2.5.4 Religious Social Support/Activities  

 Religion has intrigued researchers for a long time. Religion has always a topic of the 

researcher and most of the researcher viewed religion as the social living of the people. A 

basic component of any hypothesis of religion is, or ought to be, a clarification of the 

connection between the two most watched parts of religion, the individual perspective and 

the social angle. The individual angle is generally alluded to as convictions of the person 

about the power or capacities of some heavenly element. The social viewpoint alludes to the 

perceptions that most religious customs are led by the group and not by people, and that 

most religions would endorse how to carry on in social communications (Wilson, 2002).  

 In the begging of the human the religion was considered as social interaction among 

peoples. History of religiosity was completely estimated by social appraisals, as chapel 

participation or recurrence of book of scriptures readings (Comstock & Partridge, 1972). 

That was later amended by multidimensional methodologies. In any case, religious social 

help is frequently viewed as the contact to different religious individuals and getting support 

from a religious setting (Hovey et al., 2014). Assuming that continuous participation is 

joined by expanded contact to different religious individuals, participation can clarify the 

expansion in social help (Hovey et al., 2014).  

 In any case, these examinations neglect to center particularly around religious social 

help instead of general social help, not to mention regarding social help as a 

multidimensional idea (Hovey et al., 2014; Schnall et al., 2012). It is essential to perceive 

the distinction between general social help which can be offered by family and companions 

in a mainstream setting and religious social help which is offered by different religious 
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individuals who share certain accepts and world perspectives which are grounded in 

confidence (Krause, Ellison, & Wulff, 1998).  

 This part of religion is illustrative of the place in one's reviewing of qualities that 

religion handles (Wimberley, 1989). In various investigations it is attempted to gauge the 

Significance of religion in their lives with respect to this measurement. Imperative here is to 

understand another fundamental idea that the measurement is imagined as for one's relative 

position among the other noteworthy personalities like cherishing accomplices, companions, 

progressives, and well known understudies and so forth (Stryker & Serpe, 1994).  

 For the example different measurements of the religiosity like recurrence of the 

practices and our convictions may the incentive in some specific lines of activities yet it is 

fundamentally the forte of the personality of any individual as contrast with different 

characters which are quite related whether the activities of some individual are entirely line 

with the religious qualities (Johnson-Hanks et al., 2011; Stryker, 1968). In this approach, 

this component is unmistakable in portraying the conceivable level of effect that religion can 

have on different territories of life. To close we can state that five fundamental 

measurements of religiosity are close to home practice, religious convictions, outer practice, 

religious selectiveness and the religious striking nature. All the previously mentioned 

measurements are totally interconnected with one another. It is nearly abnormal for people 

having no religious conviction or notability for individual religious practice, albeit certainly 

not feasible as  Allport (1950) plots when he introduces his classifications of inappropriate 

religious introduction. Those individuals who are more elite religiously are regularly more 

dynamic. Likewise, those individuals who are religiously first class have a tendency to be 

fierier by and by and remotely. In any case, we additionally banter that these measurements 
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are sufficiently divergent to merit an amount display in which they remain to some degree 

selective to each other. This differs from other speculative models and past experiential 

methodologies, so we articulate substitute models and why we don't find them as decisive 

underneath.  

2.6  Measuring Religiosity 

2.6.1 Theoretical and Psychometric Considerations 

 Hill and Maltby (2009) debate that in the process of measurement of religiosity 

following features should be kept in mind: psychometric issues (fidelity and validity of the 

instrument used for the measurement), the theoretic features (the theoretical clearness of the 

measured dimensions), the sensitivity related to the culture of the instrument for 

measurement and the sample representativeness. Not any gauge is correct for a specific 

study, it is critical that the investigator should select that quantifying apparatus with the best 

demonstration of the notion planned to be measured. The psychometric instrument for 

measurement of the religiosity has many aspects namely validity and the fidelity.  Validity 

concerns the amount to which a gauge measures what it suggests to measure. Whereas 

fidelity refers to the extent to which the scale has consistency. Moreover the consistency 

also has two types: consistency over time and internal consistency. The internal consistency 

refers to the extent for which all the items make the measurement on same scale. It is also 

measured by the Cronbach alpha coefficient, the consistency over time is related to the test 

re-test fidelity and this is measured by the coefficient of correlation between the responses 

of the sample to the same tests which are applied at the different stages which varies from 

two weeks to six months.     
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2.6.2 Sample Representativeness and Cultural Sensitivity   

   Hill and Maltby (2009) argue that growing the number of tools to quantity religiosity 

does not guard the mindset of one of the destructive aspects: un-representativeness of the 

example of persons. Most trials are collected from middle-class, young, American college 

students (Hill & Pargament, 2003). Hill (2005) claims that these suitable samples easily 

reachable for the studies piloted by educational organizations are difficult because age, 

education and socio-economic status are the three variables which have strong correlation 

with religious experiences. Moreover for the Jewish or the Protestant people, most of the 

instruments are validated amount of religiosity. Therefore it is necessary for the researchers 

to be careful while using a tool regarding the population having other features. Therefore, 

researchers should be careful in using a tool on a population with other features. Scales 

authenticated on unreliable samples or small samples (a specific religious acknowledgment) 

are naturally impervious or inappropriate in the general people groups (Hill & Maltby, 

2009). The interpretation problem arises not only when specific concepts to a specific 

religion measured or where the scales have been authenticated in Britain or U.S. but also 

while by means of scales which measure trans-religious constructs. Consequently, for the 

correct calculation of religiosity it is needed to construct scales particular to each religious 

declaration; specially focusing the addressed population. If desire to evaluate religiosity in 

Romania which is the area of orthodox Christians, we have to use the scale which would 

help in assessing the orthodox faith and the behaviors in orthodox religions like confessions, 

fasting and communion. Cucoş and Labăr (2007) constructed and legalized on the 

conventional population in Romania a ranking scale of religious faith and a religious 

conduct scale. The questionnaire assessing the religious faith is designed in two dimensions: 
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expressive belief and intimate belief. The intimate belief dimension measures the degree to 

which people have faith in in God and heavenly help in problematic situations, it accepts as 

true that prayer arises to God, and that belief marks the persons stronger, they have enjoyed 

those moments when they sensed close to God, requesting divinity for mercy when going 

erroneous or sin, they consider of God and respectable works to be done and ask for God's 

assistance when taking Significant decisions. The expressive belief dimension measures the 

degree to which persons behave in society in agreement with their spiritual beliefs, 

managing their activities by the values of Christian faith and the amount to which 

individuals ponder Christian teachings supportive in their daily life and they consider that 

the sufferings over which they pass have a progressive role and are considered religious 

people. The questionnaires of religious behaviors are structured on the basis of three 

dimensions which are daily religious practices (going to church, prayer, possession of 

religious objects like icons, theological books and crosses), active position (sharing of your 

religious beliefs with other people, bringing the religious arguments in to the discussions, 

offering of the religious advices and reading the religious books) and deep religious 

practices (communion, fasting, confession). 

2.6.3 Selecting Instruments for Measuring Religiosity 

 Gorsuch (1984) debates that the tools to measure the psychology related to religion is 

both profit and loss. Tsang and McCullough (2003) Gorsuch (1984) claims that the 

measuring tools in the psychology of religion are both a bane and a boon. Tsang and 

McCullough (2003) study that the psychology of religion undergoes from a richness of tools 

and a deficiency of replacements to self-report measures. Because there are previously many 

quantity tools of religiosity, Gorsuch (1984) contended that psychologists must not shape 
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other scales in advance to seeing and making an analysis of the literature whether there 

exists already an suitable tool for which they want to measure rather emerging new 

measurements, researcher should discover the connection between the prevailing quantities 

and a series of physical concepts that have not been examined. Despite Gorsuch's proposal, 

amid 1985 and 1999 nearby there were constructed 40 other devices to make the 

measurement of religiosity (Hill & Hood, 1999), best of which are very near to the present 

ones. Tsang and McCullough (2003) contend that the building of new scales trashes assets 

that could be engaged towards the study of other important complications of the religion 

psychology. 

 In addition to questionnaires which are self-reporting, which are stress-free to 

administer and score, to make the accurate assessment and to study religiosity it is essential 

to use extra techniques: peer reports or the interviews. When making use of self-reporting 

questionnaires, can cause societal desirability biases (Tsang & McCullough, 2003). For 

instance, the association among racial tolerance and intrinsic religious orientation 

questionable as it is clarified by the association between social desirability and intrinsic 

religiosity (Trimble, 1997).  

 Religious experiences and the religion have many aspects and there does not exist 

any special tool to measure the religiosity. No doubt there exist instruments for the 

measurement of the religious involvement, religious beliefs and religious affiliation religious 

maturity and the religious development. The selection of instrument which is to be utilized is 

made on the basis of the theoretical principles not on the basis of the personal preference 

(Tsang & McCullough, 2003). Many of the researchers normally use self-reports 

questionnaires to measure the religiosity. Hill and Maltby (2009) debate that it mainly 
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depends upon the ability of respondents to evaluate themselves accurately and the will to 

disclose themselves. These things severely affect the validity of scientific research. 

Intentional and unintentional distortions influence the self-assessment whereas willful and 

the honest revelation is effected by the assessment apprehension, impression management 

and demand characteristics. Burris and Navara (2002) say that a person may announce the 

certain type of religious belief on the basis of external social pressure. Some respondents 

may not have understood the questionnaires and others may not have interest to respond. 

Therefore it is very Significant to use alternative methods for the data collections other than 

self-reports. Hill and Maltby (2009) propose the following substitutes to self-reporting: 

qualitative research, implicit measurements and the mixed designs. In the implicit 

measurements there involve the indirect measurement techniques to properly evaluate the 

variables. The implicit measurements include the usage of indirect measurement techniques 

for the evaluation of the given variable. Social reasoning researchers contend that the 

availability of an attitude is demonstrative of the vital cognitive arrangements. Gibson 

(2006) suggests that the response time is a good pointer of the approachability of an 

individual scheme of God. Cohen, Shariff, and Hill (2008) presented that people with solid 

religious opinions have a lower reply time in gaining access to religious behaviors. A 

substitute to using of self-reporting questionnaires is the utilization of the of mixed designs 

and other people‘s reports which include family, friends, and members of the religious 

organization. These may conveniently be used to study the religious practice of the peoples.  

2.7  Foundational Concepts of Futures 

 There are six fundamental concept of futures accepted wisdom: the used future; the 

disclaim future; substitute futures; configuration; models of societal modify; and utilize of 
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the future. The initial is the perception of the utilized future. Is your reflection of the future, 

your most wanted future, yours or is it mechanically rented commencing somebody as well? 

Whilst we glance at Asian conurbation, we glimpse that they have a propensity to pursue the 

equivalent prototype of metropolitan improvement that western municipality did age band in 

the past (Inayatullah, 2004).  

 Furthermore yet numerous, if not the majority, western mayors at the present 

suppose that they were erroneous. An alternative of expenditure billions on unintentional 

intensification, enlargement devoid of visualization, they be supposed to contain paying 

attention on generate inhabitable community. They be supposed to include held in reserve 

emerald civic places straightening elsewhere urbanized constituency. They at the present 

comprehend to facilitate their representation the outlook of unconcealed augmentation 

devoid of apprehension for environment or livability show the way to the extremely large 

megacities somewhere although numerous had profession, they experience in approximately 

each additional method. Asian municipality include mechanically go after this prototype. 

They have elapsed their possess civilization where rural community existence as well as 

group of people were innermost, wherever living wage with environment was Significant. 

At the instant they necessity include locate customs to produce innovative futures, or persist 

to depart all along in the midst of the future life form superfluous to another place. This new 

future is foremost to a universal devastation of brand new irrigate diminution, ambiance 

transform, not to declare soul decorum. 

 The second perception is the refuse to acknowledge expectations (Limestone & 

Limestone, 1989; Inayatullah, 2007). Our superiority is our incurable error, said the Greek 

critic Homer. What we outclass at is converted hooked on our defeat. And we perform not 
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perceive this for the reason that we are full of activity center of attention on our 

premeditated strategy. It is the self-disowned, the prospect pressed missing, that move 

toward flipside to preoccupy us. The hectic decision-making, paying attention on 

accomplishment, merely in afterward existence memorize his offspring. It is afterward in 

existence that he commences to imagine concerning work-life stability, concerning his 

internal existence. The association listening carefully on a premeditated objective 

contradicts the accurate possessions it might require to accurately be successful. During the 

tale of the tortoise and the rabbit; we frequently focal point on the rabbit deficient to be the 

fastest and the smartest but it is the tortoise, our philosophical nature that might have the 

respond to the expectations. Tactics go away off track not for the reason that of a be 

deficient in of effectual stratagem except as the take action of generating a meticulous 

course take no notice of further not public and directorial identities. The dispute is to 

amalgamate our deny the existence of character: designed for the discipline prime to 

memorize what it was similar to be a adolescent, to utilize her adolescent nature to generate 

core curriculum; for the armed forces universal to find out the component of him that be 

capable of bargain, that be able to find out from others. This way heartrending futures 

nearer: commencing an ambition sloping neo-Darwinian come close to a softer and further 

contradictory Taoist move toward. 

 The third notion is substitute futures. We frequently consider that in attendance is no 

more than single prospect. We cannot observe the unconventional, and consequently we 

construct the equivalent blunders more than and greater than. However by gazing in favor of 

unconventional, we might glimpse somewhat innovative. We are not wedged in the 

straitjacket of one prospect. As glowing, if our scrupulous future does not happen, we do not 
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pass away as of arousing distress, moderately, we gain knowledge of how to become 

accustomed to altering environment. Numerous in the previous Eastern Europe stay behind 

in a situation of future distress. They supposed present be merely single future the 

communalist individual. At what time that vanished, they did not recognize what to achieve 

wherever to appear. Substitute had not been atlas the brainpower had be converted into 

nonflexible. Unconventional futures thoughts be reminiscent us that at the same time as we 

cannot envisage a fastidious prospect for all time precisely, by meeting point on a 

assortment of unconventional, we can recovered arrange for vagueness, without a doubt, to 

several amount squeeze hesitation (Bell, 1997). 

 The fourth perception is configuration. We require bringing into line our everyday 

dilemma bottom draw nearby way of stratagem. Along with we necessitate supporting 

stratagem amid the broader larger representation, and the larger photograph by way of our 

hallucination and the visualization in the company of our habitual. Frequently we envisage a 

scrupulous future, as well as hitherto how we calculate this future, our managerial pointer, 

have no affiliation to so as to visualization. Therefore the visualization be unsuccessful, as 

everybody be acquainted with the apparition is at hand for demonstrate so as to come into 

view to appear up-to-the-minute. At the same time as permitting and ennobling us, the 

mental picture should linkage to the routine authenticity, our habitual actions be obliged to 

reproduce the visualization. There is also internal location. Frequently an association or 

human being has a meticulous stratagem of the future to attain a sure objective, however its 

internal diagram does not reproduce that approach. The internal diagram might level exist 

inside straight disagreement to this outside realism. Thus present is a sewer connections 
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flanked by what the manager might articulate or accomplish or aspiration others to perform 

and the central plan of the association (Cornish, 2004).  

 The fifth perception is your representation of community revolutionize. Do you 

suppose so as to the future is constructive and you can act incredible concerning it? Or 

possibly you suppose so as to the future is recurring, everybody has a twist and the 

preponderance effectual approach is to be enduring. Or do you consider the future is not 

agreed, but fashioned by our everyday proceedings. 

 The sixth notion is the employ of the future. Futures philosophy is capable of merely 

exist as regards forethought preparation, plateful persons and association by means of new-

fangled competencies and novel abilities. On a deeper echelon, futures thoughts be capable 

to assist generate additional successful policy. Through sympathetic the substitute, utilize 

and deny the existence of futures, unions know how to turn out to be faraway supplementary 

ground-breaking. Dator (2005) explained by the side of a deeper stage, futures philosophy is 

capable of generate competence. It is not so greatly envisaging properly or receiving the 

correct approach, so as to be, by means of the accurate apparatus, although concerning 

ornamental our self-assurance to produce futures that we want. Futures technique 

consequently decolonize the humankind we imagine we might desire they confront our 

fundamental perception. They deconstruct pleasing to the eye ability authorize persons this 

unshackle and is chilling for numerous as the security of boasting others make up decision 

for solitary is in use away. 

2.8  Vision for the Future 

A hallucination of an improved future is the ordinary objective for the dissimilar 

category of premise of futures edification: equipment, surroundings, inhabitants and 
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egalitarianism. This is requirement of organizing populace for the future necessitate that we 

do exercises substantial mind's eye and imminent in conjecture as to what the expectations 

motivation fetch, what dexterity will be obligatory, what trade and profession will be in 

stipulate, and what species of existence the preponderance of populace will guide in the 

subsequently decades (Coombs, 1985).  

Visions are authoritative cerebral descriptions of what we desire to generate in the 

future. They reproduce what we are concerned concerning nearly all, in addition to be in 

agreement in the midst of our principles and our sagacity of intention. The apprehension we 

be aware of commencing put side by side our intellectual representation of a preferred 

potential with today‘s authenticity is what stimulate a hallucination (Parker, 1999). 

Wells and Claxton (2002) declare that the future visualizations assists apprentice to 

expand dangerous consciousness of a variety of demonstration of the outlook. By evaluating 

and divergent an assortment of explanation of the prospect commencing a variety of medium 

foundation and investigative what visualization of the prospect populace contain had in the 

history, apprentice are optimistic to distinguish prototype in the approach the outlook is 

correspond to. This ropes learners to visage up to their have possession of and society‘s 

contemporary supposition concerning the expectations. Slaughter (1996) illustrate potential 

visualization engross a prearranged investigation hooked on how the social order 

furthermore its corporeal and civilizing atmosphere possibly will be fashioned in the 

expectations. 

2.9  Futurology 

 Futurology be the cram of hypothesize probable, probable and preferable prospect 

and the humanity observation and mythology that underscore them. In attendance is a 
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deliberate as to whether this regulation is a talent or discipline. In universal, it is be able to 

exist believe as a local office beneath the further universal range of the countryside of times 

past. Futures learning look for to appreciate what is probable to maintain, what is probable 

to modify, and what is work of fiction (Gidley, 2005). 

 Futurology is interdisciplinary grassland, learning yesterdays and nowadays 

transform and summative and scrutinize together arrange and specialized approach and 

opinion with esteem to tomorrow. It comprise investigate the foundation, sample, grounds 

of transform and firmness in an challenge to increase prescience and to record feasible in 

futures. Approximately the humankind the pasture is in different sources to pass on to as 

further learning, calculated prudence, ahead of its time and futures philosophy (Gidley, 

2004). 

 Futures learning are moreover entitled futurology. At the same time as interest in the 

future is like mature as humankind itself, solemn examination in futures actually merely 

emerged subsequent to the Second earth combat in the shape of premeditated preparation, 

scientific forecasting, financial psychotherapy, and the organization of the foremost most 

important imagines tanks. Even as greatly of this make an effort listening carefully on 

monetary and armed forecasting, at hand were further, basically European, inventiveness 

which be further fretful by means of how such philosophy might be worn to assist generate 

improved communal futures. The future cannot be envisaged, other than favorite futures be 

capable of as well as ought to be alive visualized, imaginary, put into operation, incessantly 

appraise, amend, and re-visualized. Consequently, an additional most important assignment 

of futures learning is to smooth the progress of persons and grouping in inventing, put into 

service, and re-envisaging their favorite futures (Masini, 2006). 
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 Dator (2002) squabble that regardless of the assortment of people‘s observation of 

the expectations, all the descriptions he has stumble upon, in what on earth civilization, be 

capable of be assemblage into four expansive grouping: preservation a production as natural 

circumstances, usually foundation on accepted astuteness of enduring financially viable 

intensification; crumple a misfortune state of affairs happen, for instance, commencing 

monetary unsteadiness, environmental tragedy, radical assault; closely controlled 

civilization bottom on several locate of overarching standards, e.g. conventional, 

environmental, God-given; and Transformational the social order a smash from present 

custom support on elevated tech or lofty fortitude standards. Futures learning be supposed to 

not be seen as an on the inside dependable make an effort. At the same time as input 

manuscript such as acquaintance pedestal of Futures learning (Slaughter, 2005), move 

forward Futures (Dator, 2002) and fundamentals of Futures learning (Bell, 1997) 

demonstrate the wideness of apprehension, in attendance be moreover chief ideological 

premeditated surrounded by the grassland. Mainly conspicuously, this have concerned 

assessment of futures learning as organism mostly a colorless Western make an effort 

(Inayatullah, 1998; Sardar, 1999; Kapoor, 2001) and a first and foremost mannish 

communication (Milojevic, 2004). 

2.10  Futures in Education 

 Educationalist who are worried concerning this abandoned characteristic of the 

program of study talk regarding the necessitate in favor of a ‗futures measurement‘ 

contained by the core curriculum and they require for apprentices to enlarge a ‗futures 

perception‘, i.e. the aptitude to imagine further perilously along with resourcefully 
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concerning the future. The rationale of such a aspects in the program of study is to facilitate 

instructors as well as apprentices to: 

 Expand a new future- familiarized perception on their life and proceedings in the 

extensive humankind; 

 Recognize and visualize substitute futures so as to be further now and prolonged: 

 Implement Significant judgment handiness as well as the artistic mind's eye added 

successfully; 

 Contribute in extra considerate and knowledgeable pronouncement creation during at 

hand; 

 Fit into place during energetic as well as accountable nationality, individually in the 

restricted, countrywide and international group of people, along with lying on behalf 

of current and expectations age bracket. 

 Toffler (1974) was single of the initial author to fall out that the set of courses 

required to survive further future orientated excluding improvement have be sluggish in 

mounting this measurement of the program of study (Hicks, 2006). On the other hand, 

expensive reviews of current exertion within discipline preserve be present and bring into 

being, such as with the aim of by Gidley et al. (2004). 

2.10.1 Circumstances of the Humankind  

 During the premature twenty-first century, the condition of the humanity persisting 

to confer grounds for apprehension. Problems selling through prolonging, fissures 

connecting prosperity as well as deficiency, stillness as well as divergence, moreover 

contravention of individual human rights each and every one contain a most important 

collision equally in the neighborhood and internationally. We necessitate to be familiar with 
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concerning the grounds of such tribulations, how they spirit change in our living at present 

as well as in the future, in addition to the accomplishment required to facilitate make your 

mind up them.  

2.10.2 Administration Alteration  

 In stage of swift societal as well as industrial revolutionize, the ancient times cannot 

endow with a truthful channel in the direction of the expectations. Eagerness along with 

malleability, prescience also elasticity, modernization with perception, be converted into 

progressively more fundamental paraphernalia in favor of continued existence. We call for 

to enlarge such proficiencies in categorize to be converted into new adjustable along with 

positive modification (Hicks, 2006).  

2.10.3 Vision of the Future  

 Working class sight of the upcoming possibly will be different seriously depending, 

e.g. going on period, masculinity, rank and civilization, as well as their manners to 

alteration, the surroundings and machinery. We require existing responsive of how 

observation of the prospect as a result is at variance as well as the traditions in which this 

have an effect on grassroots precedence in attendance.  

2.10.4 Alternative Futures  

 At several spot in era, a series of dissimilar expectations are feasible. It is functional 

to differentiate involving credible prospect, i.e. those which give the impression possible to 

approach a propos, and desire able potentials, i.e. those one considers ought to draw closer 

in relation to. We want to see the Sights a collection of credible and favorable outlooks, 

commencing the individual and confined to the worldwide.  
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2.10.5 Optimism and Terror   

 Optimism along with terror for the prospect frequently manipulates pronouncement 

creation in attendance. Horror is capable of escorting to the prevention of tribulations 

slightly than their declaration. Expounding trust in support of the prospect can augment 

inspiration in the in attendance and as a result encouraging exploit for alteration. We 

necessitate discovering our personal expectation and dreading for the outlook and finding 

out to exertion artistically by means of them (Moshman, 2009).  

2.10.6 Past /Present/Future  

 Interdependence is present transversely together room as well as moment. Long-ago, 

in attendance and prospect is inextricably associated. We are frankly connected flipside in 

occasion by the mature affiliate of the population and onward hooked on the subsequently 

century by individuals intuitive nowadays. We require to walk around these relations as well 

as to expand sagacity of mutually permanence and transform as well as of accountability for 

the expectations (Nurmi 2004).  

2.10.7 Dream for the Prospect  

 The initial decade of the innovative century make available a precious occasion in 

favor of assessment the situation of civilization. Page (2000) desires to be present at the 

back and what in use onward? In meticulous, what dream of a superior prospect is desirable 

to stimulate vigorous and answerable nationality in the in attendance? We as a result 

requires enlarging our ability of visualize as well as utilize of the imaginative mind's eye.  

2.10.8 Hope about Cohort  

 Economists, truth-seeker, with worldwide legal representative gradually more be 

familiar with the civil rights of upcoming age groups. It have been recommended that no age 
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band be supposed to become heir to fewer human being as well as usual prosperity than the 

individual that herald it. We require to converse the civil liberties of expectations of creation 

and what the conscientiousness to maintain these might engross (Gidley et al., 2004)  

2.10.9 Sustainable Futures  

 Present entrepreneurial standard of living on this world are progressively more 

observe as on shaky ground frequently grounds added smash up than advantage. A 

sustainable civilization would prioritize apprehension for the situation, the unfortunate 

affiliate of the population, as well as the requirements of outlook generations. We call for to 

appreciate how this be appropriate to our on a daily basis lives furthermore probable future 

employment (Hicks, 2006). 

 One of the primary authors to illustrate concentration to the require on behalf of a 

futures measurement in the program of study was Toffler (1974) in his immobile very 

pertinent erudition used for Tomorrow: The function of the prospect in edification. His 

solution argument remnants as factual at the present as at that moment: Each and every one 

edification mechanism commencing metaphors of the prospect along with the entire 

edification generates descriptions of the outlook. As a consequence every part of instruction 

whether so anticipated or not, is groundwork on behalf of the prospect. Except we recognize 

the prospect for which we are put in order, we may perhaps perform catastrophic harm to 

individuals we educate. It is motivating that Toffler put pen to paper these lexis in the 

decade that aphorism the augment of nonconventional as well as neo-broadminded 

philosophies which take over so greatly of edification nowadays (Apple, 2006).  

 Throughout the 1990s, nearby have be a mounting awareness in investigate on 

adolescent citizen‘s descriptions of the prospect along with the insinuation of these 
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metaphors on edification (Hicks & Holden, 1995). Hutchinson (1996) has conceded away 

from home electrifying effort in the turf of resulting edification (excluding the manipulate 

on youthful community‘s observation of the outlook) as have Page (2000) in next of kin to 

the premature early days prospectus, furthermore Gidley and Inayatullah (2002) in relative 

to adolescence outlook. A series of crate learning of prospects in edification, commencing 

most important to tertiary stage, are to be establish in Hicks and Slaughter (1998), and an 

assortment of classroom actions be capable of subsist originate in Pike and Selby (1999). 

2.11  See the Sights a Future Dream of Students 

 Horstmanshof and Zimitat (2007) sustain that prospect apparition persons might be 

alive estimated to try to find comparatively everlasting associations. In distinction, persons 

who are a smaller amount potential idea are not estimated to eagerly search for undying 

interaction as well as they might get pleasure from short-term relations. Thus potential 

mental picture of apprentice are probable to be additional vigilant in preliminary 

associations as well as in their continuing relations. They accomplish not effortlessly initiate 

new-fangled interaction; they be further careful and choosy in instigating relations. Strongly 

related to the exceeding be the arrival of cherished associations surrounded by young 

people. prospect dream of apprentice are originate to impediment their rendezvous personal 

relations as well as thus diminish the jeopardy related with in the early hours warm affairs.  

 Zhang, Karabenick, Maruno, and Laurermann (2011) affirm that potential dream is 

connected to educational objective scenery from side to side the arbitrating special effects of 

interior, self-effectiveness as well as locus of power. Apprentice through a elevated prospect 

dream are provoked and achieve healthier at discipline; they have appreciably superior 

ranking than their fewer prospect dream corresponding person. Vansteenkiste, Sierens, 
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Soenens, Luyckx, and Lens (2009) affirm that this is suitable to the information that 

prospect dream of apprentice make out their behaviours along with accomplishment as a 

upshot of their individual awareness and not venture of peripheral prop up alongside by way 

of back-up.  In band of color during the greater than conception, Seginer (2009) emphasize 

that apprentice with an encouraging prospect dream are self-righteous of themselves; they 

have an encouraging thoughts on the way to existence as well as struggle to develop into 

character representation to further adolescences. 

 Divergent to the widespread conviction that scholar‘s existence be a phase of tumult 

along with insubordination, Craig (1996) is of the attitude that apprentice years is not 

essentially a tumultuous time, in reality, apprentice comprise constructive relations with 

their instructors. The poignant havoc that they practice is component of mounting up and the 

difference that might take place is for the reason that the apprentice has to formulate his/her 

personal conclusion with standardize possess performance. To accomplish self-

determination the youthful grown-up has a mission to re-appraise regulations, principles 

with limitations that they up to that time erudite at dwelling as well as at discipline. In 

addition, in this era the undergraduate existence be taught to be mutually dependent which 

an obligation to momentous others. In shore up of the beyond, Moshman (2009) emphasize 

that apprentice being is not an occasion of insurgence, catastrophe, pathology, and deviance. 

Apprentice living is an era of pronouncement creation, a moment in time of obligation, a 

moment of statuette elsewhere a consign in the planet.  

 Manzi, Vignoles, and Regalia (2010) submit to learner living as the period of 

uniqueness opposed to function bewilderment. The biographer added profess that apprentice 

living ought to be a phase standoffish in favor of trialing by way of assorted distinctiveness 
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with dogma, a interlude throughout which civilization persuading the adolescent to 

experimentation sooner than entrusting themselves to an individuality for the prospect. 

Additionally, Manzi, Vignoles, and Regalia (2010) recognize apprentice existence as an era 

for get hold of an assortment of developmental talents. In the middle of these innovative 

talents is the enlargement of a further complicated, pragmatic perception on occasion.  

 The most important assignment of apprentice is to triumph over moment in time 

dissemination, which is the juvenile conception, that one has all the point in time in the 

humankind or that one be capable of very soon give permission instance acquire concern of 

stuff. Moshman (2009) argue that adolescent populace be obliged to draw closer to 

comprehend that era is inadequate and that civilization look ahead to them to assume an 

distinctiveness by the conclusion of puberty.  

2.12  Future Expectations of Students 

 Edifying researchers have hassled the magnitude of point in time‘s viewpoint as a 

reason connected to education, educational accomplishment with instruction (Husman & 

Lens, 1999; Phalet, Andriessen, & Lens, 2004). Individual manners are indomitable by 

together in earlier period occurrences as well as prospect opportunities (Adler, 

1994).Feelings and ideas concerning their prospect ambition, optimism, potential, and 

nervousness are definite as prospect apparition (Nurmi, 1991; Seginer, 1988). Prospect 

visualization is measured as an inspiring aspect along with manipulate current manners 

(Honora, 2002). Having endeavor, strategy, along with opportunities concerning the 

prospect the stage a fundamental function in enthusiasm (Nuttin & Lens, 1985). These are 

decisive in the expansion of young people who are brazen out various prospect existence 

alternatives (Allen, Philliber, Herrling, & Kuperminc, 1997). 
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 Following a line of investigation illustrated those prospect ideas donates and teach 

realization throughout civilizing long-standing objective situation moreover perseverance 

(Nurmi, Poole, & Kalakoski, 1994; Nuttin, & Lens, 1985). Numerous features such as 

wellbeing, principles, viewpoint, character, proficiency, cognitive reasons, chronological 

era, and civilization, community furthermore bodily surroundings persuade the prospect 

direction (Erikson, 1994; Nurmi, 2004; Nurmi, Poole, & Kalakoski, 1994).  

 Persons who cover encouraging prospect direction are comparatively confident in the 

direction of the prospect and glance at the future by way of trust (MacLeod & Byrne, 1996). 

Trust is measured as a affirmative anticipation in attaining a future target (Seber, 1991). 

Optimism consists of the motivation as well as the traditions to achieve the ambitions 

(Snyder, Irving, & Anderson, 1991). Desperation show the way to an amplify in glumness in 

the direction of time and expectations (Lavender & Watkins, 2004) as well as to a diminish 

or vanishing in buoyancy (Kashan et al., 1991). Carver and Scheier (1999) encompass 

acknowledged that a mounting cadaver of prose ropes the inspiration that opportunities of 

encouraging conclusion including an essential result on how citizens respond to tribulations 

and complicatedness. According to Torrance (1993), the most excellent interpreter of future 

imaginative accomplishment is the outlook of the prospect and the enthusiasm urbanized in 

the early days. Future ambitions influence offspring‘s concentration and come within reach 

of two assignment completion (Hidi & Harackiewicz, 2000). Perrone (1997) summit away 

that exceptional apprentices frequently obtain enjoyment commencing to follow a purpose. 

Talented industrialists comprising a encouraging visualization of the prospect along with 

containing self-assurance in their talents to revolutionize the humankind by following in 

their ambitions (Shavinina, 2009).  
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 According to Perrone (1997) exceptional offspring have the talent to generate their 

hold prospect as a line of business Kelly (1992) establish that talented apprentice professed 

smaller quantity professional hindrance than other learners. Tallent-Runnels and Yarbrough 

(1992) bring into being that talented kids partaking  in a prospect pinpointing course 

affirmed more apprehension regarding the prospect than kids who did not take part. 

Furthermore, these broods confirmed that they thinking having further power greater than 

the prospect than non-participating and gazing. Talented offspring have been originate 

zealous, in meticulous, concerning matter that they are paying attention (Lovecky, 1993). 

Talented pupils have supposed that they be devoted to thoughts regarding the prospect, and 

this feel affection for augment as they turn into grown-up (Torrance, 1978). According to 

Perry (2002), a youngster who find out swiftly and be able to too become skilled at as of 

minimum practice be inclined to rely effortlessly upon his/her own practice and capability to 

envisage a contented and secure prospect. Owing to the actuality that talented offspring 

obtain additional scheme concerning the prospect, upshot of what they do may well be 

superior (Lovecky, 1992). They think promising, credible, and have a preference to 

expectations (Passow, 1988). The problem point out over may perhaps make a payment to 

prospect anticipate and prospect of talented apprentices. On the other hand, various 

individualities that talented kids have may perhaps have an effect on unenthusiastically their 

vision of the prospect. For instance; talented pupils are further paying attention in worldwide 

matters than their go over‘s and from time to time be aware of powerless when they cannot 

do something about these topics (Tallent-Runnels & Yarbrough, 1992). Several talented kids 

put improbable and unfeasible ambitions as they accept as true that faultlessness is the single 

satisfactory presentation stage (Webb, et al., 2007). Consequently, they can develop into 
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aggravated when their challenges to pursue their uncompromising worker thinking are not 

proficient (Roeper, 1988). George & Gallagher (1973) put side by side sanguine and 

unenthusiastic feelings of talented and non-talented pupils in the direction of the prospect. 

They bring into being that talented pupils were appreciably further unenthusiastic in the 

direction of the prospect than non-talented pupils. In accumulation, they scrutinize novices 

manners when appearance with prospect troubles. 

 According to the psychoanalysis, the talented pupils be appreciably further solution-

slanting than non-talented learners (George & Scheft, 1998). In 1998, a comparable learning 

exposed that mutually talented and non- talented crowd were flattering gradually more 

unconstructive en route for the prospect, and the cynicism of exceptional apprentices have 

spectacularly enlarged. Furthermore, exceptional apprentices were with a reduction of 

solution-sloping and see a prosperity of tribulations although a small number of clarification 

(George & Scheft, 1998). Numerous talented pupils chop down and interested in dissuasion, 

desperation, uncertainty, along with a sagacity of purposelessness (Kline & Short, 1991; 

Kerr & Cohn, 2001). During accumulation, exceptional pupils may well be anxious 

concerning the prospect for the reason that of their understanding to humanity tribulations 

(Passow, 1988). Responsiveness of human being dissimilar along with individual ethically 

further susceptible than others (Silverman, 1994) be capable of influence their prospect 

opportunities. Landua (1976) originate that talented offspring verified further apprehension 

with glumness as regards to prospect. Callahan, Cunnigham, and Plucker (1994) originate 

that talented young woman had fantastic prospect of the upcoming time as well as a be 

deficient in of scheduling designed for the prospect. Although Schuler (1999) bring into 

being that talented young woman have particular edifying aspirations on behalf of their 
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outlook, as well as approximately each and every one have crystal-clear occupational 

ambitions in addition to the prospect be especially Significant to them. At the same time as a 

product, for the reason that of their various distinctiveness, prospect trust along with 

anticipation of talented broods may possibly be constructive or else unenthusiastic that may 

well have an effect on their living fulfillment along with educational accomplishment.  

 One of the essential objectives of edification is to educate apprentice how to enlarge 

a constructive feelings in the direction of the prospect in addition to amplify their existence 

contentment on the means to fetching competent persons as well as specialized. Within this 

learning, prospect anticipations also opportunities of talented apprentices‘ determination be 

present and scrutinized. Since the prospect picture of apprentices be able to influence their 

present achievement (Singer, 1974). 

2.13  Youthful Citizens along with the Vision 

 As a result what is identified in relation to how adolescent citizens themselves 

observation the prospect? Appreciating how adolescent and juvenile community build up 

such dreams be fundamental for the reason that it is commencing this determining age that 

fully developed observation of the prospect materialized. This subsequently have an effect 

on what community consider is, as well as is not, value functioning on behalf of in their 

personal subsist, their population or else the extensive human race. At this juncture are 

several of the equipment‘s we recognize. 

2.13.1 Early Level 

 Even as it capacity be contemplation that adolescent offspring cover slight notion of 

the prospect, premature existence consultant Page (2000), in her toil in the midst of 4–5 year 

aged, bring into being this not to be alive consequently. By the side of this era instance is 
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Sig.ht in stipulations of the teenager‘s personal actions: in four slumber somewhat than four 

daylight hour‘s moment in time. They perform not comprehend that era survive 

autonomously of themselves, although at hand be a mounting sagacity of succession 

commencement by means of accepted wiS.D.om of ‗earlier than‘ as well as ‗behind‘, 

affecting on to ‗yesteryear‘ moreover ‗tomorrow.‘ The ‗prospect‘ stands for human being 

grown-up or equipment varying. At hand is a increasing responsiveness of matters such as 

the surroundings, combat, composition, sitting rooms along with proceedings in the 

intelligence. Collins and Hines (2010) concerning the prospect at this period engross 

inventive daydream, which furnish an enormous sagacity of be in command of with liberty 

above the prospect. At the same time like this may possibly give the impression 

impracticable commencing as a fully developed tip of examination, it is a very important 

developmental period. Youthful offspring expand constructive thoughts concerning their 

situate in the prospect as well as their responsibility in its formation. 

2.13.2 Primary Level 

 Even as unusual stages of capabilities be bring into being in conceptualizing the 

prospect at 7–8, this is as soon as a supplementary ‗mature ‗thoughtful of instance 

commence to become visible. Making inquiries by Hicks and Holden (1995) and Holden 

(2007) demonstrate the surfacing of an aptitude to believe at the forefront along with the 

consciousness so as to the prospect might be impressive to exertion en route for as well as 

impressive to be fretful a propos. Actuality with daydream may well immobile be seated 

face through face along with broods occasionally terror with the aim of their personal spot 

possibly will be focus to hostility also disagreement perceive in further spaces on TV. At 

hand is a increasing attentiveness of communal along with ecological problems along with 
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kids are usually confident that the prospect motivation be superior together for themselves as 

well as others. 

2.13.3 Secondary Level 

 As they develop elder adolescent citizens disquiet for the prospect be inclined to 

imitate existing nationwide as well as worldwide matters as well as proceedings even though 

these may well transform in excess of instance (Hutchinson, 1996; Holden, 2007). In 

individual conditions secondary apprentices be frequently worried concerning receiving a 

superior employment, having a high-quality existence plus liability healthy at discipline. In 

next of kin to the prospect of their confined population, subjects such like offense as well as 

aggression, service, with ecological intimidation be essential disquiet. During requisites of 

the worldwide prospect there is frequently distress with reference to the situation, 

divergence with dissimilarity. Cynicism become visible to enlarge through epoch with 

numerous secondary apprentices consider with the intention of they include not be taught 

sufficient concerning these matters on discipline. 

 Within untrustworthy grades, educationalist encompass haggard taking place the 

studious turf of prospects creaming within categorize to improve their effort in 

straightforward as well as resulting disciplines, along with in instructor edification. It 

preserve be fall out that several input perceptions motivate the conception of a prospects 

measurement (Holden, 2007).  

2.14  Vision of Students towards Future 

 Edification is the full of life procedure so as to show the system the human being 

personality in the direction of his enhancement. Throughout edification, apprentices talents 

be make stronger as well as their individual boundaries be outshined. Gratitude to 
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edification, gentlemen along with females is able to find out dissimilar traditions to analysis 

as well as survive the planet (Acevedo, Vazquez, & Manassero, 2001). We be able to 

distinguish ourselves in the community performance of others, ascertain dissimilarity, be 

pleased about assortment, as well as generate performance prototype so as to be mortal 

evident at present, other than to achieve surpass in moment in time (Coronado, 2008). 

 While the youthful obtain near a better-quality enlightening stage, their edifying 

come within reach of undoubtedly deceit in attaining the proficiency so as to permit them to 

place in themselves swiftly in the specialized souk by way of the wanted qualifications to 

accomplish it (Mastache, 2007). Institution of higher education learning has be represented 

chiefly as a technique to support the configuration into disciplines, the same as the 

communal with artistic construction (Vazquez & Manassero, 2005; Reynoso et al., 2013). 

The curricular theme premeditated for this function be give notice to as a result of instructor 

along with apprentices appropriate to the conviction so as to they be deficient in 

recognizable distinctiveness in the prospect noninterventionist presentation, not human 

being appropriate in their educational instruction (Marquez, 1998; Flores Camacho, 2012). 

 Each one learner to comprise a worldwide along with prospect dream is a single of 

the basic ambition of the present edification, still in favor of discipline apprentices. Toward 

incorporate manifestation through feat is, rebuff reservation, nearly everyone essential 

intention within every edifying stage, for the reason that through it, we be capable of declare 

so as to our apprentices willpower be show to the accurate technique, yet as soon as the 

conclusion be undecided. According to PinillaRoa (2003): "the whole thing prepared on the 

way to move forward in the direction of the acquaintance of the prospect promising 

circumstances, donate in plummeting the stage of uncertainty on the way to manufacture 
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tactically pronouncement. Even despite the fact that uncertainty be forever and a day 

comparative also there is refusal technique just before craft it here a prohibited as well as 

enumerate method. On the other hand, lessening be an essential ambition on the way to perk 

up the superiority of the deliberately conclusion painstaking‖. "Glance ahead, in the 

direction of prospect" is amazing a bunch of undergraduates scarcely know how to achieve 

during a unprompted manner. Headed for situate verve purposes come up to elsewhere 

because a dreadfully spacious perception to put in plain words while how populace decide 

whichever track during existence. According to human being psychology anticipated 

through Adler, " objectives be delicate along with inimitable; it scheduled the connotation of 

existence so as to all of us enclose, Significance so as to be not articulated through 

expressions except from beginning to end the standard of living shaped in the itinerary of 

subsistence itself‖ (Frager-Fadiman, 2007). The objectives with the aim of we citizens 

maintain secure materialize since individual understanding, standards, manners as well as 

persona. Existence ambitions make available a path along with a reason to our proceedings. 

According to Adler, every individual have concealed principle so as to conduit a gigantic 

fraction of their crucial liveliness. 

 Commencing edification, the topic stand for inside how toward formulate this 

ambition institution passage trouble-free. Frager and Fadiman (2007) memorandum so as to 

"The psychosomatic enlargement is a substance of departing as of the dominance potential 

midpoint during ourselves, on the way to an approach of positive supremacy of the 

surroundings as well as a functional communal expansion". Within categorize to accomplish 

this, a approaching implement be compulsory to consent to come across through ―prospect 

spectacles‖ (Frager-Fadiman, 2007). The utterance potential be a cradle of the Latin flourish 
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which way to give the impression of being onward. The glossary of the Spanish tongue 

classify the expression forthcoming while the rest of investigate as well as learning approved 

elsewhere during categorizing on the way to walk around otherwise envisage the prospect in 

a prearranged topic. 

 According to Miklos and Arroyo (2008) the forthcoming outside in the systematic 

turf as a technique to arrive at a advantageous prospect so as to consent to the preparation as 

well as training according to the genuine circumstances to accomplish planned ambitions, 

taking into consideration the tricky so as to may come to pass in the technique. InSig.ht, 

when a moralizing reserve, is pedestal taking place three approaches so as to must be make 

clear: Long-standing visualization. What formulate it straightforward to locate the corridor 

to accomplish the purpose through a gaze on the way to the prospect? "Meaningful the 

prospect be able to envisage the current, not merely the prospect beginning the current 

excluding the current commencing the prospect, which enrich the abilities of awareness as 

well as identification of the ancient times current, with rudiments of verdict as of the 

prospect"  (Miklos & Arroyo, 2008). The traditions of seem to be next to this prospect 

according to these biographers is:  

1. Utopic Future: The wonderful perfect, devoid of every obstruction happening the 

approach. Scarcely feasible. 

2. Projective Futures: the development so as to go behind a corridor by the side of 

proceedings.  

3. Catastrophic Future: The nastiest of the conceivable circumstances, jam-packed of 

obstruction by the side of the boulevard.  
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4. Logical Future: It is the technique so as to go behind ordinary sagacity beside the 

instance advancement as well as existence position.  

5. Futurible: It is the chief and important element to facilitate and allocate individual 

towards progress present since the devastation as well as to come near the utopian 

the one so as to consent to detachment itself commencing misfortune as well as come 

close to itself to the utopia prospect from side to side proceedings paying attention to 

accomplish the position objectives.  

 It is the contiguous to the preferred. It is the consequence of a succession of 

procedures approximating arrangement as well as a demonstration psychotherapy, 

somewhere numerous potentials be in use during deliberation, however an alternative 

pedestal during occurrence as well as the opportunity of accomplishment is selected. 

Through a holistic exposure, such the same as to consent to evaluate the entire as well as its 

ingredients commencing the complication, through a compromise, allowing for what 

allocate every conclusion near be in use among two indispensable mechanism-harmony 

along with authenticity. During the sympathetic to facilitate prospect preserve be real 

customized through ourselves and misrepresented expediently from first to last scholarly 

aptitude (Miklos & Arroyo, 2008). 

 Future movements be able to be dilapidated in unusual information vicinity: 

communal, physical condition as well as still accurate disciplines, for the reason that diverse 

modus operandi be able to be knob to accomplish it. According to Godet (2007) "there be 

rebuff information on the subject of the prospect. Habitually, the single in order component 

obtainable so as to we boast is special conclusion", so as to necessitate to pay attention just 

before other alternatives to counterfeit or else be in possession of, furthermore launch 
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prospects. A gap to accomplish this is discipline, anywhere you be able to transmit away 

future calisthenics so as to reinforce the competence of psychotherapy, amalgamation as 

well as serious findings through apprentices. 

 Fundamental edification call for with the purpose of apprentices of this decade ought 

to enhance their educators of every regulation to build up didactical series that encourage 

better-quality array thoughts so as to engage the disciplines, machinery along with 

civilization, within a melodious as well as mutually supporting technique presently the same 

as we observe it into the non-enlightening existence. To progress training, Biggs recommend 

to believe the coaching spotlight. She believes two major focal points: bottomless as well as 

phony, which illustrate the traditions apprentices include to communicate to a erudition as 

well as instruction surroundings; the features so as to apprehension apprentices be not 

autonomous to coaching, as the professor preserve perform a bundle of diverse possessions 

to encourage profound instruction, most wanted through apprentices (Biggs, 2006). 

2.15  Globalization: Draw Near to Era and Dream of the Future 

 The worldwide time have befall the innovative representation used for the prospect 

as well as universal planet, the fresh anticipated population (Milojevic, 2005). This novel 

representation include earlier descriptions of post-engineering as well as post-up to date 

civilization, flattering a latest segment, new-fangled instructions in the direction of 

development, enlargement as well as linear fruition. Albrow (1997) put pen to paper, the 

innovative universal period be as well occasionally pass on the way to use the subsequent 

descriptions: period of mechanization, infinitesimal time, electronic epoch along with 

cosmological era. The worldwide conversation be additional foundation going on the 
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stability of the existing humankind than on the disinter eruption as well as deep-seated 

revolutionize. 

 International instance be pedestal on fashionable machinery as well as communal put 

into practice, which be themselves support leading moment structure that slouch further than 

wide awake individual knowledge (Urry, 2000). At the same time as such, it is based not 

resting on calculate era through human being actions or else ecological alteration, other than 

rejection chronometer era. Worldwide era is motionless observed when a product, a 

invention, yet currency like impressive so as to exceed, that preserve be exhausted, as well 

as that preserve be put aside and procure (Pritchard & Urry, 2000). 

 Similar to industrialized moment universal era also carry on to be sell overseas as 

well as obligatory leading persons and civilization so as to may perhaps contain dissimilar 

association to moment in time. International instant stress the solidity of edifying procedure, 

the necessitate to be everlastingly obtainable, approximately the travel clock, devoid of a 

justification to be missing commencing electronic message for further than 12 hours at the 

time. Those to facilitate be, tranquil jeopardy organism called sluggish as well as ineffectual. 

However this approach prolong to devaluate the prospect. Thus, edification be to organize 

kids for the prospect, the expectations itself is devaluated, along with instantaneous 

satisfaction sponsored. Apprehension mutually for prospect age bracket and in favor of the 

surroundings is misplaced as of such a squashed, immediate come close to point in time 

(Dator, 2002).   

 On the other hand, this advance to occasion continues desirable if it is a money-

oriented, pot-purchaser slanting, uni-chronous expectations so as to be most wanted. The 

term just before worldwide planet as well as the label to universal edification be together 
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mainly repeatedly prepared by inducing the opportunity representation of an inexpensively 

urbanized worldwide humanity in which all and sundry reimbursement ultimately. At the 

back this, there is furthermore an supposition that a only civilization also humanity resolve, 

in moment arrive to dwell in the world (Little, 1996). Worldwide be seen as the uppermost 

and final phase in the past during which every kingdom and financial system be related 

simultaneously from first to last the commercial souk (Petras & Veltmeyer, 2001). At the 

same time, this reflection of a worldwide prospect be understand and illustrated typically in 

conditions of prospect fetching further cutthroat, exigent, with peril resourcefully 

administered. Particularly the success of monetary internationally, in this prospect globe 

there is modest gap missing for substitute traditions of livelihood as well as liability 

equipment‘s. With the intention of worldwide persisting to be prejudiced frequently as of 

exceeding, by international and circumstances, is implied in this prospect. The human race is 

colonized by universal punter, communal arrange be revenue slanting, as well as the center 

on ‗requirements‘ and instantaneous fulfillment of requests. To accomplish these 

requirements, there constantly ever-increasing resources foodstuffs as well as overriding and 

merely coherent characteristics of acquaintance be silent esteemed. This reproduce the 

present circumstances in which the majority information that have distributed in worldwide 

chairs to rendezvous continuous to display the interior based on reason characteristics of 

worldly , anthropocentrism, scientism and instrumentalism (Scholte, 2000). 

 The major responsibility of edification is to acclimatize as well as regulate fairly than 

edge on prospect impending. Edification be frequently witnessed to be market-led, 

portentous a functional prospect prospectus so as to would be present intently occupational. 
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The postulation at the back this is with the aim of antagonism is essential to enhance 

edifying average, advance competence as well as diminish price (Stromquist, 2002). 

2.16  Spiritual Alternatives: Approaches to time and Vision for the Future 

 Religious teaching substitute do not rebuff the linearity of instant, other than this 

linearity survive contained by a expansive circumstance, inside together scientific 

arrangements of instance as well as contained by everlasting era. This unconventional vision 

of point in time goes ahead to a dissimilar explanation of human being record along with 

diverse outlook on prospect information for humankind. The perception of unchanging point 

is foundation on a assurance of the subsistence of a exceed along with authenticity so as to 

be clear of moment and liberty. This authenticity cannot be present rationally unspoken, 

hypothesized or investigated (Milojevic, 2005). 

 Even though human being stay alive surrounded by the limitations of era, gap along 

with individuals, these boundaries be able to and ought to be surpassed. Intellect, which is 

era and breathing space, requirements to penetrate the non-spatial, ageless situation for the 

reason that it is merely in that condition that there is formation, disputes (Eisler, 2002). The 

instant of the timepiece be able to as well be word purpose instance. Miller (2000) squabbles 

so as to this purpose point keep up a correspondence to the self-esteem. It is the self-esteem 

that witness substance at the same time as disconnects, spotlighting on calculating 

authenticity. The essence, on the supplementary tender, subsisting in a hole that make 

possible it to observe diversity along with agreement at the unchanged instant. It continue 

living surrounded by prejudiced instant as well as center of attention on be devoted to. 

Miller formulates an additional dissimilarity sandwiched between self-esteem, spirit and 

fortitude. It is fortitude that observes agreement as well as relationship furthermore subsist 
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outer surface of instant. It is consequently neither self-esteem nor spirit although moderately 

fortitude. 

 Sri Aurobindo (1962) put pen to paper, the pending of religious period should be 

pave the way by the manifestation of an escalating numeral of persons who are rebuff 

extensive contented through the ordinary logical, essential as well as bodily survival of 

gentleman, excluding identify so as to a superior development be the genuine ambition of 

human race as well as efforts to outcome it at home themselves, to show the way further to 

it, and to formulate it the acknowledged purpose of the race. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1  Research Design 

 The current research is a mixed method (qualitative and quantitative) as in the 

descriptive research the qualitative research and quantitative research methods are used at 

the parallel times (Bareja & Charlton, 2003). The word survey is consequential of two Latin 

words, "Sur" means "over" and "veeir" means "looking". In the joining form both words 

bestow the sense of "looking for something" (Rafiq, 2006). Survey technique is a very old 

research method (Rubin & Babbie, 2001).  Study method is viewed as the most appropriate 

and Significant procedure to get substantial and solid outcomes. Creswell (2003) determined 

that overview is a truly appropriate and sensible system for speedy information assortment. 

The overview is a push to gather information from individuals from a populace to decide the 

current situation of that populace concerning at least one factor (Haider, 2014). Fraenkel and 

Wallen (2008) characterize that study is a technique for information assortment by posing 

inquiries from test individuals' to separate data with respect to a populace.  

 For the ebb and flow research study, the information was gathered by utilizing the 

poll and Interview. The information was broke down in two stages. In the initial step, 

quantitative information was broke down by utilizing distinctive factual techniques like 

elucidating insights, t-test, ANOVA and Regression and subjective information was 

examined in the subsequent advance. The understudies' perspectives on the future vision 

were weighed against. The sexual orientation insightful, Religion-wise, age-wise and other 
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segment attributes savvy examinations between the assessments of the understudies' 

reactions were readied. 

3.2  Instrumentation 

In this study the focus was on the impact of religiosity on the future vision of 

students studying in secondary schools in Pakistan. Two types of information were collected 

from the students keeping in view the objectives of the study. Students‘ religious affiliations, 

beliefs, practice and commitment to religion these type of information were obtained in the 

first part of information gathering process. The other requisite information was about 

exploring future vision of secondary school students. A detailed introduction of the 

instruments used is given here: 

3.2.1 Questionnaire 

 Researcher use questionnaire to collect data from the students about information like 

thoughts, feelings, personality, attitudes, behavioural intentions, beliefs, perceptions and 

values. Many definitions have been provided by different psychologists about the terms 

religiosity with different views. In the literature review section, many experts‘ view about 

religiousness has been discussed in detail. Various religious tools were used by some of the 

researchers to measure the religiosity of the students. 

In this study, religiosity of secondary school students is measured in order to 

investigate impact of religiosity on students‘ future vision.  Therefore two types of scales 

were used to fulfill the needs of the study. First scale was used to measure the religiosity of 

school students and the second scale was used to measure the future vision of secondary 

students. In this study one scale (Religiosity and Spirituality scale for youth) was adapted 

and one scale (Future vision) was developed to meet the research requirements.  
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Figure  3.1. Design of the Questionnaire 

3.2.1.1 Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for youth 

 There are various religiosity scale created by various analysts for estimating strict 

convictions, strict practices, strict social help and strictness. Diverse strictness scales, for 

example, Ross (1967). Natural/Extrinsic Religious Orientation Scale, Allport and Ross 

(1967) Religious Orientation Scale, Tiliouine and Belgoumidi (2009) Comprehensive 

Measure of Islamic Religiosity and Underwood and Teresi (2002) Daily Spiritual 

Experience Scale yet the Religiosity and Spirituality scale for youth (RaSSY) created by 

Brittany Cornell Hernandez (2011) was discovered generally reasonable in the circumstance 

of ebb and flow exploration and neighborhood setting. The first device comprised of 37 

things, gauges the two segments, Faith-based Coping 22 things (α = .94) and Religious 

Tools 

Religiosity Future Vision 

Faith-based Coping 

Religious Social Support/Activities 

 

Future Vision towards Subject 

Choice 

Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice 
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Social Support/Activities 15 things (α = .90). The author expressed a dependability 

coefficient for in general scale was above 0.84 and depended on five-point reaction design. 

This scale has two primary highlights which separate it from different scales. Right off the 

bat, it is utilized to gather information from respondents old enough 9-17 years and besides 

it very well may be utilized to gather information from respondents having diverse strict 

religions. Absolute 26 articulations out of 37 were adjusted to gauge the strictness of 

auxiliary school understudies. In this scale things were evaluated on 5-point Likert scale 

which goes from: "Emphatically Disagree to Strongly Agree".  

 The RaSSY was adjusted and changed with author's consent. The vital changes were 

made as boss' proposals to make the scale more exhaustive and clear as indicated by the 

examination necessities. 
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Table 3.1                                                                                                                                                                 

Factor Matrix for Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth by Two Samples 3.2.1                                                                                                                                                                                             

Factors Items Factor Loading 

Students Friends 

Faith-based Coping FBC1 .712 .826 

 FBC2 .609 .772 

 FBC3 .685 .654 

 FBC4 .563 .478 

 FBC5 .811 .871 

 FBC6 .722 .823 

 FBC7 .621 .567 

 FBC8 .534 .542 

 FBC9 .503 .465 

 FBC10 .824 .821 

 FBC11 .687 .863 

 FBC12 .725 .798 

 FBC13 .533 .765 

Religious Social Support/Activities RSS1 .668 .512 

 RSS2 .644 .564 

 RSS3 .754 .676 

 RSS4 .435 .648 

 RSS5 .764 .745 

 RSS6 .756 .832 

 RSS7 .822 .643 

 RSS8 .567 .447 

 RSS9 .453 .598 

 RSS10 .687 .478 

 RSS11 .756 .579 

 RSS12 .487 .844 

 RSS13 .746 .657 

 

Table 3.2                                                                                                                                               

Facto wise Reliability of RaSSY Table 3.2.2                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr No. Factors No. of Items Group Cronbach's Alpha 

 

1 Faith-based Coping 13 Students 0.819 

Friends 0.725 

Combined 0.776 

2 Religious Social 

Support/Activities 

13 Students 0.791 

Friends 0.707 

Combined 0.754 
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 Table 3.2 proposes that all the factors are within reliable. The idea of reliability is 

originated on the idea that all statement of questionnaire had capacity to assess same 

characteristics of the sample.  

3.2.1.2 Future Vision Scale 

 The questionnaire for students was consisting of 16 items; the second part of 

questionnaire comprised the statements related to the students‘ future vision. For measuring 

Future Vision of students, the researcher developed a Future Vision Scale (FVS). The 

principle phase of creating FVS was the things' age. For this reason, 10 M.Phil understudies, 

10 Ph.D. understudies, 10 optional teachers and 20 auxiliary schools understudies were 

mentioned to fill in an open-finished inquiry to give their perspectives about capacities, 

aptitudes, conduct and attributes, which they believe, are Significant understudies' future 

vision. The appropriate responses were painstakingly broke down and on the base of them, 

explanations were created and gotten comfortable the recurrence dispersion. The assertions 

with the most elevated recurrence were held to make a pool of 38 things (explanations). 

These assertions were indicating various components of understudies' future vision. Besides, 

with the assistance of writing survey, these assertions were shrewdly inspected and 

investigated by the specialist.  

 In the following stage, 5 PhD specialists were mentioned to build up the gatherings 

of these assertions for understudies' future vision. The intention was to investigate things 

and unmistakably assign things into various elements to check the between rater-unwavering 

quality. Based on analysts' sentiments, two components of understudies' future vision were 

created e.g., Future vision towards subject decision and Future vision towards calling 

decision. In the wake of making these components, the 38 articulations were given to the 05 
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speakers, and they were mentioned to put every proclamation into their different gathering. 

The choice principles of the assertion for various elements were 70% understanding among 

the specialists. The specialists assessed the face legitimacy of the things. The rehashed 

articulations and the things which were not plainly related to the future vision were 

dismissed. Consequently, just 16 explanations out of absolute 38 could be unmistakably 

assigned into two classes. These things were composed with five-point rating scale 

"emphatically differ to firmly concur". This poll was created for optional school 

understudies. 

Table 3.3                                                                                                                                         
Factor Matrix for Future Vision Scale by Two Samples Table 3.2.3                                                                                                                                                                                             

Factors Items Factor Loading 

Students Friends 

Future Vision 

towards Subject 

Choice 

I complete my education with easy subjects 

and move to practical life. 

.832 .821 

Science subjects are easy for me .811 .843 

I know the future scope of my selected 

subject. 

.754 .765 

In subject selection, my preference is my 

interest not the demand of market. 

.573 .567 

 Learning own choice subject will help me in 

my future life 

.754 .736 

 I want to complete my higher education in 

market demanding subjects. 

.625 .674 

Future Vision 

towards 

Profession 

Choice 

I have no professional life plans at present .865 .836 

I discuss my future plans with my friends. .872 .765 

My school activities preparing me for my 

future professional life 

.753 .826 

I have leadership qualities .689 .645 

My preference is business instead of job in 

future. 

.574 .689 

 Boys can do any job that girls cannot do .584 .565 

 I will have to work for the money after school 

life 

.746 .843 

 I can bear a hard time for the benefits of 

future 

.839 .813 

. Hard work is the key to achieve the future 

goals. 

.756 .731 

 It is important to me how much money I will 

earn in future 

.676 .654 
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Table 3.4                                                                                                                                                      
Factor wise Reliability of Future Vision Scale Table 3.2.4                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Factors No. of Items  Group Cronbach's Alpha 

 

1 Future Vision towards Subject 

Choice 

6 Students 0.774 

Friends 0.782 

Combined 0.731 

2 Future Vision towards 

Profession Choice 

10 Students 0.798 

Friends 0.700 

Combined 0.772 

 Table 3.4 advocates that both factors are within reliable. The impression of reliability 

is originated on the idea that all statements of questionnaire had ability to assess similar 

characteristics of the sample.  

3.2.2 Interview  

1. What is the best method to show religiosity? 

2. How does your son/daughter behave with the people who are belonging from other 

religion? 

3. In your opinion, our youth is going towards religious intolerance or school of 

thought intolerance? 

4. Would you like to be your son/daughter in the future? 

 Religious Scholar 

 Businessman 

 Job 

5. Who take decision about the life of you son/daughter? Especially in education. 

 Parents 

 Teachers 

 Self 
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 Friends 

 Any other 

6. How does religion influence the future of your son/daughter? 

7. On which level do you find your son/daughter after 10 years? 

8. What does your son/daughter think about his future? Does he/she share about it with 

you? 

9. In your opinion, what steps may be taken to improve the future vision of students?  

3.2.3 Pilot Study 

After the selection of appropriate research tools, the scale was translated into Urdu 

so that students of secondary school could understand it easily. The researcher himself 

visited 4 secondary schools of Bahawalpur Division. 2 male and female secondary schools 

of urban areas were included in pilot study. There were two significant reasons for the pilot 

testing for example (a) to check the reasonableness of the interpretation, and (b) to discover 

the fittingness of words utilized in the devices. Specialist controlled the instruments on 225 

optional school understudies in which 75 understudies had a place with Christian religion, 

75 to Hindu and 75 understudies were Muslims. All apparatuses checked more than 0.84 

estimation of Cronbach's alpha. 

3.3  Population 

 Keeping in view the nature of the research, all secondary school students (of 

different religions) were including in population. Students following three religions 

(Muslims, Christians and Hindus) were included in the population. Majority of population in 

Pakistan is Muslims. According to the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (2017), Non-Muslims 

comprised 3.72% of total population, in which two main communities are the Hindus and 
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the Christians. They comprised 1.60% and 1.59% of total population of the country. Other 

religious communities comprised only 0.59% of the total population.  

3.4  Sampling 

 Total 1800 secondary school students (900 students and 900 of their friends) were 

approached and requested to fill the Questionnaire, (600 Muslim students, 600 Christian 

Students, 600 Hindu Students). Equal contribution of male and female students in the 

sample was confirmed. The participation of Muslims, Hindus and Christian students in the 

sample were 33:33:33 respectively. Questionnaire return rate was hundred present; nearly 

four present incomplete questionnaires were excluded from the analysis. 

 To keep in mind the limitations of the questionnaires, another tool to observe the 

religiosity and future vision among secondary school students at different places, interview 

for parents of secondary school students was utilized for such purpose. Total 15 parents 

were randomly selected from three religions (5 Muslim, 5 Christian and 5 Hindu).  

Table 3.5                                                                                                                                        
Religion wise Distribution of the sample Table 3.4.1                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Religion Students Friends Combined 

  f % f % f % 

1 Muslims 296 34.3 357 41.3 653 37.7 

2 Christians 290 33.6 257 29.7 547 31.6 

3 Hindu 278 32.2 250 28.9 528 30.7 

Total 864 100 864 100 1728 100 
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Figure 3.2. Religion wise Distribution of the sample  

Table 3.6                                                                                                                                             
Gender wise Distribution of the sample Table 3.4.2                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Religion Gender Students Friends Combined 

   f % f % f % 

1 Muslims Male 149 17.2 185 21.4 334 19.3 

Female 147 17.0 172 19.9 319 18.4 

2 Christians Male 182 21.0 164 18.9 346 20 

Female 108 12.5 93 10.7 201 11.6 

3 Hindu 

 

Male 162 18.7 143 16.5 305 17.6 

Female 116 13.4 107 12.3 223 12.9 

Total 864 100 864 100 1728 100 

 Table 3.6 tells that share of male secondary school students in Muslims respondents 

was 19.3% and female respondents was 18.4% whereas they shared 20% male and 11.6% 

female of Christian secondary school students. Hindu male students shared 17.6% and 

female 12.9% of sampled secondary school students. 
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Figure 3.3. Gender wise Distribution of the sample 

Table 3.7                                                                                                                                                
Class wise Distribution of the sample Table 3.4.3                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Religion Class Students Friends Combined 

   f % f % f % 

1 Muslims 9
th

 117 13.5 140 16.2 257 14.8 

10
th

 179 20.7 217 25.1 396 22.9 

2 Christians 9
th

 150 17.3 136 15.7 286 16.5 

10
th

 140 16.2 121 14.0 261 15.1 

3 Hindu 

 

9
th

 126 14.5 117 13.5 243 14 

10
th

 152 17.5 133 15.3 285 16.4 

Total 864 100 864 100 1728 100 
 

 

Figure 3.4. Class wise Distribution of the sample 
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Table 3.8                                                                                                                                                    
Location wise Distribution of the sample Table 3.4.4                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Religion Location Students Friends Combined 

   f % f % f % 

1 Muslims Urban 197 22.8 246 28.4 443 25.6 

Rural 99 11.4 111 12.8 210 12.1 

2 Christians Urban 201 23.2 210 24.3 411 23.7 

Rural 89 10.3 47 5.4 136 7.8 

3 Hindu 

 

Urban 174 20.1 159 18.4 333 19.2 

Rural 104 12.0 91 10.5 195 11.2 

Total 864 100 864 100 1728 100 

 Table 3.8 reveals that secondary school students belong to urban areas were 

dominant in the sample. 

 

Figure 3.5. Location wise Distribution of the sample 
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Table 3.9                                                                                                                                                     
Age wise Distribution of the sample Table 3.4.5                                                                                                                                                                                             

Sr. # Religion Age Students Friends Combined 

   f % f % f % 

1 Muslims 12-14 years 89 10.3 110 12.7 199 11.5 

14-16 years 178 20.6 198 22.9 376 21.7 

16-18 years 28 3.2 39 4.5 67 3.8 

Above 18 years 1 0.1 10 1.1 11 0.6 

2 Christians 12-14 years 126 14.5 106 12.2 232 13.4 

14-16 years 140 16.2 123 14.2 263 15.2 

16-18 years 21 2.4 23 2.6 44 2.5 

Above 18 years 3 0.34 5 0.5 8 0.4 

3 Hindu 

 

12-14 years 107 12.3 92 10.6 199 11.5 

14-16 years 148 17.1 124 14.3 272 15.7 

16-18 years 18 2.0 26 3.0 44 2.5 

Above 18 years 5 0.5 8 0.9 13 0.7 

Total 864 100 864 100 1728 100 

 Table 3.9 shows that students from 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years and above 

18 years.  Majority of Muslims, Christians and Hindu respondents were of age 14-16 years.  

3.5  Data Collection 

 It is hard to get information from the respondents concerning their strict and future 

vision when they go to various strict sets with various future visions. These types of 

gatherings were involved in the current examination with the end goal of information 

assortment which was a more troublesome work. The cycle of information assortment was 

begun increasing an assent letter from the Chairman, sideways with a solicitation to Heads 

of chosen schools for help and cooperation in information assortment.  

 In the following stage, the scientist visited chosen schools and attempted to acquire 

authorization and backing of school head in the technique of information assortment. 

Analyst additionally ensured the security of their assessments concerning information. It 
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caused lion's share of them to get ready for giving important information. Return pace of the 

instrument was hundred present. 

3.6 Data Recording 

Table 3.10                                                                                                                             
Demographic Features of students' questionnaire Table 3.6.1                                                                                                                                                                                             

Variable Explanation Coding 

Class 9
th

 1 

Class 10
th

 2 

Group Science 1 

Group Arts 2 

Location of School Urban 1 

Location of School Rural 2 

Religion Islam 1 

Religion Christian 2 

Religion Hindu 3 

Gender Boy 1 

Gender Girl 2 

Age 12-14 years 1 

Age 14-16 years 2 

Age 16-18 years 3 

Age Above 18 years 4 

Mother‘s Profession Govt. Employee 1 

Mother‘s Profession Private Employee 2 

Mother‘s Profession Own Business 3 

Mother‘s Profession House wife 4 

Mother‘s Profession Any other 5 

Parents Income Less than 15000 1 

Parents Income 15000-25000 2 

Parents Income 25000-35000 3 

Parents Income 35000-45000 4 

Parents Income More than 45000 5 

 

3.7  Data Analysis 

 All data documents were recorded in SPSS version 20. It proposals variety of 

expressive as well as parametric and non-parametric numerical tests in sophisticated and 

precise data analysis.  
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CHAPTER 4 

4 DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

4.1 Quantitative Data Analysis 

Table 4.1.1                                                                                                                                                                                            

Religious beliefs make happy 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 2 7 14 125 148 296 

% 0.2 0.8 1.6 14.4 17.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 28 19 44 103 96 290 

% 3.2 2.1 5.0 11.9 11.1 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 11 60 29 96 82 278 

% 1.2 6.9 3.3 11.1 9.4 32.1 

 

Total 

f 41 86 87 324 326 864 

% 4.7 9.9 10.0 37.5 37.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 10 24 25 142 156 357 

% 1.1 2.7 2.8 16.4 18.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 23 14 37 91 92 257 

% 2.6 1.6 4.2 10.5 10.6 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 24 62 27 72 65 250 

% 2.7 7.17 3.1 8.3 7.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 57 100 89 305 313 864 

% 6.5 11.5 10.3 35.3 36.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 98 186 176 629 639 1728 

% 5.6 10.7 10.1 36.4 36.9 100 

 Tale 4.1.1 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 31.5% of Muslim students, 23% of Christians and 20.5% of Hindu students 

agree with the statement that their religious beliefs make them happy. Friends‘ data shows 

that 34.4% of Muslims, 21.1% of Christians and 15.8% of Hindu students agree with the 

statement that their religious beliefs make them happy. However, some of them i.e. 10.1% of 

the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree that their 

religious beliefs make them happy. 
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Table 4.1.2                                                                                                                                                                                            

Need help from people with same religious beliefs 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 5 20 16 142 113 296 

% 0.5 2.3 1.8 16.4 13.0 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 32 46 3 139 70 290 

% 3.7 5.3 0.3 16.0 8.1 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 13 25 12 151 77 278 

% 1.5 2.8 1.3 17.4 8.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 50 89 31 432 260 864 

% 5.7 10.3 3.5 50 30 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 20 32 27 152 126 357 

% 2.3 3.7 3.1 17.5 14.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 27 34 2 119 75 257 

% 3.1 3.9 0.2 13.7 8.6 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 14 33 23 117 63 250 

% 1.6 3.8 2.6 13.5 7.2 28.9 

 

Total 

f 61 99 52 388 264 864 

% 7.0 11.4 6.0 44.9 30.5 100 

3  

Combined 

f 111 190 83 820 524 1728 

% 5.7 10.8 10.2 36.4 37.0 100 

 Tale 4.1.2 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data revels that 29.4% of Muslim students, 24% of Christians and 26.3% of Hindu students 

accept the idea that when they need help, they go to people with their same religious beliefs. 

Friends‘ data shows that 32% of Muslims, 22.3% of Christians and 20.7% of Hindu students 

accept the idea that when they need help, they go to people with their same religious beliefs. 

Collectively 73.4% of total respondents agree, 10.2% undecided with this idea while 16.3% 

respondents disagree with this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept the idea that 

when they need help, they go to people with their same religious beliefs. 
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Table 4.1.3                                                                                                                                                                                            

Attend religious meetings 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 19 57 11 136 73 296 

% 2.1 6.5 1.2 15.7 8.4 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 21 39 26 116 88 290 

% 2.4 4.5 3.0 13.4 10.1 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 20 58 16 131 53 278 

% 2.3 6.7 1.8 15.1 6.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 60 154 53 383 214 864 

% 6.9 17.8 6.1 44.3 24.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 32 78 20 153 74 357 

% 3.7 9.0 2.3 17.7 8.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 24 45 30 87 71 257 

% 2.7 5.2 3.4 10.0 8.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 24 61 18 99 48 250 

% 2.7 7.0 2.0 11.4 5.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 80 184 68 339 193 864 

% 9.2 21.2 7.8 39.2 22.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 140 338 121 722 407 1728 

% 8.1 19.6 7.0 41.8 23.6 100 

 Tale 4.1.3 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 24.1% of Muslim students, 23.5% of Christians and 21.2% of Hindu 

students agree that they attend religious meetings. Friends‘ data represents that 26.2% of 

Muslims, 28.2% of Christians and 16.9% of Hindu students agree that they attend religious 

meetings. Collectively 65.4% of total respondents agree on the other hand 27.7% 

respondents disagree with this idea and small portion of the secondary school students 

undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they attend religious 

meetings. 
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Table 4.1.4                                                                                                                                                                                            

Praying gives strength 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 5 15 10 107 159 296 

% 0.5 1.7 1.1 12.3 18.4 34.2 

 

Christians 

F 33 33 28 77 119 290 

% 3.8 3.8 3.2 8.9 13.7 33.5 

 

Hindu 

F 16 46 33 137 46 278 

% 1.8 5.3 3.8 15.8 5.3 32.1 

 

Total 

F 54 94 71 321 324 864 

% 6.2 10.8 8.2 37.1 37.5 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

F 12 42 22 127 154 357 

% 1.3 4.8 2.5 14.6 17.8 41.3 

 

Christians 

F 31 29 35 67 95 257 

% 3.5 3.3 4.0 7.7 10.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

F 18 47 32 114 39 250 

% 2.0 5.4 3.7 13.1 4.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 61 118 89 308 288 864 

% 7.0 13.6 10.3 35.6 33.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 115 212 160 629 612 1728 

% 6.7 12.3 9.3 36.4 35.4 100 

 Tale 4.1.4 explains two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ data 

shows that 20.7% of Muslim students, 22.6% of Christians and 21.1% of Hindu students 

accept the idea that praying gives them strength when they upset. Friends‘ data shows that 

32.4% of Muslims, 18.6% of Christians and 17.6% of Hindu students accept the idea that 

praying gives them strength when they upset. Collectively 71.8% of total respondents agree 

whereas 19% respondents denied with this statement. However some of them i.e. 9.3% of 

the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the 

idea that praying gives them strength when they upset. 
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Table 4.1.5                                                                                                                                                                                            

Close association with God 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 0 7 19 64 206 296 

% 0 0.8 2.1 7.4 23.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 23 28 22 71 146 290 

% 2.6 3.2 2.5 8.2 16.8 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 22 56 41 100 59 278 

% 2.5 6.4 4.7 11.5 6.8 32.1 

 

Total 

f 45 91 82 235 411 864 

% 5.2 10.5 9.4 27.1 47.5 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 14 32 22 72 217 357 

% 1.6 3.7 2.5 8.3 25.1 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 21 35 35 50 116 257 

% 2.4 4.0 4.0 5.7 13.4 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 35 41 45 81 48 250 

% 4.0 4.7 5.2 9.3 5.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 70 108 102 203 381 864 

% 8.1 12.5 11.8 23.4 44 100 

3  

Combined 

f 115 199 184 438 792 1728 

% 6.7 11.5 10.6 25.3 45.8 100 

 Table 4.1.5 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 31.2% of Muslim students, 25% of Christians and 18.3% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they have a close association with God. Friends‘ data 

represents that 33.4% of Muslims, 19.4% of Christians and 14.8% of Hindu students agree 

with the statement that they have a close association with God.  Collectively 71.1% of total 

respondents agree while 8.7% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of 

them i.e. 10.6% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that they have a close association with God. 
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Table 4.1.6                                                                                                                                                                                            

Talk to others about religious beliefs 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 16 14 13 135 118 296 

% 1.8 1.6 1.5 15.6 13.6 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 10 60 19 133 68 290 

% 1.1 6.9 2.1 15.3 7.8 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 31 39 6 136 66 278 

% 3.5 4.5 0.6 15.7 7.6 32.1 

 

Total 

f 57 113 38 404 252 864 

% 6.5 13.0 4.3 46.7 29.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 17 22 13 149 156 357 

% 1.9 2.5 1.3 17.2 18.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 7 39 15 90 106 257 

% 0.8 4.5 1.7 10.4 12.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 21 35 8 104 82 250 

% 2.4 4.0 0.9 12.0 9.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 45 96 36 343 344 864 

% 5.2 11.11 4.1 39.6 39.8 100 

3  

Combined 

f 102 209 74 747 596 1728 

% 5.9 12.1 4.3 43.2 34.5 100 

 Table 4.1.6 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ data 

illustrates that 29.2% of Muslim students, 23.1% of Christians and 23.3% of Hindu students 

claim that they talk to others about their religious beliefs. Friends‘ data illustrates that 35.2% 

of Muslims, 22.6% of Christians and 21.4.8% of Hindu students claim that they talk to 

others about their religious beliefs. Collectively 77.7% of total respondents agree whereas 

18% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of them i.e. 4.3% of the 

secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea 

that they talk to others about their religious beliefs. 
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Table 4.1.7                                                                                                                                                                                            

Watch religious shows or movies on electronic media 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 19 76 14 109 78 296 

% 2.1 8.7 1.6 12.6 9.0 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 21 66 15 143 45 290 

% 2.4 7.6 1.7 16.5 5.2 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 23 25 12 135 83 278 

% 2.6 2.8 1.3 15.6 9.6 32.1 

 

Total 

f 63 167 41 387 206 864 

% 7.2 19.3 4.7 44.7 23.8 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 18 82 19 157 81 357 

% 2.0 9.4 2.1 18.1 9.3 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 17 51 38 117 34 257 

% 1.9 5.8 4.3 13.5 3.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 21 20 10 120 79 250 

% 2.4 2.3 1.1 13.8 9.1 28.9 

 

Total 

f 56 154 67 394 194 864 

% 6.4 17.8 7.7 45.6 22.4 100 

3  

Combined 

f 119 320 108 781 400 1728 

% 6.9 18.5 6.3 45.2 23.1 100 

 Table 4.1.7 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data demonstrates that 21.6% of Muslim students, 21.7% of Christians and 25.2% 

of Hindu students agree with the statement that they like to watch religious shows or movies 

on electronic media. Friends‘ data illustrates that 27.4% of Muslims, 1746% of Christians 

and 23.8% of Hindu students agree with the statement that they like to watch religious 

shows or movies on electronic media. A proportion of 6.3% of the secondary school 

students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they like to 

watch religious shows or movies on electronic media. 
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Table 4.1.8                                                                                                                                                                                            

Feelings of loneliness 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 8 6 14 76 192 296 

% 0.9 0.6 1.6 8.7 22.2 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 12 19 12 143 104 290 

% 1.3 2.1 1.3 16.5 12.0 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 27 65 39 102 45 278 

% 3.1 7.5 4.5 11.8 5.2 32.1 

 

Total 

f 47 90 65 321 341 864 

% 5.4 10.4 7.5 37.1 39.4 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 17 30 24 99 187 357 

% 1.9 3.4 2.7 11.4 21.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 8 15 20 107 107 257 

% 0.9 1.7 2.3 11.9 11.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 25 53 48 82 42 250 

% 2.8 6.1 5.5 9.4 4.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 50 98 92 288 336 864 

% 5.7 11.3 10.6 33.3 27.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 97 188 157 609 677 1728 

% 5.6 10.9 9.1 35.2 39.2 100 

 Table 4.1.8 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 30.9% of Muslim students, 28.5% of Christians and 17% of Hindu students 

agree with the statement that Faith in God keeps me away from feelings of loneliness. 

Friends‘ data shows that 32.8% of Muslims, 23.8% of Christians and 14.2% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that Faith in God keeps me away from feelings of 

loneliness. Collectively 74.4% of total respondents agree, 9.1% undecided with this 

statement while 16.5% disagree and with this statement. Hence, majority of the students 

agree that Faith in God keeps me away from feelings of loneliness. 
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Table 4.1.9                                                                                                                                                                                            

Religious belief makes life meaningful 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 11 17 21 108 139 296 

% 1.2 1.9 2.4 12.5 15.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 20 46 28 114 82 290 

% 2.3 5.3 3.2 13.1 21.0 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 20 17 8 140 93 278 

% 2.3 1.9 0.9 16.2 10.7 32.1 

 

Total 

f 51 80 57 362 314 864 

% 5.9 9.2 6.5 41.8 36.3 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 23 42 22 121 149 357 

% 2.6 4.8 2.5 14.0 17.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 15 34 31 84 93 257 

% 1.7 3.9 3.5 9.7 10.7 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 21 20 8 110 91 250 

% 2.4 2.3 0.9 12.7 10.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 59 96 61 315 333 864 

% 6.8 11.1 7.0 36.4 38.5 100 

3  

Combined 

f 110 176 118 677 647 1728 

% 6.4 10.2 6.8 39.2 37.4 100 

 Table 4.1.9 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data revels that 28% of Muslim students, 34.1% of Christians and 26.9% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that their religious belief makes them life meaningful. Friends‘ data 

shows that 31.2% of Muslims, 20.4% of Christians and 23.2% of Hindu students accept the 

idea that their religious belief makes them life meaningful. Collectively 76.6% of total 

respondents agree, 6.8% undecided with this idea while 16.6% respondents disagree with 

this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept the idea that their religious belief makes 

them life meaningful. 
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Table 4.1.10                                                                                                                                                                                            

God does not burden more than capacity 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 1 7 8 97 183 296 

% 0.1 0.8 0.9 11.2 21.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 16 32 29 114 99 290 

% 1.8 3.7 3.3 13.1 11.4 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 17 30 22 145 64 278 

% 1.9 3.4 2.5 16.7 7.4 32.1 

 

Total 

f 34 69 59 275 346 864 

% 3.9 7.9 6.8 31.8 40.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 5 7 12 115 218 357 

% 0.5 0.8 1.3 13.3 25.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 18 28 35 81 95 257 

% 2.0 3.2 4.0 9.3 10.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 18 41 32 109 50 250 

% 2.0 4.7 3.7 12.6 5.7 28.9 

 

Total 

f 41 76 79 305 363 864 

% 4.7 8.7 9.1 35.3 42.0 100 

3  

Combined 

f 75 145 138 661 709 1728 

% 4.3 8.4 8.0 38.3 41.0 100 

 Table 4.1.10 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data.  Students‘ 

data represents that 32.3% of Muslim students, 24.5% of Christians and 24.1% of Hindu 

students agree that they believe that God does not burden them more than our capacity. 

Friends‘ data represents that 38.5% of Muslims, 20.2% of Christians and 18.3% of Hindu 

students agree that they believe that God does not burden them more than our capacity. 

Collectively 78.3% of total respondents agree on the other hand 12.7% respondents disagree 

with this idea and small portion of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority 

of the respondents agree with the idea that they believe that God does not burden them more 

than our capacity. 
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Table 4.1.11                                                                                                                                                                                            

Read books about religion  

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 4 74 7 111 100 296 

% 0.4 8.5 0.8 12.8 11.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 39 42 38 91 80 290 

% 4.5 4.8 4.3 10.5 9.2 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 36 80 41 54 67 278 

% 4.1 9.2 4.7 6.2 7.7 32.1 

 

Total 

f 79 196 86 256 247 864 

% 9.1 22.6 9.9 29.6 28.5 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 26 106 10 111 104 357 

% 3.0 12.2 1.1 12.8 12.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 31 37 39 69 81 257 

% 3.5 4.2 4.5 7.9 9.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 54 67 30 35 64 250 

% 6.2 7.7 3.4 4.0 7.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 108 210 79 215 249 864 

% 12.5 24.3 9.1 24.8 28.8 100 

3  

Combined 

f 190 406 165 471 496 1728 

% 11.0 23.5 9.5 27.3 28.7 100 

 Table 4.1.11 explains two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 24.3% of Muslim students, 20.3% of Christians and 13.9% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that they read books about religion other than the holy book. 

Friends‘ data shows that 24.8% of Muslims, 17.2% of Christians and 11.4% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that they read books about religion other than the holy book. 

Collectively 56% of total respondents agree whereas 34.5% respondents denied with this 

statement. However some of them i.e. 9.5% of the secondary school students undecided. 

Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they read books about religion 

other than the holy book. 
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Table 4.1.12                                                                                                                                                                                            

Confess sins to God 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

Students 

 

Muslims 

f 8 21 0 80 187 296 

% 0.9 2.4 0 9.2 21.6 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 12 14 17 131 116 290 

% 1.3 1.6 1.9 15.1 13.4 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 55 79 9 92 43 278 

% 6.3 9.1 1.0 10.6 4.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 75 114 26 303 346 864 

% 8.6 13.1 3.0 35.0 40.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 24 49 10 87 187 357 

% 2.7 5.6 1.1 10.0 21.1 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 9 9 16 94 129 257 

% 1.0 1.0 1.8 10.8 14.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 51 84 5 71 39 250 

% 5.9 9.7 0.5 8.2 4.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 84 142 31 252 255 864 

% 9.7 16.4 3.5 29.1 29.5 100 

3  

Combined 

f 159 256 57 555 701 1728 

% 9.2 14.8 3.3 32.1 40.6 100 

 Table 4.1.12 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 30.8% of Muslim students, 28.5% of Christians and 15.5% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they confess their sins to God. Friends‘ data represents 

that 31.1% of Muslims, 25.7% of Christians and 12.7% of Hindu students agree with the 

statement that they confess their sins to God.  Collectively 72.7% of total respondents agree 

while 24% respondents disagree with this statement.  
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Table 4.1.13                                                                                                                                                                                            

Charity is religious duty 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 6 17 8 120 145 296 

% 0.6 1.9 0.9 13.8 16.7 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 37 61 31 94 67 290 

% 4.2 7.0 3.5 10.8 7.7 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 71 58 34 60 55 278 

% 8.2 6.7 3.9 6.9 6.3 32.1 

 

Total 

 114 136 73 274 267 864 

 13.1 15.7 8.4 31.1 30.9 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 26 31 9 126 165 357 

% 3.0 3.5 1.0 14.5 19.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 27 50 29 91 60 257 

% 3.1 5.7 3.3 10.5 6.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 63 67 34 44 42 250 

% 7.2 7.7 3.9 5.0 3.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 116 148 72 261 267 864 

% 13.4 17.1 8.3 30.2 30.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 230 284 145 535 534 1728 

% 13.3 16.4 8.4 31.0 30.9 100 

 Table 4.1.13 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 30.5% of Muslim students, 18.5% of Christians and 13.2% of Hindu 

students claim that their Charity is purely as religious duty. Friends‘ data illustrates that 

33.5% of Muslims, 17.4% of Christians claim that My Charity is purely as religious duty 

while 14.9% of Hindu students denied this idea. Collectively 61.9% of total respondents 

agree whereas 29.7% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of them i.e. 

8.4% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree 

with the idea that their Charity is purely as religious duty. 
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Table 4.1.14                                                                                                                                                                                            

Religion gives feeling of peacefulness 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 2 4 14 142 134 296 

% 0.2 0.4 1.6 16.4 15.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 8 4 23 124 131 290 

% 0.9 0.4 2.6 14.3 15.1 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 15 23 4 115 121 278 

% 1.7 2.6 0.4 13.1 14.0 32.1 

 

Total 

f 25 31 41 381 389 864 

% 2.8 3.5 4.7 44.0 45.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 4 6 18 148 181 357 

% 0.4 0.6 2.0 17.1 20.9 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 7 3 20 95 132 257 

% 0.8 0.3 2.3 10.9 15.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 11 20 5 84 130 250 

% 1.2 2.3 0.5 9.7 15.0 28.9 

 

Total 

f 22 29 43 327 443 864 

% 2.5 3.3 49 37.8 51.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 47 60 84 708 829 1728 

% 2.7 3.5 4.9 41.0 48.0 100 

 Table 4.1.14 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 31.9% of Muslim students, 29.4% of Christians and 27.1% of Hindu 

students claim that their religion gives them feelings of peacefulness. Friends‘ data 

illustrates that 38% of Muslims, 26.1% of Christians and 24.7% of Hindu students claim that 

their religion gives them feelings of peacefulness. Collectively 89% of total respondents 

agree whereas 6.2% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of them i.e. 

4.9% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree 

with the idea that their religion gives them feelings of peacefulness. 
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Table 4.1.15                                                                                                                                                                                            

Religious beliefs teach the help to others 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 5 15 4 117 155 296 

% 0.5 1.7 0.4 13.5 17.9 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 8 23 27 141 91 290 

% 0.9 2.6 3.1 16.3 10.5 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 39 51 7 123 58 278 

% 4.5 5.9 0.8 14.2 6.7 32.1 

 

Total 

f 52 89 38 381 304 864 

% 6.0 10.2 4.3 44.0 35.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 16 40 15 130 156 357 

% 1.8 4.6 1.7 15.0 18.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 8 24 28 110 87 257 

% 0.9 2.7 3.2 12.1 10.0 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 38 45 6 102 59 250 

% 4.3 5.2 0.6 11.8 6.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 62 109 49 342 302 864 

% 7.1 12.6 5.6 39.5 34.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 114 198 87 723 606 1728 

% 6.6 11.5 5.0 41.8 35.1 100 

 Table 4.1.15 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 31.4% of Muslim students, 26.8% of Christians and 20.9% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they voluntarily help others since their religious 

beliefs teach them to do so. Friends‘ data shows that 33% of Muslims, 22.1% of Christians 

and 18.6% of Hindu students agree with the statement that they voluntarily help others since 

their religious beliefs teach them to do so. Collectively 76.9% of total respondents agree, 5% 

undecided with this statement while 18.1% respondents disagree and with this statement. 

Hence, majority of the respondents agree that they voluntarily help others since their 

religious beliefs teach them to do so. 
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Table 4.1.16                                                                                                                                                                                            

Cleanliness is next to godliness 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 3 15 12 122 144 296 

% 0.3 1.7 1.3 14.1 16.6 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 72 46 13 90 69 290 

% 8.3 5.3 1.5 10.3 7.9 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 51 80 38 50 59 278 

% 5.9 9.2 4.3 5.7 6.8 32.1 

 

Total 

f 126 141 63 262 272 864 

% 14.5 16.3 7.2 30.3 31.4 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 28 37 26 123 143 357 

% 3.2 4.2 3.0 14.2 16.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 55 34 21 69 78 257 

% 6.3 3.9 2.4 7.9 9.0 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 51 58 40 42 59 250 

% 5.9 6.7 4.6 4.8 6.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 134 129 87 234 280 864 

% 15.5 14.9 10.0 27.0 32.4 100 

3  

Combined 

f 260 270 150 496 552 1728 

% 15.0 15.6 8.7 18.7 31.9 100 

 Table 4.1.16 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data revels that 30.7% of Muslim students, 18.3% of Christian students accept the 

idea that Cleanliness is next to godliness while 15.1% Hindu students denied this statement. 

Friends‘ data shows that 30.7% of Muslims, 16.9% of Christian students accept the idea that 

Cleanliness is next to godliness while 12.6% Hindu students denied this statement. 

Collectively 50.6% of total respondents agree, 8.7% undecided with this idea while 30.6% 

respondents disagree with this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept the idea that 

Cleanliness is next to godliness while 15.1% Hindu students denied this statement. 
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Table 4.1.17                                                                                                                                                                                            

God help to decide what to do in hard situations 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 2 6 7 113 168 296 

% 0.2 0.6 0.8 13.0 19.4 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 24 30 28 87 121 290 

% 2.7 3.4 3.2 10.0 14.0 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 13 30 18 119 98 278 

% 1.5 3.4 2.0 13.7 11.3 32.1 

 

Total 

f 39 66 53 319 387 864 

% 4.5 7.5 6.1 36.9 44.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 11 22 17 130 177 357 

% 1.2 2.5 1.9 15.0 20.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 20 27 24 77 109 257 

% 2.3 3.1 2.7 8.9 12.6 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 9 22 24 93 102 250 

% 1.0 2.5 2.7 10.7 11.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 40 71 65 300 388 864 

% 4.6 8.2 7.4 34.7 44.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 79 137 118 619 775 1728 

% 4.6 7.9 6.8 35.8 44.8 100 

 Table 4.1.17 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 32.2% of Muslim students, 24% of Christians and 25% of Hindu 

students agree that their beliefs about God help them to decide what to do in hard situations. 

Friends‘ data represents that 35.4% of Muslims, 21.5% of Christians and 2.5% of Hindu 

students agree that their beliefs about God help them to decide what to do in hard situations. 

Collectively 79.8% of total respondents agree on the other hand 12.5% respondents disagree 

with this idea and small portion of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority 

of the respondents agree with the idea that their beliefs about God help them to decide what 

to do in hard situations. 
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Table 4.1.18                                                                                                                                                                                            

Wash hands before having food 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 11 21 6 136 122 296 

% 1.2 2.4 0.6 15.7 14.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 17 21 21 151 80 290 

% 1.9 2.4 2.4 17.4 9.2 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 35 64 34 70 75 278 

% 4.0 7.3 3.9 8.1 8.6 32.1 

 

Total 

f 63 106 61 357 277 864 

% 7.2 12.2 7.0 41.3 32.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 23 40 9 149 136 357 

% 2.6 4.6 1.0 17.2 15.7 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 13 19 13 107 105 257 

% 1.5 2.1 1.5 12.3 12.1 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 38 63 27 61 61 250 

% 4.3 7.2 3.1 7.0 7.0 28.9 

 

Total 

f 74 122 49 317 302 864 

% 8.5 14.1 5.6 36.6 34.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 137 228 110 674 579 1728 

% 7.9 13.2 6.4 39.0 33.5 100 

Table 4.1.18 explains two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 29.8% of Muslim students, 27.2% of Christians and 16.7% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that they wash their hands before having food. Friends‘ data shows 

that 32.9% of Muslims, 24.4% of Christians and 14% of Hindu students accept the idea that 

they wash their hands before having food. Collectively 62.5% of total respondents agree 

whereas 21.1% respondents denied with this statement.  
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Table 4.1.19                                                                                                                                                                                            

Thankful to God granted 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 4 33 11 95 153 296 

% 0.4 3.8 1.2 10.9 17.7 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 26 21 27 88 128 290 

% 3.0 2.4 3.1 10.1 14.8 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 29 50 18 125 56 278 

% 3.3 5.7 2.0 14.4 6.4 32.1 

 

Total 

f 59 104 56 308 337 864 

% 6.8 12.0 6.4 35.6 39.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 12 47 19 113 166 357 

% 1.3 5.4 2.1 13.0 19.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 22 20 43 74 98 257 

% 2.5 2.3 4.9 8.5 11.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 31 47 31 92 49 250 

% 3.5 5.4 3.5 10.6 5.6 28.9 

 

Total 

f 65 114 93 279 313 864 

% 7.4 13.1 10.7 32.2 36.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 124 218 149 587 650 1728 

% 7.2 12.6 8.6 34.0 37.6 100 

 Table 4.1.19 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 28.6% of Muslim students, 24.9% of Christians and 20.8% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that when they are upset, they remind their self to be 

thankful for what God granted them. Friends‘ data represents that 32.2% of Muslims, 19.8% 

of Christians and 16.2% of Hindu students agree with the statement that when they are 

upset, they remind their self to be thankful for what God granted them.  Collectively 71.6% 

of total respondents agree while 19.8% respondents disagree with this statement. However 

some of them i.e. 8.6% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that when they are upset, they remind their self to be 

thankful for what God granted them. 
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Table 4.1.20                                                                                                                                                                                            

Follow religious principles in taking food and drinks 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 9 11 3 126 147 296 

% 1.0 1.2 0.3 14.5 17.0 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 29 41 19 110 91 290 

% 3.3 4.7 2.1 12.7 10.5 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 31 54 18 122 53 278 

% 3.5 6.2 2.0 14.1 6.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 69 106 40 358 291 864 

% 7.9 12.2 4.6 41.4 33.6 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 20 31 4 150 152 357 

% 2.3 3.5 0.4 17.3 17.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 25 33 17 78 104 257 

% 2.8 3.8 1.9 9.0 12.0 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 25 48 20 109 48 250 

% 2.8 5.5 2.3 12.6 5.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 70 112 41 337 304 864 

% 8.1 12.9 4.7 39.0 35.1 100 

3  

Combined 

f 139 218 81 695 595 1728 

% 8.0 12.6 4.7 40.2 34.4 100 

 Table 4.1.20 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 31.5% of Muslim students, 23.2% of Christians and 20.2% of Hindu 

students claim that they follow religious principles in taking food and drinks. Friends‘ data 

illustrates that 34.8% of Muslims, 21% of Christians and 18.1% of Hindu students claim that 

they follow religious principles in taking food and drinks. Collectively 74.6% of total 

respondents agree whereas 20.6% respondents disagree with this statement. However some 

of them i.e. 4.7% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that they follow religious principles in taking food and 

drinks. 
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Table 4.1.21                                                                                                                                                                                            

Obey the parents 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 1 10 11 131 143 296 

% 0.1 1.1 1.2 15.1 16.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 19 35 25 116 95 290 

% 2.1 4.0 2.8 13.4 10.9 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 31 50 16 131 50 278 

% 3.5 5.7 1.8 15.1 5.7 32.1 

 

Total 

f 51 95 52 378 288 864 

% 5.9 10.9 6.0 43.7 33.3 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 5 17 10 153 172 357 

% 0.5 1.9 1.1 17.7 19.9 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 15 33 30 100 79 257 

% 1.7 3.8 3.4 11.5 9.1 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 30 48 26 91 55 250 

% 3.4 5.5 3.0 10.5 6.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 50 98 64 344 306 864 

% 5.7 11.3 7.3 39.8 35.4 100 

3  

Combined 

f 101 193 118 722 594 1728 

% 5.8 11.2 6.8 41.8 34.4 100 

 Table 4.1.21 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 31.6% of Muslim students, 24.3% of Christians and 20.8% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they obey the parents for religious reason. Friends‘ 

data shows that 37.6% of Muslims, 20.6% of Christians and 16.8% of Hindu students agree 

with the statement that they obey the parents for religious reason. However some of them 

i.e. 6.8% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents 

agree that they obey the parents for religious reason. 
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Table 4.1.22                                                                                                                                                                                            

Get support from people of same religious community 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 7 25 31 113 120 296 

% 0.8 2.8 3.5 13.0 13.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 23 25 28 111 103 290 

% 2.6 2.8 3.2 12.8 11.9 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 62 59 27 74 56 278 

% 7.1 6.8 3.1 8.5 6.4 32.1 

 

Total 

 92 109 86 298 279 864 

 10.6 12.6 9.9 34.4 32.2 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 14 25 47 132 139 357 

% 1.6 2.8 5.4 15.2 16.0 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 17 22 19 80 119 257 

% 1.9 2.5 2.1 9.2 13.7 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 41 48 23 74 64 250 

% 4.7 5.5 2.6 8.5 7.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 72 95 89 286 322 864 

% 8.3 10.9 10.2 33.1 37.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 164 204 175 584 601 1728 

% 9.5 11.8 10.1 33.8 34.8 100 

 Table 4.1.22 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data revels that 26.8% of Muslim students, 24.7% of Christians and 14.9% of 

Hindu students accept the idea that they get support from people in their religious 

community. Friends‘ data shows that 31.2% of Muslims, 22.9% of Christians and 15.8% of 

Hindu students accept the idea that they get support from people in their religious 

community. Collectively 68.6% of total respondents agree, 10.1% undecided with this idea 

while 21.3% respondents disagree with this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept 

the idea that they get support from people in their religious community. 
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Table 4.1.23                                                                                                                                                                                            

Forgive others 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 12 40 16 128 100 296 

% 1.3 4.6 1.8 14.8 11.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 21 17 36 121 95 290 

% 2.4 1.9 4.1 14.0 10.9 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 48 45 15 122 48 278 

% 5.5 5.2 1.7 14.1 5.5 32.1 

 

Total 

f 81 102 67 371 243 864 

% 9.3 11.8 7.7 42.9 28.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 21 52 24 153 107 357 

% 2.4 6.0 2.7 17.7 12.3 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 15 20 33 100 89 257 

% 1.7 2.3 3.8 11.5 10.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 36 39 20 108 47 250 

% 4.1 4.5 2.3 12.5 5.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 72 111 77 361 243 864 

% 8.3 12.8 8.9 41.7 28.1 100 

3  

Combined 

f 153 213 144 732 486 1728 

% 8.9 12.3 8.3 42.4 28.1 100 

 Table 4.1.23 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 26.3% of Muslim students, 24.9% of Christians and 19.6% of Hindu 

students agree that they forgive others when they hurt them. Friends‘ data represents that 

30% of Muslims, 21.7% of Christians and 17.9% of Hindu students agree that they forgive 

others when they hurt them. Collectively 70.5% of total respondents agree on the other hand 

21.2% respondents disagree with this idea and small portion of the secondary school 

students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they forgive 

others when they hurt them. 
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Table 4.1.24                                                                                                                                                                                            

Religious rituals are important 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 7 5 13 123 148 296 

% 0.8 0.5 1.5 14.2 17.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 14 16 16 145 99 290 

% 1.6 1.8 1.8 16.7 11.4 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 26 41 13 126 72 278 

% 3.0 4.7 1.5 14.5 8.3 32.1 

 

Total 

f 47 62 42 394 319 864 

% 5.4 7.1 4.8 45.6 36.9 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 16 17 24 152 148 357 

% 1.8 1.9 2.7 21.0 17.1 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 11 12 15 101 118 257 

% 1.1 1.2 1.7 11.6 13.6 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 23 50 21 91 65 250 

% 2.6 5.7 2.4 10.5 7.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 50 79 60 344 331 864 

% 5.7 9.1 6.9 39.8 38.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 97 141 102 738 650 1728 

% 5.6 8.2 5.9 42.7 37.6 100 

 Table 4.1.24 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 31.3% of Muslim students, 28.1% of Christians and 22.8% of Hindu 

students claim that Religious rituals are important to them. Friends‘ data illustrates that 

38.1% of Muslims, 25.2% of Christians and 17.9% of Hindu students claim that Religious 

rituals are important to them. Collectively 79.3% of total respondents agree whereas 13.8% 

respondents disagree with this statement. However some of them i.e. 5.9% of the secondary 

school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that 

Religious rituals are important to me. 
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Table 4.1.25                                                                                                                                                                                            

Pay visits to relatives as religious duty 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 7 31 31 122 105 296 

% 0.8 3.5 3.5 14.1 12.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 34 48 12 80 116 290 

% 3.9 5.5 1.3 9.2 13.4 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 49 40 21 91 77 278 

% 5.6 4.6 2.4 10.5 8.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 90 119 64 293 298 864 

% 10.3 13.7 7.3 33.9 34.4 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 16 42 54 127 118 357 

% 1.8 4.8 6.2 14.6 13.6 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 30 44 15 68 100 257 

% 3.4 5.0 1.7 7.8 11.5 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 40 34 36 71 69 250 

% 4.6 3.9 4.1 8.2 7.9 28.9 

 

Total 

f 86 120 105 266 287 864 

% 9.9 13.8 12.1 30.7 33.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 176 239 169 559 585 1728 

% 10.2 13.8 9.8 32.3 33.9 100 

 Table 4.1.25 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 26.2% of Muslim students, 22.6% of Christians and 19.4% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they pay visits to relatives as religious duty. Friends‘ 

data represents that 28.2% of Muslims, 19.3% of Christians and 16.1% of Hindu students 

agree with the statement that they pay visits to relatives as religious duty.  Collectively 

66.2% of total respondents agree while 24% respondents disagree with this statement. 

However some of them i.e. 9.8% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, 

majority of the respondents agree with the idea that  pay visits to relatives as religious 

responsibility. 
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Table 4.1.26                                                                                                                                                                                            

Support people in their problems for God's sake 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 3 6 12 149 126 296 

% 0.3 0.7 1.3 17.2 14.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 26 15 15 117 117 290 

% 3.0 1.7 1.7 13.5 13.5 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 56 47 23 80 72 278 

% 6.4 5.4 2.6 9.2 8.3 32.1 

 

Total 

f 85 68 50 346 315 864 

% 9.8 7.8 5.7 40.0 36.4 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 11 18 28 158 142 357 

% 1.2 2.0 3.2 18.2 16.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 19 12 8 86 132 257 

% 2.1 1.3 0.9 9.9 15.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 39 29 18 66 98 250 

% 4.5 3.3 2.0 7.5 11.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 69 59 54 310 372 864 

% 7.9 6.8 6.2 35.8 43.0 100 

3  

Combined 

f 154 127 104 656 687 1728 

% 8.9 7.3 6.0 38.0 39.8 100 

 Table 4.1.26 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 31.7% of Muslim students, 27% of Christians and 17.5% of Hindu 

students claim that they support people in their problems for God's sake. Friends‘ data 

illustrates that 34.6% of Muslims, 25.1% of Christians and 18.8% of Hindu students claim 

that they support people in their problems for God's sake. Collectively 77.8% of total 

respondents agree whereas 16.2% respondents disagree with this statement. However some 

of them i.e. 6% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that they support people in their problems for God's sake. 
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Table 4.1.27                                                                                                                                                                                            

Complete education with easy subjects 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 12 42 13 127 102 296 

% 1.3 4.8 1.5 14.6 11.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 40 59 32 94 65 290 

% 4.6 6.8 3.7 10.8 7.4 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 31 39 24 137 47 278 

% 3.5 4.5 2.7 15.8 5.4 32.1 

 

Total 

f 83 140 69 358 214 864 

% 9.5 16.2 7.9 41.4 24.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 21 45 14 144 133 357 

% 2.4 5.2 1.6 16.6 15.3 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 22 46 21 94 74 257 

% 2.5 5.3 2.4 10.8 8.5 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 26 38 22 116 48 250 

% 3.0 4.3 2.5 13.4 5.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 69 129 57 354 255 864 

% 7.9 14.9 6.5 40.9 29.5 100 

3  

Combined 

f 152 269 126 712 469 1728 

% 8.8 15.6 7.3 41.2 27.1 100 

 Table 4.1.27 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data demonstrates that 26.4% of Muslim students, 18.2% of Christians and 21.2% 

of Hindu students agree with the statement that they complete their education with easy 

subjects and move to practical life. Friends‘ data illustrates that 31.9% of Muslims, 19.3% of 

Christians and 18.9% of Hindu students agree with the statement that they complete their 

education with easy subjects and move to practical life. A proportion of 7.3% of the 

secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea 

that they complete their education with easy subjects and move to practical life. 
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Table 4.1.28                                                                                                                                                                                            

Science subjects are easy 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 20 24 16 151 85 296 

% 2.3 2.7 1.8 17.4 9.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 16 36 48 85 105 290 

% 1.8 4.1 5.5 9.8 12.1 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 21 30 8 138 81 278 

% 2.4 3.4 0.9 15.9 9.3 32.1 

 

Total 

f 57 90 72 374 271 864 

% 6.5 10.3 8.3 43.2 31.3 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 30 39 17 163 108 357 

% 3.4 4.5 1.9 18.8 12.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 14 27 37 72 107 257 

% 1.6 3.1 4.2 8.3 12.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 17 22 4 95 112 250 

% 1.9 2.5 0.4 10.9 13.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 61 88 58 330 327 864 

% 7.0 10.1 6.7 38.1 37.8 100 

3  

Combined 

f 118 178 130 704 598 1728 

% 6.8 10.3 7.5 40.7 34.6 100 

 Table 4.1.28 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 27.2% of Muslim students, 21.9% of Christians and 25.2% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that Science subjects are easy for them. Friends‘ data 

shows that 31.3% of Muslims, 20.6% of Christians and 24.2% of Hindu students agree with 

the statement that Science subjects are easy for them. Collectively 75.3% of total 

respondents agree, 7.5% undecided with this statement while 17.1% respondents disagree 

and with this statement. Hence, majority of the respondents agree that Science subjects are 

easy for them. 
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Table 4.1.29                                                                                                                                                                                            

Future scope of selected subject 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 6 16 21 126 127 296 

% 0.6 1.8 2.4 14.5 14.6 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 22 25 17 115 111 290 

% 2.5 2.8 1.9 13.3 12.8 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 17 21 15 133 92 278 

% 1.9 2.4 1.7 15.3 10.6 32.1 

 

Total 

f 45 62 53 374 330 864 

% 5.2 7.1 6.1 43.2 38.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 12 27 20 140 158 357 

% 1.3 3.1 2.3 16.2 18.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 18 18 13 101 107 257 

% 2.0 2.0 1.5 11.6 12.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 16 22 23 109 80 250 

% 1.8 2.5 2.6 12.6 9.2 28.9 

 

Total 

f 46 67 56 350 345 864 

% 5.3 7.7 6.4 40.5 39.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 91 129 109 724 675 1728 

% 5.3 7.5 6.3 41.9 39.1 100 

 Table 4.1.29 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data.  

Students‘ data revels that 29.1% of Muslim students, 26.1% of Christians and 25.9% of 

Hindu students accept the idea that they know the future scope of their selected subject. 

Friends‘ data shows that 34.4% of Muslims, 23.9% of Christians and 21.8% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that they know the future scope of their selected subject. 

Collectively 81% of total respondents agree, 6.3% undecided with this idea while 12.8% 

respondents disagree with this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept the idea that 

they know the future scope of their selected subject. 
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Table 4.1.30                                                                                                                                                                                            

Demand of market in subject selection 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 25 36 18 120 97 296 

% 2.8 4.1 2.0 13.8 11.2 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 13 21 21 118 117 290 

% 1.5 2.4 2.4 13.6 13.5 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 31 42 10 109 86 278 

% 3.5 4.8 1.1 12.6 9.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 69 99 40 347 300 864 

% 7.9 11.4 4.6 40.1 34.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 32 43 22 137 123 357 

% 3.7 4.9 2.5 15.8 14.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 10 25 34 95 93 257 

% 1.1 2.8 3.9 10.9 10.7 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 28 45 24 83 70 250 

% 3.2 5.2 2.7 9.6 8.1 28.9 

 

Total 

f 70 113 80 315 286 864 

% 8.1 13.0 9.2 36.4 33.1 100 

3  

Combined 

f 139 212 129 662 586 1728 

% 8.0 12.3 7.5 38.3 33.9 100 

 Table 4.1.30 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 25% of Muslim students, 27.1% of Christians and 22.5% of Hindu 

students agree that in subject selection, my preference is my interest not the demand of 

market. Friends‘ data represents that 30% of Muslims, 21.6% of Christians and 17.7% of 

Hindu students agree that in subject selection, my preference is my interest not the demand 

of market. Collectively 72.2% of total respondents agree on the other hand 20.3% 

respondents disagree with this idea and small portion of the secondary school students 

undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that in subject selection, 

my preference is my interest not the demand of market. 
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Table 4.1.31                                                                                                                                                                                            

Learning own choice subject  

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 3 15 25 105 148 296 

% 0.3 1.7 2.8 12.1 17.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 15 10 7 128 130 290 

% 1.7 1.1 0.8 14.8 15.0 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 23 37 10 113 95 278 

% 2.6 4.2 1.1 13.0 10.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 41 62 42 346 373 864 

% 4.7 7.1 4.8 40.0 43.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 7 12 18 108 212 357 

% 0.8 1.3 2.0 12.5 24.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 12 8 6 103 128 257 

% 1.3 0.9 0.6 11.9 14.8 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 20 32 9 88 101 250 

% 2.3 3.7 1.0 10.1 11.6 28.9 

 

Total 

f 39 52 33 299 441 864 

% 4.5 6.0 3.8 34.6 51.0 100 

3  

Combined 

f 80 114 75 645 814 1728 

% 4.6 6.6 4.3 37.3 47.1 100 

 Table 4.1.31 explains two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 29.2% of Muslim students, 29.8% of Christians and 23.9% of Hindu 

students accept the idea that Learning own choice subject will help them in their future life. 

Friends‘ data shows that 37% of Muslims, 26.7% of Christians and 21.7% of Hindu students 

accept the idea that Learning own choice subject will help them in their future life. 

Collectively 84.4% of total respondents agree whereas 11.2% respondents denied with this 

statement. However some of them i.e. 4.3% of the secondary school students undecided. 

Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that Learning own choice subject will 

help them in their future life. 
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Table 4.1.32                                                                                                                                                                                            

Complete higher education in market demanding subjects 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 10 37 33 138 78 296 

% 1.1 4.2 3.8 15.9 9.0 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 17 56 45 91 81 290 

% 1.9 6.4 5.2 10.5 9.3 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 20 37 11 131 79 278 

% 2.3 4.2 1.2 15.1 9.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 47 130 89 360 238 864 

% 5.4 15.0 10.2 41.6 27.5 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 12 35 29 122 159 357 

% 1.3 4.0 3.3 14.1 18.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 14 40 29 67 107 257 

% 1.6 4.6 3.3 7.7 12.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 19 33 11 108 79 250 

% 2.1 3.8 1.2 12.5 9.1 28.9 

 

Total 

f 45 108 69 297 345 864 

% 5.2 12.5 7.9 34.3 39.9 100 

3  

Combined 

f 92 238 158 657 583 1728 

% 5.3 13.8 9.1 38.0 33.7 100 

 Table 4.1.32 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 24.9% of Muslim students, 19.8% of Christians and 24.2% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they want to complete their higher education in 

market demanding subjects. Friends‘ data represents that 22.5% of Muslims, 20% of 

Christians and 21.6% of Hindu students agree with the statement that they want to complete 

their higher education in market demanding subjects.  Collectively 71.7% of total 

respondents agree while 19.1% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of 

them i.e. 9.1% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that they want to complete their higher education in market 

demanding subjects. 
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Table 4.1.33                                                                                                                                                                                            

Professional life plans  

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 14 77 20 127 58 296 

% 1.6 8.9 2.3 14.6 6.7 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 50 78 56 61 45 290 

% 5.7 9.0 6.4 7.0 5.2 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 56 91 31 47 53 278 

% 6.4 10.5 3.5 5.4 6.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 120 246 107 235 156 864 

% 13.8 28.4 12.3 27.1 18.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 27 105 34 126 65 357 

% 3.1 12.1 3.9 14.5 7.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 43 74 50 54 36 257 

% 4.9 8.5 5.7 6.2 4.1 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 60 85 23 35 47 250 

% 6.9 9.8 2.6 4.0 5.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 130 264 107 215 148 864 

% 15.0 30.5 12.3 24.8 17.1 100 

3  

Combined 

f 250 510 214 450 304 1728 

% 14.5 29.5 12.4 26.0 17.6 100 

 Table 4.1.33 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. 

Students‘ data revels that 21.3% of Muslim students accept whereas 14.7% of Christians and 

16.9% of Hindu students reject the idea that they have no professional life plans at present. 

Friends‘ data shows that 21.9% of Muslim students accept whereas 13.4% of Christians and 

16.7% of Hindu students reject the idea that they have no professional life plans at present. 

Collectively 44% of total respondents disagree, 12.4% undecided with this idea while 43.6% 

respondents agree with this idea. Hence, majority of the respondents accept the idea that 

they have no professional life plans at present. 
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Table 4.1.34                                                                                                                                                                                            

Discuss future plans with friends 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 15 18 7 142 114 296 

% 1.7 2.0 0.8 16.4 13.1 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 39 27 32 91 101 290 

% 4.5 3.1 3.7 10.5 11.6 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 26 34 18 124 76 278 

% 3.0 3.9 2.0 14.3 8.7 32.1 

 

Total 

f 80 79 57 357 291 864 

% 9.2 9.1 6.5 41.3 33.6 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 28 30 10 145 144 357 

% 3.2 3.4 1.1 16.7 16.6 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 26 16 18 97 100 257 

% 3.0 1.8 2.0 11.2 11.5 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 19 28 16 91 96 250 

% 2.1 3.2 1.8 10.5 11.1 28.9 

 

Total 

f 73 74 44 333 340 864 

% 8.4 8.5 5.0 38.5 39.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 153 153 101 690 631 1728 

% 8.9 8.9 5.8 39.9 36.5 100 

 Table 4.1.34 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 29.5% of Muslim students, 22.1% of Christians and 23% of Hindu 

students claim that they discuss their future plans with friends. Friends‘ data illustrates that 

33.3% of Muslims, 22.7% of Christians and 21.6% of Hindu students claim that they discuss 

their future plans with friends. Collectively 76.4% of total respondents agree whereas 17.8% 

respondents disagree with this statement. But some of them i.e. 5.8% of the secondary 

school students undecided. Hence, majority of the student agree with the idea that they 

discuss their future plans with friends. 
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Table 4.1.35                                                                                                                                                                                            

School activities preparing for future professional life 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 5 24 19 172 76 296 

% 0.5 2.7 2.1 19.9 8.7 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 10 23 18 107 132 290 

% 1.1 2.6 2.0 12.3 15.2 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 21 38 9 141 69 278 

% 2.4 4.3 1.0 16.3 7.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 36 85 46 420 277 864 

% 4.1 9.8 5.3 48.6 32.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 5 28 21 169 134 357 

% 0.5 3.2 2.4 19.5 15.5 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 9 20 14 94 120 257 

% 1.0 2.3 1.6 10.8 13.8 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 17 27 7 95 104 250 

% 1.9 3.1 0.8 10.9 12.0 28.9 

 

Total 

f 28 75 42 358 358 864 

% 3.2 8.6 4.8 41.4 41.4 100 

3  

Combined 

f 67 160 88 778 635 1728 

% 3.9 9.3 5.1 45.0 36.7 100 

 Table 4.1.35 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 28.6% of Muslim students, 27.5% of Christians and 24.2% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that their school activities preparing them for future 

professional life. Friends‘ data shows that 35% of Muslims, 24.6% of Christians and 22.9% 

of Hindu students agree with the statement that their school activities preparing them for 

future professional life. Collectively 81.7% of total respondents agree, 5.1% undecided with 

this statement while 13.2% disagree and with this statement. Hence, majority of the students 

agree that their school activities preparing them for future professional life. 
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Table 4.1.36                                                                                                                                                                                            

Leadership qualities 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 3 22 26 143 102 296 

% 0.3 2.5 3.0 16.5 11.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 15 22 39 123 91 290 

% 1.7 2.5 4.5 14.2 10.5 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 12 25 6 106 129 278 

% 1.3 2.8 0.6 12.2 14.9 32.1 

 

Total 

f 30 69 71 372 322 864 

% 3.4 7.9 8.2 43.0 37.2 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 16 34 26 156 125 357 

% 1.8 3.9 3.0 18.0 14.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 7 12 29 71 138 257 

% 0.8 1.3 3.3 8.2 15.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 8 19 2 84 137 250 

% 0.9 2.1 0.2 9.7 15.8 28.9 

 

Total 

f 31 65 57 311 400 864 

% 3.5 7.4 6.5 35.9 46.2 100 

3  

Combined 

f 61 134 128 683 722 1728 

% 3.5 7.8 7.4 39.5 41.8 100 

Table 4.1.36 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 28.3% of Muslim students, 24.7% of Christians and 27.1% of Hindu 

students claim that they have leadership qualities. Friends‘ data illustrates that 32.4% of 

Muslims, 24.1% of Christians and 25.5% of Hindu students claim that they have leadership 

qualities. Collectively 81.3% of total respondents agree whereas 11.3% respondents disagree 

with this statement. However some of them i.e. 7.4% of the secondary school students 

undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they have leadership 

qualities. 
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Table 4.1.37                                                                                                                                                                                            

Preference in business instead of job 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 54 90 41 78 33 296 

% 6.2 10.3 4.7 9.0 3.8 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 50 111 36 47 46 290 

% 5.7 12.8 4.1 5.4 5.3 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 98 86 25 33 36 278 

% 11.3 9.9 2.8 3.8 4.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 202 287 102 158 115 864 

% 23.3 33.2 11.8 18.2 13.3 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 82 115 52 74 34 357 

% 9.4 13.3 6.0 8.5 3.9 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 62 89 29 40 37 257 

% 7.1 10.2 3.3 4.6 4.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 92 70 29 29 30 250 

% 10.6 8.1 3.3 3.3 3.4 28.9 

 

Total 

f 236 274 110 143 101 864 

% 27.3 31.7 12.7 16.5 11.6 100 

3  

Combined 

f 438 561 212 301 216 1728 

% 25.3 32.5 12.3 17.4 12.5 100 

 Table 4.1.37 illustrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 16.5% of Muslim students, 18.5% of Christians and 21.2% of Hindu 

students disagree that their preference is business instead of job in future. Friends‘ data 

represents that 21.7% of Muslims, 17.3% of Christians and 18.7% of Hindu students 

disagree that their preference is business instead of job in future. Collectively 57.8% of total 

respondents disagree on the other hand 29.9% respondents agree with this idea and small 

portion of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents 

agree with the idea that their preference is business instead of job in future. 
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Table 4.1.38                                                                                                                                                                                            

Boys can do any job that girls cannot do 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 72 103 11 56 54 296 

% 8.3 11.9 1.2 6.4 6.2 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 72 105 15 47 51 290 

% 8.3 12.1 1.7 5.4 5.9 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 78 96 11 46 47 278 

% 9.0 11.1 1.2 5.3 5.4 32.1 

 

Total 

f 222 304 37 149 152 864 

% 25.6 35.1 4.2 17.2 17.5 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 87 135 14 62 59 357 

% 10.0 15.6 1.6 7.1 6.8 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 63 86 13 49 46 257 

% 7.2 9.9 1.5 5.6 5.3 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 77 79 17 39 38 250 

% 8.9 9.1 1.9 4.5 4.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 227 300 44 150 143 864 

% 26.2 34.7 5.0 17.3 16.5 100 

3  

Combined 

f 449 604 81 299 295 1728 

% 26.0 35.0 4.7 17.3 17.1 100 

 Table 4.1.38 explains two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 20.2% of Muslim students, 20.4% of Christians and 20.1% of Hindu 

students reject the idea that boys can do any job that girls cannot do. Friends‘ data shows 

that 25.6% of Muslims, 17.1% of Christians and 18% of Hindu students reject the idea that 

Boys can do any job that girls cannot do. Collectively 61% of total respondents reject 

whereas 34.4% respondents accept this statement. However some of them i.e. 4.7% of the 

secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents disagree with the 

idea that boys can do any job that girls cannot do. 
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Table 4.1.39                                                                                                                                                                                            

Work for the money after school life 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 22 65 18 120 71 296 

% 2.5 7.4 2.0 13.8 8.2 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 23 53 37 96 81 290 

% 2.6 6.1 4.2 11.1 9.3 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 23 41 10 116 88 278 

% 2.6 4.7 1.1 13.4 10.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 68 159 49 332 240 864 

% 7.8 18.4 5.6 38.4 27.7 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 37 82 28 128 82 357 

% 4.2 9.4 3.2 14.8 9.4 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 36 50 30 73 68 257 

% 4.1 5.7 3.4 8.4 7.8 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 24 44 29 89 64 250 

% 2.7 5.0 3.3 10.2 7.3 28.9 

 

Total 

f 87 176 87 290 214 864 

% 10.0 20.3 10.0 33.5 24.7 100 

3  

Combined 

f 165 335 152 622 454 1728 

% 9.5 19.4 8.8 36.0 26.3 100 

 Table 4.1.39 describes two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data represents that 22% of Muslim students, 20.4% of Christians and 23.5% of Hindu 

students agree with the statement that they will have to work for the money after school life. 

Friends‘ data represents that 24.2% of Muslims, 16.2% of Christians and 17.5% of Hindu 

respondents agree with the statement that they will have to work for the money after school 

life.  However some of them i.e. 8.8% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, 

majority of the respondents agree with the idea that they will have to work for the money 

after school life. 
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Table 4.1.40                                                                                                                                                                                            

Bear a hard time for the benefits of future 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 5 18 18 132 123 296 

% 0.5 2.0 2.0 15.2 14.2 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 12 14 23 114 127 290 

% 1.3 1.6 2.6 13.1 14.6 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 22 33 10 133 80 278 

% 2.5 3.8 1.1 15.3 9.2 32.1 

 

Total 

f 39 65 51 379 330 864 

% 4.5 7.4 5.9 43.8 38.1 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 8 14 17 142 176 357 

% 0.9 1.6 1.9 16.4 20.3 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 8 11 17 89 132 257 

% 0.9 1.2 1.9 10.2 15.2 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 17 26 10 113 84 250 

% 1.9 3.0 1.1 13.0 9.7 28.9 

 

Total 

 33 51 44 344 392 864 

 3.8 5.9 5.0 39.8 45.3 100 

3  

Combined 

f 72 116 95 723 722 1728 

% 4.2 6.7 5.5 41.8 41.8 100 

 Table 4.1.40 depicts two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data illustrates that 29.4% of Muslim students, 27.7% of Christians and 24.5% of Hindu 

students claim that they can bear a hard time for the benefits of future. Friends‘ data 

illustrates that 36.7% of Muslims, 25.4% of Christians and 22.7% of Hindu students claim 

that they can bear a hard time for the benefits of future. Collectively 83.6% of total 

respondents agree whereas 10.9% respondents disagree with this statement. However some 

of them i.e. 5.5% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the 

respondents agree with the idea that they can bear a hard time for the benefits of future. 
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Table 4.1.41                                                                                                                                                                                            

Hard work is the key to achieve the future goals 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 4 8 11 121 152 296 

% 0.4 0.9 1.2 14.0 17.5 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 11 9 18 115 137 290 

% 1.2 1.0 2.0 13.3 15.8 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 17 20 8 145 88 278 

% 1.9 2.3 0.9 16.7 10.1 32.1 

 

Total 

f 32 37 37 381 377 864 

% 3.7 4.2 4.2 44.0 43.6 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 15 23 12 141 166 357 

% 1.7 2.6 1.3 16.3 19.2 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 8 8 11 82 148 257 

% 0.9 0.9 1.2 9.4 17.1 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 12 15 6 126 91 250 

% 1.3 1.7 0.6 14.5 10.5 28.9 

 

Total 

f 35 46 26 349 405 864 

% 4.0 5.3 3.0 40.3 46.8 100 

3  

Combined 

f 67 83 66 730 782 1728 

% 3.9 4.8 3.8 42.2 45.3 100 

 Table 4.1.41 demonstrates two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data.  

Students‘ data illustrates that 31.5% of Muslim students, 29.1% of Christians and 26.8% of 

Hindu students claim that hard work is the key to achieve the future goals. Friends‘ data 

illustrates that 35.5% of Muslims, 16.5% of Christians and 25% of Hindu students claim that 

hard work is the key to achieve the future goals. Collectively 87.5% of total respondents 

agree whereas 8.7% respondents disagree with this statement. However some of them i.e. 

3.8% of the secondary school students undecided. Hence, majority of the respondents agree 

with the idea that Hard work is the key to achieve the future goals. 
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Table 4.1.42                                                                                                                                                                                            

How much money earn in future 

Sr. 

# 

Respondents Religion  S.D.A DA UD A SA Total 

1  

 

 

    Students 

 

Muslims 

f 9 74 23 106 84 296 

% 1.0 8.5 2.6 12.2 9.7 34.2 

 

Christians 

f 35 36 40 103 76 290 

% 4.0 4.1 4.6 11.9 8.7 33.5 

 

Hindu 

f 60 85 36 58 39 278 

% 6.9 9.8 4.1 6.7 4.5 32.1 

 

Total 

f 104 195 109 267 199 864 

% 12.0 22.5 12.6 30.9 23.0 100 

2  

 

 

 

     Friends 

 

Muslims 

f 22 78 37 132 88 357 

% 2.5 9.0 4.2 15.2 10.1 41.3 

 

Christians 

f 34 42 31 90 60 257 

% 3.9 4.8 3.5 10.3 6.9 29.7 

 

Hindu 

f 46 65 61 43 35 250 

% 5.3 7.4 7.0 4.9 4.0 28.9 

 

Total 

f 102 185 129 265 183 864 

% 11.8 21.4 14.9 30.6 21.1 100 

3  

Combined 

f 206 380 228 532 382 1728 

% 11.9 22.0 13.2 30.8 22.1 100 

 Table 4.1.42 represents two types of data, students‘ data and friends‘ data. Students‘ 

data shows that 21.9% of Muslim students, 20.6% of Christian students agree while 16.7 of 

Hindu students disagree with the statement that it is important to them how much money 

they will earn in future. Friends‘ data shows that 25.3% of Muslims, 17.2% of Christian 

students agree while 12.7% of Hindu students disagree with the statement that It is important 

to them how much money they will earn in future. Collectively 52.9% of total respondents 

agree, 13.2% undecided with this statement while 33.9% disagree and with this idea. Hence, 

majority of the students agree that it is important to them how much money they will earn in 

future. 
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4.2  Scale-wise Explanation of Data  

4.2.1 Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth (RaSSY)  

 The responses of students and friends of secondary schools were analyzed separately 

to measure the level of religiosity and spirituality scale for youth. 

Table 4.2.1                                                                                                                                                                                            

Students Responses on Faith-based Coping 

Items Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

My religious belief makes my life meaningful. 4.05 0.75 3.89 0.95 

 I have a close association with God.      4.01 0.65 3.83 1.32 

My religious beliefs make me happy 3.94 0.94 3.83 0.87 

Faith in God keeps me away from feelings of loneliness. 3.94 0.87 3.82 1.20 

Praying gives me strength when I am upset 3.89 1.20 3.75 1.24 

My Charity is purely as religious duty 3.63 1.03 3.48 1.42 

    I attend religious meetings      3.62 1.02 3.44 1.29 

I confess my sins to God.  3.51 1.31 2.75 1.38 

 I believe that God does not burden me more than my capacity 3.44 1.06 3.01 0.91 

I need help with my same religious beliefs 3.38 1.12 3.80 0.88 

I like to watch religious shows or movies on electronic media. 3.05 1.24 3.60 1.19 

I read religious books. 2.85 1.35 3.33 1.43 

I talk to others about my religious beliefs 2.79 1.18 268 1.16 

Average Score 3.80 0.51 2.73 0.89 

 Table 4.2.1 define the mean and S.D. of each declaration on the faith-based coping. 

The normal score for students (M = 3.80, S.D. = 0.51) and friends (M = 2.73, S.D. = 0.89) of 

students reveals that the opinion of students are gratified and agreed with the level of faith-

based coping in religiosity whereas, the friends are ambivalent with the level of faith-based 

coping. In both students and friends opinion, the most common response has been my 

religious belief makes my life meaningful (M = 4.05, S.D. = 0.75) (M = 3.89, S.D. = 1.02) 

and I have a close association with God (M = 4.01, S.D. = 0.65) (M = 3.83, S.D. = 1.32). The 

response with lowermost mean score (M = 2.79, S.D. = 1.18) (M = 2.68, S.D. = 1.16) is that 

they talk to others about their religious beliefs.  
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Table 4.2.2                                                                                                                                                                                            

Students Responses on Religious Social Support/Activities 

Items Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

My religion gives me feelings of peacefulness.  4.24 0.91 4.32 0.90 

Religious rituals are important to me      4.10 0.93 3.96 1.19 

I voluntarily help others since my religious beliefs teach me to 

do so. 

3.92 0.98 3.83 1.12 

I forgive others when they hurt me. 3.91 1.32 3.69 1.18 

I help the people. 3.85 0.87 3.75 0.89 

I remember to be a thankful for that God granted me. 3.81 1.34 2.87 0.74 

My beliefs help me in hard situation. 3.79 0.85 3.07 0.82 

I obey the parents for religious reason 3.69 1.26 3.88 0.84 

I get support from my own community. 3.65 0.87 2.99 1.11 

          Cleanliness is next to godliness. 3.44 1.14 2.96 0.93 

I wash my hands before  having food 3.18 1.09 2.93 0.83 

I follow religious principles in taking food and drinks 2.79 1.11 2.63 1.41 

I pay visits to relatives as religious duty. 2.68 1.26 2.77 1.23 

Average Score 3.85 0.65 3.84 0.58 

 Religious social support/activities in table 4.2.2 shows that (M = 3.85, S.D. = 0.65) 

whereas, friends (M = 3.84, S.D. = 0.58) are also moderately agree with the level of religious 

social support. In both students and friends opinion, the most common response has been my 

religion gives me feelings of peacefulness (M = 4.24, S.D. = 0.91) (M = 4.32, S.D. = 0.90) 

and Religious rituals are important to me (M = 4.10, S.D. = 0.93) (M = 3.96, S.D. = 1.19). 

However the response such as ―I pay visits to relatives as religious duty‖ (M = 2.68, S.D. = 

1.26) in students dataset and ―I follow religious principles in taking food and drinks‖ (M = 

2.63, S.D. = 1.41) in friends dataset have lowest mean score.  
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Table 4.2.3                                                                                                                                                                                            

Mean and S.D. of Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth Subscales 

 

Factors 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Faith based Coping 3.80 0.51 3.73 0.49 

Religious Social Support/Activities 3.89 0.65 3.84 0.58 

Overall Religiosity (RassY) 3.82 0.52 3.68 0.46 

 The results in Table 4.2.3 discloses that both students (M = 3.82, S.D. = 0.52) and 

friends (M = 3.68, S.D. = 0.46). They are also agreed that religiosity prevailed in their lives. 

Religious Social Support/Activities had the maximum mean score (M = 3.89, S.D. = 0.65) 

and (M = 3.84, S.D. = 0.58) in both students and friends dataset correspondingly. This 

analysis implies that the situation of religiosity is somewhat well in students‘ dataset as 

compared to friends‘ dataset. 

Table 4.2.4                                                                                                                                                                                            

Gender-wise comparison of Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 

Factors 

 

Gender 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. t Sig. Mean S.D. t Sig. 

FBC Male 3.21 0.50 1.935 .094 3.47 0.47 .608 .000 

Female 3.18 0.52 3.27 0.51 

RSS Male 3.33 0.60 -.593 .393 3.85 0.54 -.526 .000 

Female 3.35 0.70 3.73 0.62 

RaSSY Male 3.82 0.49 -4.28 .000 3.78 0.43 -2.01 .001 

Female 3.61 0.57 3.67 0.51 

FBC = Faith-Based Coping, RSS = Religious Social Support, RaSSY= Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth. 

 Table 4.2.4 present that there is Significant difference between male (M = 3.82, S.D. 

= 0.49) and female (M = 3.61, S.D. = 0.57) students with respect to RaSSY and its two 

dimensions, t = -4.28, p < .000. Moreover, in friends dataset, there is again a Significant 

difference between male (M = 3.78, S.D. = 0.43) and female (M = 3.67, S.D. = 0.51) friends 

with regard to RaSSY and its two dimensions, t = -2.011, p < .001. As a entire, the high 

mean score of male students presented that they are more agreed concerning RaSSY in their 

opinion as compared to female students. 
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Table 4.2.5                                                                                                                                                                                            

Class-wise comparison of Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth 

Factors Class   Students Friends 

Mean S.D. t Sig. Mean S.D. t Sig. 

FBC 9
th

 3.82 0.54 
2.893 .004 

3.74 0.58 
3.512 .000 

  10
th

 3.69 0.48 3.62 0.47 

RSS 9
th

 3.77 0.67 
.415 .679 

3.86 0.59 
2.321 .021 

  10
th

 3.75 0.63 3.82 0.56 

RaSSY 9
th

 3.83 0.55 
.741 .320 

3.80 0.48 
.986 .248 

  10
th

 3.81 0.50 3.77 0.45 

FBC = Faith-Based Coping, RSS = Religious Social Support, RaSSY= Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 Table 4.2.5 reveals that in students dataset, the difference in the level of FBC 

between 9th (M = 3.82, S.D. = 0.54) and 10th (M = 3.69, S.D. = 0.48) students is 

statistically Significant t = 2.893, p < .004. However, there is no significant difference 

between 9th and 10th students with regard to entire RaSSY. Whereas, in friends dataset, 

there is a Significant difference between 9th (M = 3.74, S.D. = 0.58) and 10th (M = 3.62, 

S.D. = 0.47) students with regard to FBC t = 3.512, p < .000. Conclusively, there is no 

Significance difference between 9th and 10
th

 class students in RaSSY. 

Table 4.2.6                                                                                                                                                                                            

Location-wise comparison of Religiosity and Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 

Factors 

 

Location 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. t Sig. Mean S.D. t Sig. 

FBC Urban 3.69 0.51 -1.506 .355 3.39 0.48 .329 .552 

Rural 3.67 0.51 3.36 0.49 

RSS Urban 3.74 0.65 2.675 .004 3.15 0.58 1.453 .302 

Rural 3.91 0.68 3.08 0.58 

RaSSY Urban 3.28 0.53 3.546 .000 3.59 0.47 1.075 .623 

Rural 3.48 0.59 3.55 0.46 

FBC = Faith-Based Coping, RSS = Religious Social Support, RaSSY= Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 Table 4.2.6 tells that in students dataset, the difference in the level of RSS between 

urban (M = 3.74, S.D. = 0.65) and rural (M = 3.91, S.D. = 0.68) students is statistically 

Significant t = 2.675, p < .004 and there is Significant difference between urban and rural 
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students with regard to entire RaSSY t = 3.546, p < .000. Whereas, friends dataset, there is 

no Significant difference between urban and rural with regard to RaSSY and its two 

dimensions. Conclusively, the high mean score of rural students in students‘ dataset showed 

that they are more agreed concerning RaSSY in their opinion as compared to urban students. 

Table 4.2.7                                                                                                                                                                                            

Effect of Religions of students on their Religiosity 

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FBC Between- Group 71.00 35.50 192.200 .000 50.05 25.02 136.880 .000 

 Within- Group 159.04 .18   157.43 .18   

RSS Between- Group 95.80 47.90 152.290 .000 52.48 26.24 94.500 .000 

 Within- Group 270.83 .31   239.07 .27   

RaSSY Between- Group 82.08 41.04 223.360 .000 51.07 25.53 157.650 .000 

 Within- Group 158.21 .18   139.45 .16   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FBC = Faith-based Coping,    RSS = Religious Social Support,    RaSSY = Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 In Table 4.2.7, the main effect of religion of students dataset was Significant, 

F(2,861) = 223.360, p = .000. Students with FBC and RSS are also Significantly on the 

RaSSY. Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference between 

Religions and RaSSY of friends, F(2,861) = 157.650, p =.000, and its two subscales such as 

FBC, F(2,863) = 136.880, p = .000, RSS, F(2,861) = 94.500, p = .000 

Table 4.2.7 (a)                                                                                                                                   

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.8                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .460 .000 

 Hindu .688 .000 

 Christian Hindu .227 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (a) reveals the religion wise significant mean-difference in faith-based 

coping students. It illustrates that Muslim students are significantly different from the 

Christian with a mean-difference of .460 and Hindu students with a mean-difference of .688 
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in their faith-based coping. The Christian students are also significantly different from the 

Hindu students with mean-difference of .227 regarding FBC.  

Table 4.2.7 (b)                                                                                                                                

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.9                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .401 .000 

 Hindu .817 .000 

 Christian Hindu .416 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (b) indicates the religion wise significant mean-difference in religious 

social support students. It shows that Muslim students are significantly different from the 

Christian with a mean-difference of .401 and Hindu students with a mean-difference of .817 

in their religious social support.  

Table 4.2.7 (c)                                                                                                                              

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.10                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .431 .000 

 Hindu .752 .000 

 Christian Hindu .321 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (c) illustrates the religion wise significant mean-difference in religiosity 

and spirituality scale for youth of students. It represents that Muslim students are 

significantly different from the Christian with a mean-difference of .431 and Hindu students 

with a mean-difference of .752 in their religiosity and spirituality scale for youth. The 

Christian students are also significantly different from the Hindu students with mean-

difference of .321 regarding RaSSY. 
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Table 4.2.7 (d)                                                                                                                                 

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.11                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .214 .000 

 Hindu .582 .000 

 Christian Hindu .368 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (d) reveals the religion wise significant mean-difference in faith-based 

coping of friends‘ dataset. It illustrates that Muslim friends are significantly different from 

the Christian with a mean-difference of .214 and Hindu friends with a mean-difference of 

.582 in their faith-based coping. The Christian friends are also significantly different from 

the Hindu friends with mean-difference of .368 regarding FBC.  

Table 4.2.7 (e)                                                                                                                             

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D Table 4.2.12                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .150 .000 

 Hindu .588 .000 

 Christian Hindu .438 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (e) indicates the religion wise significant mean-difference in religious 

social support of friends‘ dataset. It shows that Muslim friends are significantly different 

from the Christian with a mean-difference of .150 and Hindu friends with a mean-difference 

of .588 in their religious social support. The Christian friends are also significantly different 

from the Hindu friends with mean-difference of .438 regarding RSS. 

.  
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Table 4.2.7 (f)                                                                                                                            

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D  4.2.13                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .182 .000 

 Hindu .585 .000 

 Christian Hindu .403 .000 

 Table 4.2.7 (f) illustrates the religion wise significant mean-difference in religiosity 

and spirituality scale for youth of friends‘ dataset. It represents that Muslim friends are 

significantly different from the Christian with a mean-difference of .182 and Hindu friends 

with a mean-difference of .585 in their religiosity and spirituality scale for youth. The 

Christian friends are also significantly different from the Hindu friends with mean-

difference of .403 regarding RaSSY. 

Table 4.2.8                                                                                                                                                

Effect of Age of students on their Religiosity 4.2.14 

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FBC Between- Group .634 .21 .792 .498 .993 .331 1.379 .248 

 Within- Group 229.42 .26   206.49 .240   

RSS Between- Group .313 .10 .245 .865 1.416 .472 1.399 .242 

 Within- Group 366.33 .42   290.14 .337   

RaSSY Between- Group .327 .10 .391 .760 1.05 .351 1.594 .189 

 Within- Group 239.29 .27   189.47 .220   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FBC = Faith-based Coping,    RSS = Religious Social Support,    RaSSY = Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 In Table 4.2.8, the main effect of age of students was not Significant, F(3,860) = 

.391, p = n.s. students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years and above 18 years 

did not differ Significantly on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends dataset, there is a no 

Significant difference between age and RaSSY of students, F(3,860) = 1.594, p = n.s. 
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Table 4.2.9                                                                                                                                            

Effect of Parents Income of students on their Religiosity Table 4.2.15                                                                                                                                                                                             

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FBC Between- Group 8.84 2.21 8.590 .000 6.74 1.68 7.213 .000 

 Within- Group 221.20 .258   200.74 .234   

RSS Between- Group 10.68 2.67 6.447 .000 4.62 1.15 3.463 .008 

 Within- Group 355.96 .414   286.93 .334   

RaSSY Between- Group 9.67 2.41 9.004 .000 5.62 1.40 6.535 .000 

 Within- Group 230.62 .268   184.90 .215   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FBC = Faith-based Coping,    RSS = Religious Social Support,    RaSSY = Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth 

 

 In Table 4.2.9, the main effect of Parents Income of students dataset was Significant, 

F(4,859) = 9.004, p = .000. Students with FBC and RSS are also Significant, F(4,859) = 

8.590, p = .000 and F(4,859) = 6.447, p = .000 on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends of 

students dataset, there is a Significant difference between Parents Income and RaSSY of 

friends dataset, F(4,859) = 6.535, p =.000, and its subscale such as FBC, F(4,859) = 7.213, p 

= .000. 

Table 4.2.9 (a)                                                                                                                                     

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.16                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.209 .003 

 More than 45000 -.264 .000 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.228 .001 

 More than 45000 -.283 .000 

25000-35000 More than 45000 -.177 .004 

 Table 4.2.9 (a) reveals the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in faith-

based coping of students. It illustrates that Parents Income of students less than 15000 are 

significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a mean-difference of -.209 and 

more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.264 in their faith-based coping. Parents Income 

15000-25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-
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difference of -.228 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.283. Parents 

Income 25000-35000 are also Significant different from the income more than 45000 with a 

mean-difference -.177 regarding FBC.  

Table 4.2.9 (b)                                                                                                                                                    

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.17                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.214 .003 

 More than 45000 -.330 .000 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.204 .001 

 More than 45000 -.320 .000 

 Table 4.2.9 (b) indicates the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in 

religious social support of students. It shows that Parents Income of students less than 15000 

are Significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a mean-difference of -.214 

and more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.330 in their religious social support. 

Parents Income 15000-25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income 

with mean-difference of -.204 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.320 

regarding RSS.  

Table 4.2.9 (c)                                                                                                                                   

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.18                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.211 .004 

 More than 45000 -.297 .000 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.216 .001 

 More than 45000 -.301 .000 

 Table 4.2.9 (c) describes the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in 

religiosity and spirituality scale for youth of students. It presents that Parents Income of 

students less than 15000 are Significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a 

mean-difference of -.211 and more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.297 in their 
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religiosity and spirituality scale for youth. Parents Income 15000-25000 are also 

significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-difference of -.216 and 

more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.301 regarding RSSY.  

Table 4.2.9 (d)                                                                                                                             

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.19                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.282 .003 

 More than 45000 -.231 .002 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.208 .002 

 More than 45000 -.257 .000 

 Table 4.2.9 (d) shows the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in faith-

based coping of students. It demonstrates that Parents Income of friends less than 15000 are 

significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a mean-difference of -.282 and 

more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.231 in their faith-based coping. Parents Income 

15000-25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-

difference of -.208 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.257 regarding 

FBC.  

Table 4.2.9 (e)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.2.20                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 More than 45000 -.215 .002 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.187 .004 

 More than 45000 -.231 .001 

 Table 4.2.9 (e) illustrates the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in 

religiosity and spirituality scale for youth of friends‘ dataset. It presents that Parents Income 

of students less than 15000 are significantly different from the income of more than 45000 

with a mean-difference of -.215 in their religiosity and spirituality scale for youth. Parents 
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Income 15000-25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with 

mean-difference of -.187 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.231 

regarding RaSSY. 

4.3  Future Vision Scale (FVS) 

 The responses of students and friends of secondary schools were analyzed separately 

to measure the level of future vision. 

Table 4.3.1                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Students Responses on Future Vision towards Subject Choice 

Items Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

I know the future scope of my selected subject. 4.02 0.95 3.98 0.81 

Science subjects are easy for me  3.82 1.17 3.90 1.21 

I complete my education with easy subjects and 

move to practical life.  

3.56 1.28 3.69 1.12 

Learning own choice subject will help me in my 

future life 

3.10 0.89 3.22 0.72 

In subject selection, my preference is my interest not 

the demand of market. 

2.82 1.11 2.89 1.16 

I want to complete my higher education in market 

demanding subjects.  

2.71 1.17 2.73 1.20 

Average Score 3.83 0.66 3.31 0.62 

 In Table 4.3.1, the average score for students (M = 3.83, S.D. = 0.66) and friends (M 

= 3.31, S.D. = 0.62) reveals that students are moderately agree while friends are slightly 

agree with the level of future vision towards subject choice. Both students and friends, are in 

favour that ―I know the future scope of my selected subject‖ (M = 4.02, S.D. = 0.95) (M = 

3.98, S.D. = 0.81) and ―Science subjects are easy for me ―(M = 3.82, S.D. = 1.17) (M = 

3.90, S.D. = 1.21). The response with lowest mean score (M = 2.71, S.D. = 1.17) (M = 2.73, 

S.D. = 1.16).  
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Table 4.3.2                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Students Responses on Future Vision towards Profession Choice 

Items Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Hard work is the key to achieve the future goals. 4.20 0.85 3.21 0.88 

My school activities preparing me for my future 

professional life 

3.95 0.86 4.08 0.62 

I discuss my future plans with my friends. 3.81 1.21 3.92 1.23 

I will have to work for the money after school life 3.60 0.81 3.40 0.79 

I have no professional life plans at present 3.47 1.13 3.98 1.31 

I can bear a hard time for the benefits of future 3.34 0.93 3.17 0.95 

I have leadership qualities 3.23 0.93 3.14 0.89 

Boys can do any job that girls cannot do 3.07 1.21 3.63 1.17 

My preference is business instead of job in future.  2.65 1.26 2.54 1.35 

It is important to me how much money I will earn in 

future 

2.30 1.25 2.28 1.12 

Average Score 3.52 0.57 3.43 0.52 

 Table 4.3.2 shows the means and S.D. of each statement on the future vision towards 

profession choice. The average score for students (M = 3.52, S.D. = 0.57) and friends (M = 

3.43, S.D. = 0.52). Result described that students and friends are moderately agreed with the 

level of future vision towards profession choice. In students dataset, the response ―Hard 

work is the key to achieve the future goals‖ (M = 4.20, S.D. = 0.85) and the response with 

lowest means score is ―It is important to me how much money I will earn in future‖ (M = 

2.30, S.D. = 1.25). In friends dataset, the most frequent response has been ―my school 

activities preparing me for my future professional life‖ (M = 4.08, S.D. = 0.62) and the 

response with lowest mean score (M = 2.28, S.D. = 1.12) is that ―It is important to me how 

much money I will earn in future‖.  
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Table 4.3.3                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Mean and S.D. of Future Vision Scale 

 

Factors 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

Future vision towards subject choice 3.83 0.66 3.91 0.62 

Future vision towards profession choice 3.52 0.57 3.53 0.52 

Overall Future vision scale (FVS) 3.68 0.54 3.22 0.48 

 The overall results in Table 4.3.3 reveals that both students (M = 3.68, S.D. = 0.54) 

and friends (M = 3.22, S.D. = 0.48). They are also agreed that future vision prevailed in their 

lives. Future vision towards subject choice had the highest mean score (M = 3.83, S.D. = 

0.66) and (M = 3.91, S.D. = 0.62) in both students and friends dataset respectively. This 

analysis implies that the situation of future vision is slightly better in friends‘ dataset as 

compared to students‘ dataset. 

Table 4.3.4                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Gender-wise comparison of Future Vision Scale 

 

Factors 

 

Gender 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. T Sig. Mean S.D. t Sig. 

FSC Male 3.56 0.62 1.294 .003 3.72 0.60 .725 .075 

Female 3.50 0.71 3.69 0.65 

FPC Male 3.58 0.54 3.470 .068 3.57 0.50 2.760 .108 

Female 3.45 0.60 3.47 0.54 

FVS Male 3.62 0.59 2.636 .002 3.75 0.45 1.950 .018 

Female 3.72 0.49 3.68 0.52 

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 The results in Table 4.3.4 indicate that there is Significant difference between male 

(M = 3.62, S.D. = 0.59) and female (M = 3.72, S.D. = 0.49) students with regard to FVS and 

its one dimension FSC, t = 1.294, p < .003. However, in friends dataset, there is no 

Significant difference between male (M = 3.75, S.D. = 0.45) and female (M = 3.68, S.D. = 

0.52) friends with regard to FVS and its two dimensions. As a whole, the high mean score of 
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female students showed that they are more agreed regarding FVS in their opinion as 

compared to male students. 

Table 4.3.5                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Class-wise comparison of Future Vision Scale 

 

Factors 

 

Class 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. T Sig. Mean S.D. t Sig. 

FSC 9
th

 3.72 0.66 -.323 .852 3.70 0.63 -.284 .869 

  10
th

 3.74 0.66 3.71 0.62 

FPC 9
th

 3.55 0.56 1.269 .999 3.54 0.52 .633 .775 

  10
th

 3.50 0.58 3.52 0.53 

FVS 9
th

 3.69 0.53 .474 .880 3.72 0.49 .158 .839 

  10
th

 3.67 0.54 3.72 0.48 
FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession Choice, FVS 

=Future Vision Scale 

 Table 4.3.5 indicates that in students dataset, the difference in the level of FVS 

between 9th (M = 3.69, S.D. = 0.53) and 10th (M = 3.67, S.D. = 0.54) students is 

statistically not Significant and its two dimensions are not Significant. Whereas, in friends 

dataset, there is no Significant difference between 9th (M = 3.72, S.D. = 0.49) and 10th (M 

= 3.72, S.D. = 0.48) students with regard to FVS. Conclusively, there is no Significance 

difference between 9th and 10
th

 class students and friends‘ dataset to entire RaSSY. 

Table 4.3.6                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Location-wise comparison of Future Vision Scale 

 

Factors 

 

Location 

Students Friends 

Mean S.D. t Sig. Mean S.D. T Sig. 

FSC Urban 3.74 0.54 2.133 .000 3.71 0.51 1.289 .005 

Rural 3.50 0.72 3.64 0.57 

FPC Urban 3.54 0.56 1.471 .142 3.55 0.52 1.952 .002 

Rural 3.47 0.58 3.37 0.56 

FVS Urban 3.69 0.52 1.261 .002 3.73 0.47 1.493 .000 

Rural 3.43 0.79 3.54 0.62 

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 Table 4.3.6 illustrates that in students dataset, the difference in the level of FSC 

between urban (M = 3.74, S.D. = 0.54) and rural (M = 3.50, S.D. = 0.72) students is 
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statistically Significant t = 2.133, p < .000 and there is Significant difference between urban 

and rural students with regard to entire FVS t = 1.261, p < .002. Moreover in friends‘ 

dataset, there is again Significant difference between urban (M = 3.73, S.D. = 0.47) and rural 

(M = 3.54, S.D. = 0.62) with regard to entire FVS t = 1.493, p < .000, and its two 

dimensions. Conclusively, the high mean score of urban students in students and friends‘ 

dataset showed that they are more agreed regarding FVS in their opinion as compared to 

rural students. 

Table 4.3.7                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Effect of Religions of students on their Future vision  

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FSC Between- Group 8.21 4.10 9.416 .000 9.73 4.86 12.635 .000 

 Within- Group 375.43 .43   331.63 .38   

FPC Between- Group 15.70 7.85 25.172 .000 6.69 3.34 12.383 .000 

 Within- Group 268.61 .31   232.58 .27   

FVS Between- Group 11.37 5.68 20.313 .000 7.91 3.95 17.169 .000 

 Within- Group 241.35 .28   198.46 .23   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 In Table 4.3.7, the main effect of religion of students dataset was Significant, 

F(2,861) = 9.416, p = .000. Students with FSC and FPC are also Significantly on the FVS. 

Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference between Religions 

and FVS of friends, F(2,861) = 17.169, p =.000, and its two subscales such as FSC, F(2,863) 

= 12.635, p = .000, FPC, F(2,861) = 12.383, p = .000. 
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Table 4.3.7 (a)                                                                                                                               

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.8                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .165 .007 

 Hindu .231 .000 

 Christian Hindu .265 .000 

 Table 4.3.7 (a) reveals the religion wise significant mean-difference in future vision 

towards subject choice of students. It illustrates that Muslim students are significantly 

different from the Christian with a mean-difference of .165 and Hindu students with a mean-

difference of .231 in their future vision towards subject choice. The Christian students are 

also significantly different from the Hindu students with mean-difference of .265 regarding 

FSC.  

Table 4.3.7 (b)                                                                                                                                

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.9                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .144 .005 

 Hindu .330 .000 

 Christian Hindu .186 .000 

 Table 4.3.7 (b) indicates the religion wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision towards profession choice of students. It shows that Muslim students are significantly 

different from the Christian with a mean-difference of .144 and Hindu students with a mean-

difference of .8330 in their future vision towards profession choice. The Christian students 

are also significantly different from the Hindu students with mean-difference of .186 

regarding FPC. 
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Table 4.3.7 (c)                                                                                                                                      
Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.10                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Christian .155 .001 

 Hindu .280 .000 

 Christian Hindu .125 .013 

 Table 4.3.7 (c) illustrates the religion wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision scale of students. It represents that Muslim students are significantly different from 

the Christian with a mean-difference of .155 and Hindu students with a mean-difference of 

.280 in their future vision. The Christian students are also significantly different from the 

Hindu students with mean-difference of .125 regarding FVS. 

Table 4.3.7 (d)                                                                                                                                 

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.11                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Hindu .256 .000 

 Christian Hindu .164 .008 

 Table 4.3.7 (d) reveals the religion wise significant mean-difference in future vision 

towards subject choice of friends‘ dataset. It illustrates that Muslim friends are significantly 

different from the Hindu with a mean-difference of .256. The Christian friends are also 

significantly different from the Hindu friends with mean-difference of .164 regarding FSC.  

Table 4.3.7 (e)                                                                                                                                        

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.12                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Hindu .197 .000 

 Christian Hindu .189 .000 

 Table 4.3.7 (e) indicates the religion wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision towards profession choice of friends‘ dataset. It shows that Muslim friends are 
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significantly different from the Hind with a mean-difference of .197. The Christian friends 

are also significantly different from the Hindu friends with mean-difference of .189 

regarding FPC. 

Table 4.3.7 (f)                                                                                                                              

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.13                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Religion (J) Religion Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Muslim Hindu .226 .000 

 Christian Hindu .176 .000 

 Table 4.3.7 (f) illustrates the religion wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision scale of friends‘ dataset. It represents that Muslim friends are significantly different 

from the Hindu with a mean-difference of .226. The Christian friends are also significantly 

different from the Hindu friends with mean-difference of .176 regarding FVS. 

Table 4.3.8                                                                                                                                         

Effect of Age of students on their Future vision Table 4.3.14                                                                                                                                                                                             

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FSC Between- Group 3.82 1.27 2.889 .035 1.28 1.42 3.641 .012 

 Within- Group 379.82 .44   337.08 .392   

FPC Between- Group 1.19 .39 1.213 .304 1.09 .362 1.312 .269 

 Within- Group 283.14 .32   238.18 .237   

FVS Between- Group 2.12 .70 2.430 .064 1.69 .565 2.375 .069 

 Within- Group 250.28 .29   204.68 .238   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 In Table 4.3.8, the main effect of age of students was not Significant, F(3,860) = 

2.889, p = n.s. students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years and above 18 years 

did not differ Significantly on the FVS. Moreover, in friends dataset, there is a no 

Significant difference between age and FVS of students, F(3,860) = 2.375, p = n.s. 
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Table 4.3.9                                                                                                                                          

Effect of Parents Income of students on their Future vision Table 4.3.15                                                                                                                                                                                             

  ANOVA 
Students Friends 

SS M.S. F Sig. SS M.S. F Sig. 

FSC Between- Group 11.53 2.88 6.655 .000 4.31 1.07 2.748 .027 

 Within- Group 372.11 .433   337.05 .392   

FPC Between- Group 5.72 1.43 4.414 .000 3.81 .654 3.480 .008 

 Within- Group 278.59 .324   235.46 .274   

FVS Between- Group 7.62 1.90 6.693 .000 3.79 .949 4.022 .003 

 Within- Group 244.78 .285   202.58 .236   

SS = Sum of Squares. M.S. = Mean Square 

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 In Table 4.3.9, the main effect of Parents Income of students dataset was Significant, 

F(4,859) = 6.693, p = .000. Students with FSC and FPC are also Significant, F(4,859) = 

6.655, p = .000 and F(4,859) = 4.414, p = .000 on the FVS. Moreover, in friends of students 

dataset, there is a Significant difference between Parents Income and FVS of friends dataset, 

F(4,859) = 4.022, p =.003. 

Table 4.3.9 (a)                                                                                                                            

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.16                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.295 .001 

 More than 45000 -.361 .000 

15000-25000 More than 45000 -.233 .003 

 Table 4.3.9 (a) reveals the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision towards subject choice of students. It illustrates that Parents Income of students is 

Significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a mean-difference of -.209 and 

more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.361 in their future vision towards subject 

choice. Parents Income 15000-25000 are also significantly different from the more than 

45000 income with a mean-difference -.233 regarding FSC.  
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Table 4.3.9 (b)                                                                                                                               

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.17                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 More than 45000 -.212 .026 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.174 .004 

 More than 45000 -.250 .001 

 Table 4.3.9 (b) indicates the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in 

future vision towards profession choice of students. It shows that Parents Income of students 

less than 15000 are significantly different from the income of more than 45000 with a mean-

difference of -.212 in their future vision towards profession choice. Parents Income 15000-

25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-difference of 

-.174 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.250 regarding FPC.  

Table 4.2.9 (c)                                                                                                                             

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.18                                                                                                                                                                                             

Students 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

Less than 15000 35000-45000 -.215 .004 

 More than 45000 -.287 .000 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.170 .032 

 More than 45000 -.245 .002 

 Table 4.2.9 (c) describes the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in 

future vision scale. It presents that Parents Income of students less than 15000 are 

Significantly different from the income of 35000-45000 with a mean-difference of -.215 and 

more than 45000 with a mean-difference of -.287 in their future vision scale. Parents Income 

15000-25000 are also significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-

difference of -.170 and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.002 regarding 

FVS.  
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Table 4.3.9 (d)                                                                                                                                    

Multiple Comparison Tukey’s HS.D. Table 4.3.19                                                                                                                                                                                             

Friends 

(I) Parents Income (J) Parents Income Mean-difference (I-J) Sig. 

 15000-25000 35000-45000 -.177 .003 

 More than 45000 -.191 .004 

 Table 4.3.9 (d) shows the Parents Income wise significant mean-difference in future 

vision scale of friends‘ dataset. It demonstrates that Parents Income of friends 15000-25000 

are also Significantly different from the 35000-45000 income with mean-difference of -.177 

and more than 45000 income with a mean-difference -.191 regarding FVS.  

Table 4.4                                                                                                                                     

Correlation matrix among Religiosity and Future vision Subscales (Students dataset) Table 4.3.20                                                                                                                                                                                             

 FBC RSS RaSSY FSC FPC FVS 

FBC  1      

RSS  .628** 1     

RaSSY .877** .925** 1    

FSC .282** .483** .436** 1   

FPC .376** .603** .556** .517** 1  

FVS .373** .618** .564** .891** .850** 1 

** Significant at .01 level 

FBC = Faith-Based Coping, RSS = Religious Social Support, RaSSY = Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth,  

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 
 

 The results in Table 4.4 represents Pearson correlation matrix between RaSSY and 

FVS subscales. In students‘ dataset, statistically positive association creates among the 

factors of RaSSY with FVS subscales. Faith-based Coping has a weak Significant 

correlation with future vision towards subject choice (r = .282, p = .000) and also Significant 

correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = .376, p = .000). The religious 

social support, also has moderate correlation with future vision towards subject choice (r = 

.483, p = .000) and future vision towards profession choice (r = .603, p = .000). Future 

vision towards subject choice has moderate correlation with future vision towards profession 
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choice (r = .517, p = .000). Overall RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS (r = .564, p = 

.000).  

Table 4.5                                                                                                                                         

Correlation matrix among Religiosity and Future vision Subscales (Friends dataset) 4.3.21                                                                                                                                                                                             

 FBC RSS RaSSY FSC FPC FVS 

FBC  1      

RSS  .535** 1     

RaSSY .853** .898** 1    

FSC .247** .457** .412** 1   

FPC .297** .536** .487** .428** 1  

FVS .319** .583** .527** .874** .814** 1 

** Significant at .01 level 

FBC = Faith-Based Coping, RSS = Religious Social Support, RaSSY = Religiosity and 

Spirituality Scale for Youth,  

FSC = Future Vision towards Subject Choice, FPC = Future Vision towards Profession 

Choice, FVS =Future Vision Scale 

 The results in Table 4.5 present Pearson correlation matrix between RaSSY and FVS 

subscales. In friends‘ dataset, statistically positive correlation found among the factors of 

RaSSY with FVS subscales. Faith-based coping has a weak Significant correlation with 

future vision towards subject choice (r = .247, p = .000) and also Significant correlation with 

future vision towards profession choice (r = .297, p = .000). The religious social support, 

also has moderate correlation with future vision towards subject choice (r = .457, p = .000) 

and future vision towards profession choice (r = .536, p = .000). Faith-based coping has 

moderate correlation (r = .535, p = .000) with religious social support. Future vision towards 

subject choice has moderate correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = 

.487, p = .000). Overall RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS (r = .527, p = .000).  
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Table 4.6                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Regression Analysis of Faith-based Coping Predicting Future Vision Subscales 4.3.22                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Dependent Variable B t F R² 

Students Dataset 

 FSC .365 8.643** 74.696** .079 

 FPC .418 11.904*** 141.706*** .141 

Friends Dataset 

 FSC .317 7.486** 56.036** .061 

 FPC .319 9.130** 83.359** .088 

Combined 

 FSC .335 11.220** 125.896** .068 

 FPC .469 14.313*** 222.385*** .114 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001,  

 Independent Variable = Faith-based Coping (FBC), FSC = Future vision towards subject 

choice, FPC = Future vision towards profession choice 

 The results in Table 4.6 revealed that in students dataset, FBC explained 7.9% 

variance (R² = .079, F(1, 862) = 74.696, p<.01) in FSC, 14.1% variance (R² = .141, F(1, 

862) = 141.706, p<.05) in FPC. The results illustrated that FBC contributed mainly in 

explaining the variation in FPC and one- unit increase in the FBC will cause 41.8% increase 

(β = .418, p<.001) in the FPC of the students. Moreover, in friends dataset, FBC explained 

6.1% variance (R² = .061, F(1, 862) = 56.036, p<.01) in FSC, 8.8% variance (R² = .088, F(1, 

862) = 83.359, p<.01) in FPC. The results indicated the main effect of FBC in explaining the 

variation in FPC and one- unit increase in the FBC will cause 31.9% increase (β = .319, 

p<.01) in the FPC of the friends of students. Likewise, in the Combined dataset, FBC 

explained 6.8% variance (R² = .068, F(1, 1726) = 125.896, p<.01) in FSC, 11.4% variance 

(R² = .114, F(1, 1726) = 222.383, p<.001) in FPC. It is evident that FBC has main 

contribution in explaining FPC and one- unit increase in the FBC will cause 46.9% increase 

(β = .469, p<.001) in the FPC of the secondary school students. 
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Table 4.7                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Regression Analysis of Religious Social Support Predicting Future Vision Subscales 4.3.23                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Dependent Variable B T F R² 

Students Dataset 

 FSC .278 6.303* 61.989* .078 

 FPC .331 13.216*** 193.532*** .364 

Friends Dataset 

 FSC .295 8.106** 78.179** .109 

 FPC .386 15.666*** 248.358*** .288 

Combined 

 FSC .294 16.132** 289.835** .121 

 FPC .311 19.063*** 444.635*** .329 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001,  

 Independent Variable = Religious Social Support (RSS), FSC = Future vision towards 

subject choice, FPC = Future vision towards profession choice 

 The results in Table 4.7 reveals that in students dataset, RSS explained 7.8% 

variance (R² = .078, F(1, 862) = 61.989, p<.05) in FSC, 36.4% variance (R² = .364, F(1, 

862) = 193.532, p<.01) in FPC. The results illustrate that RSS contributed mainly in 

explaining the variation in FPC and one- unit increase in the FC will cause 33.1% increase 

(β = .331, p<.001) in the FPC of the students. Moreover, in friends dataset, RSS explained 

10.9% variance (R² = .109, F(1, 862) = 78.179, p<.01) in FSC, 28.8% variance (R² = .288, 

F(1, 862) = 248.358, p<.001) in FPC. The results indicated the main effect of RSS in 

explaining the variation in FPC and one- unit increase in the RSS will cause 38.6% increase 

(β = .386, p<.001) in the FPC of the friends of students. Likewise, in the Combined dataset, 

RSS explained 12.1% variance (R² = .121, F(1, 1726) = 289.835, p<.01) in FSC, 32.9% 

variance (R² = .329, F(1, 1726) = 444.635, p<.001) in FPC. It is evident that RSS has main 

contribution in explaining FPC and one- unit increase in the RSS will cause 31.1% increase 

(β = .311, p<.001) in the FPC of the secondary school students. 
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Table 4.8                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Regression Analysis of Religiosity Predicting Future Vision Table 4.3.24                                                                                                                                                                                             

 Dependent Variable B t F R² 

Students Dataset 

 FVS .578 20.068*** 402.705*** .318 

Friends Dataset 

 FVS .548 18.203** 331.334** .278 

Combined 

 FVS .568 28.69*** 787.860*** .313 

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001,  

Independent Variable = Religiosity and Spirituality scale for Youth (RaSSY), FVS = Future 

Vision Scale  

 Table 4.8 depicts the results of linear regression analysis. In students dataset, RaSSY 

explained 31.8% variance (R² = .318, F(1, 862) = 402.705, p < .001) in FVS. The research 

findings indicated that one- unit increase in the RaSSY will cause 57.8% increase (β = .578, 

p < .001) in the FVS of the students. Moreover, in friends dataset, RaSSY explained 27.8% 

variance (R² = .278, F(1, 862) = 331.334, p < .01) in FVS. The results expressed that one- 

unit increase in the RaSSY will cause 54.8% increase (β = .548, p < .01) in the FVS. 

Furthermore, in the combined students dataset, RaSSY explained 31.3% variance (R² = .313, 

F(1, 1726) = 787.860, p < .001) in FVS and one- unit increase in RaSSY will cause 56.8% 

increase (β = .568, p < .001) in the FVS of secondary school students. 

4.4  Qualitative Data Analysis for Interview 

To authenticate the results of the questionnaires of the research work, the researcher 

conducted semi structured interview from the parents of secondary school students. For this 

purpose, parents from three religions (Muslims, Christians and Hindu) were requested to 

spare some time from your precious time. The interview consists of 20-30 minutes to know 

the views of parents about religiosity and future vision of their children.  
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4.4.1 Religiosity 

 Qualitative data analysis shows that parents of students disclose different stages of 

religiousness. Data shows that parents of students reveal different features of religiosity.  

 Another part of guardians accepts that strict awareness is a critical component to 

show strictness. People ought to have reasonable data of strict standards. A Christian mother 

expressed that we can't follow religion without its total mindfulness. Another Muslim dad 

expresses that Holy Quran and Hadith describe total Islam and individuals should center 

getting their exhaustive data. The greater part of the guardians' perspectives concerning 

getting strict information uncover the Significance of mindfulness and awareness in 

demonstrating similitude of strictness. A Hindu dad "a decent procedure to communicate 

religion is a result of offering data to youthful age through disclosing to them the best 

functions of Hindu history".  

 Petitions are another wellspring of appearance of religion as expressed by another 

piece of test. Guardians of auxiliary school understudies uncover that petitions have a 

Significant part to communicate strictness. In such manner, most guardians uncover "despite 

the fact that strictness or strictness is a private matter of each individual".  

 A huge fragment of the cooperating with the individuals who has a place different 

religions. Guardians accept that these sorts of connection decidedly. A few respondents said 

that strict individuals must stay away from awful mentalities to other people. Unforgiving, 

exacting and excruciating conduct of strict individuals are disheartened by numerous people 

groups.  

 Picking up help from other religion individual was another angle to consider. In such 

manner Muslim respondents favor "finding support from a non-Muslim individual isn't 
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restricted in Islam". Christian respondents said that we may sit with non-Christian people 

groups, eat with them and talk with them self-governing. Hindu respondents expresses that 

they will get the assistance from a non-Hindu individual since they express reality; they are 

sensible in contacts and honest. 

4.4.2 Future Vision 

 Respondents were asked about the future profession of their son/daughter. The 

parents of students expressed same types of feeling. Majority of the parents said that their 

son/daughter takes interest in job. However, a small number of respondents held the view 

that their son/daughter would like to be a businessman. 

 Another same nature question asked to respondents about the decision of education 

of their son/daughter. The parents of students expressed different types of feeling. Majority 

of the mothers revels that parents take decision by their child. However, majority of the 

fathers said that they parents and students take decision by their child 

 Teachers may come forward to improve students‘ future vision. 

 Appropriate steps should be taken to improve the future vision of students. In this 

regard, think independently, accept challenges and trust your abilities. 

 The students seem to have focused on receiving actual, concrete advice about the 

future. 

 Students should face their fears. 

 Students should believe on self. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5 SUMMARY, FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1  Summary 

 The present research is a mixed method research (qualitative and quantitative) as in 

the descriptive research the qualitative research and quantitative research methods are used 

at the parallel times. For the present research study, the data was collected by using the 

questionnaire and Interview. The population of the study comprised of all secondary school 

students (of different religions) who were enrolled in public and private secondary schools. 

Students following three religions (Muslims, Christians and Hindus) were included in the 

population. The participation of Muslims, Hindus and Christian students in the sample were 

33:33:33 respectively. 

 Total 1800 secondary school students (900 students and 900 of their friends) were 

approached and requested to fill the Questionnaire, (600 Muslim students, 600 Christian 

Students, 600 Hindu Students). Questionnaire return rate was hundred present; nearly four 

present incomplete questionnaires were excluded from the analysis. Another tool to observe 

the religiosity and future vision among secondary school students at different places, 

interview for parents of secondary school students was utilized for such purpose. Total 30 

parents were randomly selected from three religions (10 Muslim, 10 Christian and 10 

Hindu). The overall response rate was 96%.  

  Questionnaire and interview were used in the study as a research tool, questionnaire 

for students and interview for parents. The questionnaire for students was based on four 
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scales. Faith-based Coping and Religious Social Support scale was adapted from Religiosity 

and Spirituality Scale for Youth (RaSSY) Brittany Cornell Hernandez (2011). Future Vision 

towards Subject Choice and Future Vision towards Profession Choice are the self-developed 

from Future Vision Scale (FVS). Questionnaire was based on five-point Likert scale.  

5.2  Findings 

1. The results showed that in students‘ dataset, Faith-based Coping has a weak 

Significant correlation with future vision towards subject choice (r = .282, p = .000) 

and also Significant correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = 

.376, p = .000). The religious social support, also has moderate correlation with 

future vision towards subject choice (r = .483, p = .000) and future vision towards 

profession choice (r = .603, p = .000). Faith-based coping has moderate correlation 

(r = .628, p = .000) with religious social support. Future vision towards subject 

choice has moderate correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = 

.517, p = .000). Overall RassY has moderate correlation with FVS (r = .564, p = 

.000). Moreover, in friends‘ dataset, Faith-based coping has a weak Significant 

correlation with future vision towards subject choice (r = .247, p = .000) and also 

Significant correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = .297, p = 

.000). The religious social support, also has moderate correlation with future vision 

towards subject choice (r = .457, p = .000) and future vision towards profession 

choice (r = .536, p = .000). Faith-based coping has moderate correlation (r = .535, p 

= .000) with religious social support. Future vision towards subject choice has 

moderate correlation with future vision towards profession choice (r = .487, p = 

.000). Overall RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS (r = .527, p = .000).  
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2. The outcomes demonstrate that in understudies' dataset, there is critical distinction 

between male (M = 3.82, S.D. = 0.49) and female (M = 3.61, S.D. = 0.57) 

understudies with respect to RaSSY and its two measurements, t = - 4.28, p < .000. 

In addition, in companions dataset, there is again a critical distinction between male 

(M = 3.78, S.D. = 0.43) and female (M = 3.67, S.D. = 0.51) companions concerning 

RaSSY and its two measurements, t= - 2.011, p < .001. In general, the high mean 

score of male understudies demonstrated that they are more concurred viewing 

RaSSY as they would see it when contrasted with female understudies. 

3. Findings uncovered that in understudies dataset, the distinction in the degree of FBC 

between ninth (M = 3.82, S.D. = 0.54) and tenth (M = 3.69, S.D. = 0.48) 

understudies is measurably huge t = 2.893, p < .004. Notwithstanding, there is no 

critical contrast somewhere in the range of ninth and tenth understudies concerning 

whole RaSSY. Though, in companions dataset, there is a huge contrast between 

ninth (M = 3.74, S.D. = 0.58) and tenth (M = 3.62, S.D. = 0.47) understudies as to 

FBC t = 3.512, p < .000. Convincingly, there is no centrality distinction somewhere 

in the range of ninth and tenth class understudies in RaSSY. 

4. The outcomes showed that in understudies' dataset, there is critical contrast between 

male (M = 3.62, S.D. = 0.59) and female (M = 3.72, S.D. = 0.49) understudies with 

respect to FVS and its one measurement FSC, t = 1.294, p < .003. In any case, in 

companions dataset, there is no critical distinction between male (M = 3.75, S.D. = 

0.45) and female (M = 3.68, S.D. = 0.52) companions as to FVS and its two 

measurements. Overall, the high mean score of female understudies demonstrated 
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that they are more concurred seeing FVS as they would like to think when contrasted 

with male understudies. 

5. Findings present that in understudies dataset, the distinction in the degree of FVS 

between ninth (M = 3.69, S.D. = 0.53) and tenth (M = 3.67, S.D. = 0.54) 

understudies is measurably not critical and its two measurements are not huge. 

While, in companions dataset, there is no critical contrast between ninth (M = 3.72, 

S.D. = 0.49) and tenth (M = 3.72, S.D. = 0.48) understudies concerning FVS. 

Decisively, there is no criticalness contrast somewhere in the range of ninth and 

tenth class understudies and companions' dataset to whole RaSSY. 

6. The outcomes delineate that in understudies dataset, the distinction in the degree of 

FSC between metropolitan (M = 3.74, S.D. = 0.54) and country (M = 3.50, S.D. = 

0.72) understudies is measurably huge t = 2.133, p < .000 and there is huge contrast 

among metropolitan and provincial understudies with respect to whole FVS t = 

1.261, p < .002. In addition in companions' dataset, there is again huge distinction 

between metropolitan (M = 3.73, S.D. = 0.47) and country (M = 3.54, S.D. = 0.62) 

with respect to whole FVS t = 1.493, p < .000, and its two measurements. 

Definitively, the high mean score of metropolitan understudies in understudies and 

companions' dataset demonstrated that they are more concurred seeing FVS as they 

would see it when contrasted with country understudies. 

7. Findings showed that the main effect of religion of students dataset was Significant, 

F(2,861) = 223.360, p = .000. Students with FBC and RSS are also Significantly on 

the RassY. Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference 

between Religions and RassY of friends, F(2,861) = 157.650, p =.000, and its two 
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subscales such as FBC, F(2,863) = 136.880, p = .000, RSS, F(2,861) = 94.500, p = 

.000. 

8. The results expressed that the main effect of age of students was not Significant, 

F(3,860) = .391, p = n.s. students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years 

and above 18 years did not differ Significantly on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends 

dataset, there is a no Significant difference between age and RassY of students, 

F(3,860) = 1.594, p = n.s. 

9. Findings indicated that the main effect of Parents Income of students dataset was 

Significant, F(4,859) = 9.004, p = .000. Students with FBC and RSS are also 

Significant, F(4,859) = 8.590, p = .000 and F(4,859) = 6.447, p = .000 on the 

RaSSY. Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference 

between Parents Income and RaSSY of friends dataset, F(4,859) = 6.535, p =.000, 

and its subscale such as FBC, F(4,859) = 7.213, p = .000. 

10. Findings revealed that the main effect of religion of students dataset was Significant, 

F(2,861) = 9.416, p = .000. Students with FSC and FPC are also Significantly on the 

FVS. Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference 

between Religions and FVS of friends, F(2,861) = 17.169, p =.000, and its two 

subscales such as FSC, F(2,863) = 12.635, p = .000, FPC, F(2,861) = 12.383, p = 

.000. 

11. The findings demonstrate that the main effect of age of students was not Significant, 

F(3,860) = 2.889, p = n.s. students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years 

and above 18 years did not differ Significantly on the FVS. Moreover, in friends 
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dataset, there is a no Significant difference between age and FVS of students, 

F(3,860) = 2.375, p = n.s. 

12. The Findings indicate that the main effect of Parents Income of students dataset was 

Significant, F(4,859) = 6.693, p = .000. Students with FSC and FPC are also 

Significant, F(4,859) = 6.655, p = .000 and F(4,859) = 4.414, p = .000 on the FVS. 

Moreover, in friends of students dataset, there is a Significant difference between 

Parents Income and FVS of friends dataset, F(4,859) = 4.022, p =.003. 

13. Findings demonstrates that in understudies' dataset, FBC clarified 7.9% difference 

(R² = .079, F(1, 862) = 74.696, p<.01) in FSC, 14.1% fluctuation (R² = .141, F(1, 

862) = 141.706, p<.05) in FPC. The outcomes outlined that FBC contributed 

principally in clarifying the variety in FPC and one- unit increment in the FBC will 

cause 41.8% expansion (β = .418, p<.001) in the FPC of the understudies. Besides, in 

companions dataset, FBC clarified 6.1% change (R² = .061, F(1, 862) = 56.036, 

p<.01) in FSC, 8.8% fluctuation (R² = .088, F(1, 862) = 83.359, p<.01) in FPC. The 

outcomes demonstrated the primary impact of FBC in clarifying the variety in FPC 

and one- unit increment in the FBC will cause 31.9% expansion (β = .319, p<.01) in 

the FPC of the companions of understudies. In like manner, in the Combined dataset, 

FBC clarified 6.8% difference (R² = .068, F(1, 1726) = 125.896, p<.01) in FSC, 

11.4% fluctuation (R² = .114, F(1, 1726) = 222.383, p<.001) in FPC. It is obvious 

that FBC has principle commitment in clarifying FPC and one- unit increment in the 

FBC will cause 46.9% expansion (β = .469, p<.001) in the FPC of the optional 

school understudies. 
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14. The outcomes in shows that in understudies dataset, RSS clarified 7.8% change (R² = 

.078, F(1, 862) = 61.989, p<.05) in FSC, 36.4% fluctuation (R² = .364, F(1, 862) = 

193.532, p<.01) in FPC. The outcomes show that RSS contributed principally in 

clarifying the variety in FPC and one- unit increment in the FC will cause 33.1% 

expansion (β = .331, p<.001) in the FPC of the understudies. Additionally, in 

companions dataset, RSS clarified 10.9% difference (R² = .109, F(1, 862) = 78.179, 

p<.01) in FSC, 28.8% change (R² = .288, F(1, 862) = 248.358, p<.001) in FPC. The 

outcomes showed the fundamental impact of RSS in clarifying the variety in FPC 

and one- unit increment in the RSS will cause 38.6% expansion (β = .386, p<.001) in 

the FPC of the companions of understudies. Moreover, in the Combined dataset, RSS 

clarified 12.1% change (R² = .121, F(1, 1726) = 289.835, p<.01) in FSC, 32.9% 

fluctuation (R² = .329, F(1, 1726) = 444.635, p<.001) in FPC. It is clear that RSS has 

principle commitment in clarifying FPC and one- unit increment in the RSS will 

cause 31.1% expansion (β = .311, p<.001) in the FPC of the optional school 

understudies. 

15. Findings delighted that in understudies dataset, RaSSY clarified 31.8% change (R² = 

.318, F(1, 862) = 402.705, p < .001) in FVS. The exploration discoveries 

demonstrated that one- unit increment in the RaSSY will cause 57.8% expansion (β 

= .578, p < .001) in the FVS of the understudies. Additionally, in companions 

dataset, RassY clarified 27.8% change (R² = .278, F(1, 862) = 331.334, p < .01) in 

FVS. The outcomes communicated that one- unit increment in the RassY will cause 

54.8% expansion (β = .548, p < .01) in the FVS. Moreover, in the joined 

understudies dataset, RaSSY clarified 31.3% difference (R² = .313, F(1, 1726) = 
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787.860, p < .001) in FVS and one- unit increment in RaSSY will cause 56.8% 

expansion (β = .568, p < .001) in the FVS of auxiliary school understudies. 

5.2.1 Findings of Interview  

16. Most of the guardians stress that a strict individual ought to stay away from 

sectarianism and enmity.  

17. Parents likewise show that ethical quality and goodness are additionally better 

approach to show strictness.  

18. It is discovered that Significant number of guardians uphold goodness, amicability 

and delicateness as genuine techniques for introducing strictness. Sectarianism, 

brutality, strict bigotry and way of thinking prejudice are disheartened by numerous 

guardians.  

19. Majority of the parents said that their son/daughter takes interest in job. 

5.3  Discussion 

 The first objective of the study was to assess the religiosity of secondary school 

students who have different religious dimension (faith-based coping and religious social 

support/activities). Essential clarification of the discoveries uncovers different parts of 

respondents' strictness. Scale insightful clarification of the information through information 

examination is likewise useful in meeting the primary exploration target of this examination. 

Mean and standard deviations were utilized to quantify the current degree of strictness of 

optional schools understudies. The outcome shows that in understudies and companions' 

dataset, understudies are concurred with the degree of FBC, they accepted their strict 

conviction make their life Significant. Essentially, understudies were likewise happy with 

the degree of RSS. They accepted that their social exercises are solid. The general outcomes 
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uncovered that the two understudies and companions apparent RaSSY in their life. Brittany 

(2011) upheld this outcome that most of things allude to accepting solace or direction during 

seasons of pain either through depending on convictions or through making a move, for 

example, appealing to God for quality. The religious adapting additionally incorporates 

things that pass on a nearby inclination with God or one's convictions offering importance to 

life, which likewise likely evoke sentiments of solace and reason. Strict social 

help/exercises, comprises of things that evaluate the looking for of help from individuals in 

one's strict network, including other youth, through requesting petition, talking, and 

investing energy with others. The factor additionally incorporates things that speak to 

support in open strict exercises (e.g., petition gatherings). Socially themed things 

additionally incorporate the giving of help, either through otherworldly guidance, chipping 

in, or giving cash. At last, this factor incorporates things that measure interest in different 

strict exercises, including watching strict TV/motion pictures, understanding books/sacred 

writing, and tuning in to strict music. These exercises may likewise be done socially with 

others. 

 The second objective of the study was to find out the future vision of secondary 

school students who have different future vision dimension (future vision towards subject 

choice and future vision towards profession choice). Primary explanation of the findings 

discloses various aspects of respondents‘ future vision. Mean and standard deviations were 

utilized to quantify the current degree of future vision of understudies and their companions 

of optional school. The outcomes show that understudies concurred with the degree of FVS 

to their life, while companions were moderate concurred as to FVS. Be that as it may, 

understudies and their companions are to some degree concurred with the degree of FPC to 
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their life. Besides, understudies and their companions are concurred of FSC. Ushure (2014) 

addresses demonstrated that restricted future vision accessible to understudies will influence 

them adversely in their inclinations of calling choice. Herren et al. (2011) revealed that 

guardians and watchmen were the individuals who most affected Students when deciding to 

study a horticultural field. Alexander et al. (2011) assessment of understudies took a crack at 

the orders of data innovation found that loving of the subject has boss noteworthiness when 

taking a gander at the variables contributing proficient way embraced by understudies. 

Edward and Quinter (2012) examination revealed that a person's proclivity towards a 

specific field or subject, its preference for a specific work and match between his character 

and chose callings is a Significant factor contributing in vocation way. The investigation 

shows that FVS is tolerably better in understudies' dataset when contrasted with companions' 

dataset. 

 The third objective of the study was to trace out the relationship between religiosity 

and future vision of students. The results showed that in students‘ dataset, Faith-based 

Coping has a weak significant correlation with future vision towards subject choice and also 

significant correlation with future vision towards profession choice. The religious social 

support also has moderate correlation with future vision towards subject choice and future 

vision towards profession choice. Faith-based coping has moderate correlation with religious 

social support. Future vision towards subject choice has moderate correlation with future 

vision towards profession choice. Overall RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS. 

Moreover, in friends‘ dataset, Faith-based coping has a weak significant correlation with 

future vision towards subject choice and also significant correlation with future vision 

towards profession choice. The religious social support also has moderate correlation with 
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future vision towards subject choice and future vision towards profession choice. Faith-

based coping has moderate correlation with religious social support. Future vision towards 

subject choice has moderate correlation with future vision towards profession choice. Kinder 

(2005) claims that the religion of individual and their financial resources has significantly 

interferes in individual‘s future planning. Willson (2011) investigated one of the major 

factors is the mismatch of religion with a course/career. Overall RaSSY has moderate 

correlation with FVS.  

 The fourth objective of this study was to find out the influence of demographic 

variables on religiosity and future vision of students. It was additionally discovered that the 

contrast among male and female understudies with respect to RaSSY is critical and its 

measurements are not huge in understudies' dataset. This outcome is in accordance with 

Khan and Watson (2004) who uncovered similar that there were no sexual orientation 

contrasts in religion However, the outcome is inverse in companions' dataset and a critical 

distinction can be found in male and female instructors with respect to RaSSY and its two 

measurements. A high mean score of male understudies in the two understudies and 

companions clarified that male understudies are more fulfilled and concurred with the 

degree of RaSSY when contrasted with female students. Besides, on account of class 

insightful circulation, ninth and tenth class understudies didn't contrast essentially with 

respect to RaSSY. Religious adapting is the main factor wherein class ninth and tenth 

understudies vary essentially yet the general outcome isn't huge.  

 Notwithstanding, on account of area savvy appropriation, metropolitan and rustic 

understudies of understudies' dataset contrast essentially with respect to RaSSY. Religious 

adapting is the main factor wherein metropolitan and provincial understudies didn't vary 
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essentially however the general outcome is huge. A high mean score of rustic understudies 

demonstrated that country understudies are more fulfilled and concurred with the degree of 

RaSSY when contrasted with metropolitan understudies. Alternately, both metropolitan and 

provincial in companions' dataset didn't contrast fundamentally as to RaSSY and every one 

of its segments. The outcomes indicated that country understudies are more concurred and 

placated with the degree of RaSSY in their life when contrasted with metropolitan 

understudies. 

 Findings showed that the main effect of religion of students‘ dataset was Significant. 

Students with FBC and RSS are also significantly on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends of 

students‘ dataset, there is a significant difference between Religions and RaSSY of friends 

and its two subscales such as FBC. The results expressed that the main effect of age of 

students was not Significant, students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 years, 16-18 years and 

above 18 years did not differ significantly on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends‘ dataset, 

there is a no significant difference between age and RaSSY of students. Findings indicated 

that the main effect of Parents Income of students‘ dataset was Significant. Students with 

FBC and RSS are also Significant on the RaSSY. Moreover, in friends of students‘ dataset, 

there is a significant difference between Parents Income and RaSSY of friends‘ dataset and 

its subscale such as FBC. Findings revealed that the main effect of religion of students‘ 

dataset was Significant. Students with FSC and FPC are also significantly on the FVS. 

Moreover, in friends of students‘ dataset, there is a significant difference between Religions 

and FVS of friends and its two subscales such as FSC. The findings demonstrate that the 

main effect of age of students was not Significant, students with age, 12-14 years, 14-16 

years, 16-18 years and above 18 years did not differ Significantly on the FVS. Moreover, in 
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friends‘ dataset, there is a no significant difference between age and FVS of students. The 

Findings indicate that the main effect of Parents Income of students‘ dataset was Significant. 

Students with FSC and FPC are also Significant and on the FVS. Moreover, in friends of 

students‘ dataset, there is a significant difference between Parents Income and FVS of 

friends‘ dataset. 

 The fifth and the last objective of the study were to analyze the impact of religiosity 

on future vision of secondary school students. Simple linear regression analysis was used to 

measure the impact of religiosity on future vision of secondary school students. The results 

illustrated that in students‘ dataset there is significant impact of RaSSY on FVS. 

Furthermore, in friends‘ dataset, RaSSY again has significant impact on FVS but the impact 

is very trivial.  

5.4  Conclusions 

1. The research concludes that RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS in students‘ 

dataset. However, in friends‘ dataset, RaSSY has moderate correlation with FVS.  

Moreover, the religiosity is somewhat better in students‘ dataset as compared to 

friends.  

2. The conclusions indicated that in students and friends‘ dataset, the high mean score 

of male students. 

3. The conclusions revealed that in students and friends‘ dataset, there is no 

Significance difference between 9th and 10
th

 class students in RaSSY. 

4. The conclusions illustrate that the high mean score of urban students in students and 

friends‘ dataset showed that they are more agreed regarding FVS in their opinion as 

compared to rural students. 
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5. Conclusions expressed that in students and friends‘ dataset, there is a no significant 

difference between age and RaSSY of students. 

6. Conclusions indicated that in students and friends of students dataset, there is a 

Significant difference between Parents Income and RaSSY. 

7. Conclusions revealed, in students and friends of students‘ dataset, there is a 

significant difference between Religions and FVS. 

8. The conclusions indicated that in students and friends of students‘ dataset, there is a 

significant difference between Parents Income and FVS. 

9. A conclusion indicates Faith-based Coping has significant impact on Future vision 

towards Profession Choice.  

10. The conclusions demonstrate that Religious Social Support has significant impact on 

FSC and FPC.  

11. The researcher Concluded that RaSSY explained moderate variance FVS and has 

Significant impact on FVS of secondary school students. 

5.4.1 Conclusions of Interview  

12. Most of the parents stress that a religious person should avoid sectarianism and 

animosity. 

13. Majority of the parents said that their son/daughter takes interest in job. 

5.5  Recommendations 

1. Our results suggest about intolerance related to their religious school of thought. This 

indicates that religious school of thought intolerance is common among students; 

teachers should take affirmative steps to increase students‘ acceptance of their peers 

with different school of thought. 
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2. Students should think towards future with open mind, kind heart and gently. 

3. Teacher should modify the attitude of students towards future approaches. 

4. Teachers may come forward to improve students‘ future vision. 

5. Appropriate steps should be taken to improve the future vision of students. In this 

regard, students think independently, accept challenges and trust your abilities. 

6. The students seem to have focused on receiving actual, concrete advice about the 

future. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix-A 

Questionnaire for Students 

Dear Student! 

Asslam-o-Alaikum! 

I am working on my research thesis titled ―Impact of religiosity on future vision of 

secondary school students in Pakistan‖. Your participation in this research project is on 

volunteer basis. I assure you that your responses will be kept confidential and used only for 

research purpose. Your cooperation in this regard will be highly appreciated. 

 

Muhammad Sami-ur-Rehman 

PhD. Scholar 

Department of Education 

The Islamia University of Bahawalpur 
 

Part 1: Demographic Information  

Note: Please encircle the most appropriate option to you. 

1. Class:   (a). 9
th

   (b). 10
th

 

2. Group:   (a). Science   (b). Arts 

3. Location of School: (a). Urban   (b). Rural  

4. Religion:  (a). Islam   (b). Christian    (c). Hindu  

5. Gender:   (a). Male   (b). Female  

6. Age (in years):  (a). 12-14  (b). 14-16 Years   (c). 16-18 Years 

   (d). Above 18 years  

7. Father‘s Qualification:   (a). Illiterate  (b). Primary    (c). Middle  

   (d). Matric   (e).Intermediate   (f). Bachelor  

   (g). Master   (h). Master    (i). M.Phil   

   (j). M.Phil   (k). Ph.D    (l). Other  

7. Mothers‘ Qualification:   (a). Illiterate  (b). Primary    (c). Middle  

   (d). Matric   (e).Intermediate   (f). Bachelor  

   (g). Master   (h). Master    (i). M.Phil   

   (j). M.Phil   (k). Ph.D    (l). Other  

8. Father‘s Profession:  (a). Govt. Employee    (b). Private Employee     (c). Own Business 

   (d). Farmer        (e). Any Other            
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9. Mother‘s Profession:  (a). Govt. Employee (b). Private Employee   (c). Own Business  

       (d). Housewife    (e) Any Other            

Parents‘ Monthly Income: (a). Lesson than 15000 (b). 15000-25000 (c). 25000-35000

       (d). 35000-45000     (e). More than 45000   

12. Name of your best friend:     __________________ 

13. His/her roll no. and class :     __________________ 

Part 2: 

 ا وسال

 

 ہمن

  وسال:ااونٹ

 

 لیکس ا س رط ح رپ رک ےن ےک ہمن
ے
 :ےہیٔل

ر قفتماـا1
ٔ

 

رٔن دہ غ

 

ر قفتمـ2ز
ٔ

 

         ـ3اغ
ٔ

 

رٔن دہ قفتماا-5اقفتم                     ـ4ا ولعمم ہن

 

از

اربمن امشر
اابعرت

ر اا
ٔ

 

رٔن دہ غ

 

ز

اقفتم

ر 
ٔ

 

غ

اقفتم

ولعمم 

ا
ٔ

 

اہن

رٔن دہ اااقفتم

 

ز

اقفتم

ااامین رپ ینبم اقعدئ ۔ا

Faith-based Copingا

ااااا

  ےہ۔ •ا1

ت

اریما ذمیبہ دیقعہ ےھجم وخش رھک

My religious belief make me happyا

ااااا

ا2
 ا

ت

ب ےھجم دمد یک رضورت وہیت ےہ ںیم اےنپ مہ اقعدئ ولوگں ےک ن  س اجن
ب

 وہں۔ /اجیتج

When I need help, I go to people with my same religious 

beliefsا

ااااا

ا3
 

ت

 وہں۔ /رکیتںیم ذمیبہ اجم سل ںیم رشتک رکن

 I attend religious meetingsا

ااااا

ا4
 ا

ت

ب ںیم رپاشین وہن
ب

ر ا مہ رک یت ےہ۔ /وہیتج

 

 وہں وت ابعدت ےھجم وکس ن ف

Praying gives me strength when I am upsetا

ااااا

ا5
دا ےک

 

ریبی قلعت ےہ۔ خ

ت

اااااا.I have a close association with God اسھت ریما ف

ا6
 ا

ت

 وہں /رکیتںیم اےنپ ذمیبہ اقعدئ ےک نب رے ںیم دورسوں ےس نب ت رکن

I talk to others about my religious beliefsا

ااااا

ا7
 

ت

 ڈیمٔن  رپذمیبہ رپ و رگ ا م ٔن ذمیبہ ںیملف دنسپ رک ن

 

 ںوہ /رکیتںیم ارٹکیلون

I like to watch religious shows or movies on electronic media.ا

ااااا

ا

ا8
د ارپ امین ےھجم 

 

  ےہ امٔيو یسخ

ت

 ۔ںیم اج ےن ےس دور رھک

Faith in God keeps me away from feelings of loneliness.ا

ااااا

ا9
 ریم ے ذمیبہ اقعدئریمی زدنیگ وک نب ینعم انب دےتی ںیہ۔

My religious belief makes my life meaningful.ا

ااااا

ا11

 

ت

 ےس زنٔ دہ ھجم رپ وبھج ںیہن ڈا اتل۔ /ریتھکںیم نیقی رھک

ت

دا ریمی الصٔح

 

 وہں خ

I believe that God does not burden me more than my capacityا

ااااا
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ا11

 وہں /رپیتھںیم دقمس اتکب ےک العوہ اور ذمیبہ اتکںیب یھب ڑپاتھ

I read books about religion other than the holy book.ا

ااااا

ا12

 

ت

رار رکن

ت

 وہں اک اف

 

دا ےک اسےنم اےنپ گ

 

 وہں۔ /رکیتںیم خ

I confess my sins to God. ا

ااااا

ا13

رہضی ےہ۔

 

 ریما دصہق دانیاخاتصلًذمیبہ ف

My Charity is purely as religious dutyا

ااااا

 ذمیبہ امسج رپ ینبم اقع دئا

Religious Social Support/Activitiesا

ااااا

ا14

ب ےھجم رپ انم ر ےنہ یک امیلعت ت داتیےہ۔ا ریم
 

 ذم ہ

My religion gives me feelings of peacefulness. ا

ااااا

ا15

 

ت

 وہں ۔ /رکیتںیم اےنپ ذمیبہ اقعدئ رپ اک ر دنب رےتہ وہ ّے راضاکراہن وطر رپدورسوں یک دمد رکن

I voluntarily help others since my religious beliefs teach me to 

do so.ا

ااااا

ا16

 ۔ددنی ا ری ےک اس ھت ےہافصٰ یئ 

Cleanliness is next to godliness.ا

ااااا

ا17

دا ےن ریمی دمد رکین ےہ۔

 

ر لکشم اکم ںیم خ
 
 ریما نیقی ےہ ہک ہ

My beliefs about God help me to decide what to do in hard 

situations.ا

ااااا

ا18

 

ت

  اھک ےن ےس ےلہپ اہ ھت دوھ ن

 

 وہ ں۔ /دوھیتںیم اھک ن

 I wash my hands before having foodا

ااااا

ا19

 ا

ت

ب ںیم رپاشین وہں وت ںیم اےنپ آپ وک ٔن د دالن
ب

دا ےن ےھجم ینتک ںیتمعن اطعء یک ںیہ۔ /دالیتج

 

 وہں ہک خ

When I'm upset, I remind myself to be thankful for what God 

granted me.ا

ااااا

ا21

 

ت

 وہ ں۔ /رکیتںیم اھک ےن ےنیپ ںیم ذمیبہ ا وص ول ں یک ریپ و ی رکن

 I follow religious principles in taking food and drinksا

ااااا

ا21

 

ت

 رک ن

ت

ب یک و ہج ےس و ا دل نی یک ا اط ع
 

 وہ ں۔ /رکیتںیم ذم ہ

 I obey the parents for religious reasonا

ااااا

ا22

 

ت

 وہں ۔ /رکیتںیم اےنپ ذمیبہ ونمہ ا ؤ ں ےس دمد احلص رکن

I get support from people in my religious community.ا

ااااا

ا23

 وہں /دیتیا رگ ےھجم ول گ فیلکت دےتی ںیہ وت ںیم ان وک اعمف رک داتی

I forgive others when they hurt me.ا

ااااا

ا24

ااااااReligious rituals are important to me ےئل امہ ںیہ۔ ذمیبہ روأن ت ریمے

ا25

ر ہضی ےک وط ر ہپ رہتش دا روں 

 

 وہ ں۔ ےس اتلم/یتلمںیم ذم یبہ ف

I pay visits to relatives as religious duty.ا

ااااا

ا26

د ا یک راض ےک ےیل ول وگ ں یک لکشم

 

ا ںیم خ

ت
ت

  وق

ت

 وہ ں۔ /رکیتںیم ان یک دم د رک ن

I help people in their difficulties for God's sake.ا

ااااا

 لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع ںیم ااختن ب اضم نیما

Future Vision towards Subject Choiceا

ااااا

ا27

ر وھ ں ںیم اینپ میلعت آاسن اضمنیم ےک اسھت لمکم رک ےک یلمع زدنیگ ںیم 

 

 ۔ /یگاگبب

I complete my education with easy subjects and move to 

practical life. ا

ااااا
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ا28

ااااااScience subjects are easy for me ریمے ےئل اسسنئ ےک اضمنیم آاسن ںیہ۔

ا29

 ںیم اےنپ بختنم دشہ اضمنیم یک اتیمہ ےس وافق وہں ۔

I know the future scope of my selected subject.ا

ااااا

ا31

ر حی داتیاضمنیم ےک ااختنب ںیم ںیم اےنپ وش

ت

 وہں ہن ہک امرٹیک یک بلط وک/دیتی  ق وک ب

In subject selection, my preference is my interest not the 

demand of market.ا

ااااا

ا31

 ریمی دنسپ ےک اضمنیم لبقتسم یک زدنیگ ںیم ریمی دمد رکںی ےگ

Learning own choice subject will help me in my future lifeا

ااااا

ا32

  اچاتہ

 

 وہں ۔/اچیتہ ںیم اینپ ایلعٰ میلعت امرٹیک ںیم بلط واےل اضمنیم ںیم لمکم رکن

I want to complete my higher education in market demanding 

subjects. ا

ااااا

 لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع ںیم ااختن ب ہشیپا

Future Vision towards Profession Choiceا

ااااا

ا33

 ے ن  س ہشیپ واراہن زدنیگ یک وکیئ بوصن ہ دنبی ںیہن ےہ۔ا یھب ریم

I have no professional life plans at presentا

ااااا

ا34

 ا وہں۔ /رکیتںیم اےنپ لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع رپ اےنپ دووتسں ےس نب ت رکت

I discuss my future plans with my friends.ا

ااااا

ا35

  ےک ہشیپ وراہن زدنیگ ےک ےئل  رکر رک یت ںیہ ۔ریمی وکسل یک رسرگایمں ےھجم لبقتسم

My school activities preparing me for my future professional 

lifeا

ااااا

ا36

 ام کل وہ ں۔ /یکںیم اق دئ ا ہن الص وتیح ں اک

I have leadership qualitiesا

ااااا

ا37

 یک اجبےئ اکرونب ر ےہ۔

ت

ر حی المزم

ت

 لبقتسم ںیم ریمی ب

My preference is business instead of job in future. ا

ااااا

ا38

 ںیہ ہکبج ڑلایکں ںیہن رک ںیتکس۔

ت

ر رطح اکاکم رک تکس
 
 ڑلےک ہ

Boys can do any job that girls cannot doا

ااااا

ا39

 

 

ر رس روز اگ ر وہ ن   ڑپے اگ۔وکسل یک میلعت ےک دعب اعم یش رض و ر ٔن  ت وک وپ ر ا رک ےن ےک ےیل ےھجم بب

I will have to work for the money after school lifeا

ااااا

ا41

 رک اتکس

ت
 

رداش  بب

ت
ت

 وہں۔ /یتکسلبقتسم ےک وفادئ ےک ےئل ںیم لکشم وق

I can bear a hard time for the benefits of futureا

ااااا

ا41

 لبقتسم ےک اقمدص وک احلص رکےن یک یجنک تخس تنحم ےہ۔

Hard work is the key to achieve the future goals.ا

ااااا

ا42

 

ت

 وہ ں لبقتسم ںیم ہی ریمے ےئل اج انن رضوری ےہ ۔ /امک یتںیم انتک امکن

It is important to me how much money I will earn in futureا

ااااا
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Part 3: 

ر43

 

 ربمن5ےس1ادناز وہےت ںیہ۔) ۔اضمنیم ےک ااختنب ںیم وکن زٔن دہ اب

ت

ا)ٔيا دن

 ............................ 1 ںیم وخد *  

دہ *  

ت 

 ............................ 2 ااست

 ............................ 3 وادلنی *  

ا *  

ت

 ............................ 4 دوش

ا............................ 5 وکیئ اور *  

ر ا44

 

  ےہ۔)۔ےشیپ ےک ااختنب ںیم وکن زٔن دہ اب

ت

 ربمن دںی5ےس1دناز وہن

ت

 (ن

 ............................ 1 ںیم وخد *  

دہ *  

ت 

 ............................ 2 ااست

 ............................ 3 وادلنی *  

ا *  

ت

 ............................ 4 دوش

ا............................ 5 وکیئ اور *  

ر دںی۔ ۔ اطلب وملعں54

 

 ےک لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع وک رتہب انبےن ےک ےئل دنچ اجتؤب

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 ااا
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Appendix-B 

Questionnaire for Friends 
Dear Student! 

Asslam-o-Alaikum! 

I am working on my research thesis titled ―Impact of religiosity on future vision of 

secondary school students in Pakistan‖. Your participation in this research project is on 

volunteer basis. Iassure you that your responses will be kept confidential and used only for 

research purpose. Your cooperation in this regard will be highly appreciated. 

Muhammad Sami-ur-Rehman 

PhD. Scholar 

Department of Education 

The Islamia University of Bahawalpur 
 

Part 1: Demographic Information  

Note: Please encircle the most appropriate option to you. 

1. Class:   (a). 9
th

   (b). 10
th

 

2. Group:   (a). Science   (b). Arts 

3. Gender:   (a). Male   (b). Female  

4. Location of School: (a). Urban   (b). Rural  

5. Wish to marry of your friend:  (a). Arranged marriage (b). Love marriage 

6. Religion:  (a). Islam   (b). Christian    (c). Hindu  

7. Age (in years):  (a). 12-14  (b). 14-16 Years   (c). 16-18 Years 

   (d). Above 18 years  

8. Father‘s Qualification:   (a). Illiterate  (b). Primary    (c). Middle  

   (d). Matric   (e).Intermediate   (f). Bachelor  

   (g). Master   (h). Master    (i). M.Phil   

   (j). M.Phil   (k). Ph.D    (l). Other  

9. Mothers‘ Qualification:   (a). Illiterate  (b). Primary    (c). Middle  

   (d). Matric   (e).Intermediate   (f). Bachelor  

   (g). Master   (h). Master    (i). M.Phil   

   (j). M.Phil   (k). Ph.D    (l). Other  

10. Father‘s Profession:  (a). Govt. Employee    (b). Private Employee     (c). Own Business 

   (d). Farmer        (e). Any Other            

11. Mother‘s Profession:  (a). Govt. Employee (b). Private Employee   (c). Own Business 

       (d). Housewife    (e) Any Other            
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12. Parents‘ Monthly Income: (a). Lesson than 15000 (b). 15000-25000 (c). 25000-35000

       (d). 35000-45000     (e). More than 45000   

Part 2: 

 ا وسال

 

 ہمن

  وسال:ااونٹ

 

 لیکس ا س رط ح رپ رک ےن ےک ہمن
ے
 :ےہیٔل

ر قفتم               ااـ 1
ٔ

 

رٔن دہ غ

 

ر قفتم                    ـ 2ز
ٔ

 

          ولعمـ 3غ
ٔ

 

رٔن دہ قفتم               اا -5قفتم                       ـ4م ہن

 

 ز

اربمن امشر
اابعرت

رٔن دہ اا

 

ز

ر 
ٔ

 

غ

اقفتم               

ر 
ٔ

 

غ

اقفتم                    

ولعمم 

          
ٔ

 

اہن

ازنٔ دہ قفتم               اقفتم

ااااااFaith-based Copingاامین رپ ینبم اقعدئ ۔ا

ا1
 اکریم

ت

  ےہ اےسذمیبہ دیقعہ  ے/ٔمری دوش

ت

 وخش رھک

اMy friend‘s religious belief make him/her happy۔

ااااا

ا2
ب ریم

ب
 وکج

ت

  وت وہدمد یک رضورت وہیت ےہ  ے/ ٔمری دوش

ت

ےاےنپ مہ اقعدئ ولوگں ےک ن  س اجن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/اج

When my friend need help, he/she go to people with his/her 

same religious beliefsا

ااااا

ا3
ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

ےذمیبہ اجم سل ںیم رشتک رکن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 My friend attend religious ـ/رک

meetingsا

ااااا

ا4
 ریم

ت

 ے/ ٔمری دوش

ت

ب رپاشین وہن
ب

ےج
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
ر ا مہ رک یت ےہ۔ اےسوت ابعدت  /وہ

 

 وکس ن ف

Praying gives my friend strength when he/she is upsetا

ااااا

ا5
دا ےک اسھت ریم

 

 اکخ

ت

ریبی قلعت ےہ ے/ ٔمری دوش

ت

 ـف

ا.My friend have a close association with God۔

ااااا

ا6
ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

ےاےنپ ذمیبہ اقعدئ ےک نب رے ںیم دورسوں ےس نب ت رکن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend talk to others about his/her religious beliefsا

ااااا

ا7
ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

 ڈیمٔن  رپذمیبہ رپ و رگ ا م ٔن ذمیبہ ںیملف دنسپ رک ن

 

ےارٹکیلون
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend likes to watch religious shows or movies on 

electronic media.ا

ااااا

ا

ا8
د ارپ امین ریم

 

 وکخ

ت

  ےہ امٔيو یسے/ ٔمری دوش

ت

 ںیم اج ےن ےس دور رھک

Faith in God keeps my friend away from feelings of loneliness.ا

ااااا

ا9
 ےکریم

ت

 زدنیگ وک نب ینعم انب دےتی ںیہ۔ اس یک ذمیبہ اقعدئ ے/ ٔمری دوش

My friend‘s religious belief makes him/her life meaningful.ا

ااااا

ا11

ا ا/ ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

دا /ریتھکنیقی رھک

 

 ےس زٔن دہ  اس یکوہں خ

ت

 رپ وبھج ںیہن ڈا اتل۔ اسالصٔح

My friend believe that God does not burden more than him/her 

capacityا

ااااا

ا11

ا ا/ ریم

ت

ےدقمس اتکب ےک العوہ اور ذمیبہ اتکںیب یھب ڑپاتھ ٔمری دوش
ہ
 
ی

ت

ھت
 ـ/رپ

My friend read books about religion other than the holy book.ا

ااااا
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ا12

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

 

دا ےک اسےنم اےنپ گ

 

 خ

ت

رار رکن

ت

ےوہں اک اف
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend confesses his/her sins to God.ا

ااااا

ا13

 اکریم

ت

رہضی ےہ۔ ے/ ٔمری دوش

 

 دصہق دانیاخاتصلًذمیبہ ف

My friend‘s Charity is purely as religious dutyا

ااااا

 ذمیبہ امسج رپ ینبم اقع دئا

Religious Social Support/Activitiesا

ااااا

ا14

  اک ریم

ت

ب ے/ ٔمری دوش
 

 رپ انم ر ےنہ یک امیلعت ت داتیےہ۔ اےسذم ہ

My friend‘s religion gives him/her feelings of peacefulness.ا

ااااا

ا15

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

ےاےنپ ذمیبہ اقعدئ رپ اک ر دنب رےتہ وہ ّے راضاکراہن وطر رپدورسوں یک دمد رکن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend voluntarily helps others since his/her religious 

beliefs teach him/her to do so.ا

ااااا

ا16

  ریم

 

 ےہ ک

 
ٔ

ت

ٔ
 اک ي

ت

 ۔ددنی ا ری ےک اس ھت ےہافصٰ یئ ے/ ٔمری دوش

My friend believes that Cleanliness is next to godliness.ا

ااااا

ا17

 اکریم

ت

دا ےن  ے/ ٔمری دوش

 

ر لکشم اکم ںیم خ
 
 دمد رکین ےہ۔ یک اسنیقی ےہ ہک ہ

My friend‘s beliefs about God help him/her in hard situations.ا

ااااا

ا18

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

  اھک ےن ےس ےلہپ اہ ھت دوھ ن

 

ےاھک ن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/دوھ

My friend wash his/her hands before having foodا

ااااا

ا19

  ا/ریم

ت

ب رپاشین وہں وتٔمری دوش
ب

 اےنپ آپ وک ٔن د  وہج

ت

ا /دالیتدالن ٔ
 

دا ےن  ہ

 

ینتک ںیتمعن اطعء  اس رپہک خ

 یک ںیہ۔

When my friend upset, he/she remind his/herself to be thankful 

for what God granted him/her.ا

ااااا

ا21

اریم

ت

  ے/ ٔمری دوش

ت

ےاھک ےن ےنیپ ںیم ذمیبہ ا وص ول ں یک ریپ و ی رکن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend follow religious principles in taking food and drinksا

ااااا

ا21

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

 رک ن

ت

ب یک و ہج ےس و ا دل نی یک ا اط ع
 

ےذم ہ
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend obey the parents for religious reasonا

ااااا

ا22

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

ےاےنپ ذمیبہ ونمہ ا ؤ ں ےس دمد احلص رکن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend gets support from people in his/her religious 

community.ا

ااااا

ا23

ٔرر
می
گ

 وکا رگ ول 

ت

ےان وک اعمف رک داتی وہفیلکت دےتی ںیہ وت  ے/ ٔمری دوش
ہ
 
ی

ت

یٔت
 ـ/د

My friend forgives others when they hurt him/her.ا

ااااا

ا24

 ےکذمیبہ روأن ت ریم

ت

 ےئل امہ ںیہ ے/ ٔمری دوش

Religious rituals are important to     my friendا

ااااا

ا25

ا ا/ریم

ت

ر ہضی ےک وط ر ہپ رہتش دا روں  ٔمری دوش

 

ےذم یبہ ف
ہ
 
ی

ت

ملت
 ـےس اتلم/

My friend pay visits to relatives as religious duty.ا

ااااا

ا26

ا ا/ریم

ت

د ا یک راض ےک ےیل ول وگ ں یک لکشم ٔمری دوش

 

ا خ

ت
ت

  وق

ت

ےںیم ان یک دم د رک ن
ہ
 
ی

ت

ت
 ـ/رک

My friend helps people in their difficulties for God's sake.ا

ااااا
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 لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع ںیم ااختن ب اضم نیما

Future Vision towards Subject Choiceا

ااااا

ا27

ا ا/ریم

ت

ر ےھاینپ میلعت آاسن اضمنیم ےک اسھت لمکم رک ےک یلمع زدنیگ ںیم  ٔمری دوش

 

 ۔ /یگاگبب

My friend completes his/her education with easy subjects and 

move to practical life.ا

ااااا

ا28

ا ے/ریم

ت

ست

ۓمری دو
ک

 ےئل اسسنئ ےک اضمنیم آاسن ںیہ۔

Science subjects are easy for my friendا

ااااا

ا29

ا ا/ریم

ت

ا ٔمری دوش ٔ
 

 ۔اےنپ بختنم دشہ اضمنیم یک اتیمہ ےس وافق ہ

My friend knows the future scope of his/her selected subject.ا

ااااا

ا30

ا ا/اضمنیم ےک ااختنب ںیم ریم

ت

ر حی داتی ٔمری دوش

ت

ا/دیتی اےنپ وش ق وک ب ٔ
 

 ہن ہک امرٹیک یک بلط وک ہ

In subject selection, my friend‘s preference is his/her interest 

not the demand of market.ا

ااااا

ا31

 ےک ے/ریم

ت

 -دمد رکںی ےگ اس یکدنسپ ےک اضمنیم لبقتسم یک زدنیگ ںیم  ٔمری دوش

Learning own choice subject will help my friend in his/her 

future lifeا

ااااا

ا32

ا ا/ریم

ت

  اچاتہ ٔمری دوش

 

ا/اچیتہ اینپ ایلعٰ میلعت امرٹیک ںیم بلط واےل اضمنیم ںیم لمکم رکن ٔ
 

 ۔ ہ

My friend wants to complete his/her higher education in 

market demanding subjects.ا

ااااا

 لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع ںیم ااختن ب ہشیپا

Future Vision towards Profession Choiceا

ااااا

ا33

ا ے/ا یھب ریم

ت

 ن  س ہشیپ واراہن زدنیگ یک وکیئ بوصن ہ دنبی ںیہن ےہ۔ ٔمری دوش

My friend has no professional life plans at presentا

ااااا

ا34

ا ا/ریم

ت

ا/رک رکےس نب ت رکت ھجماےنپ لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع رپ  ٔمری دوش ٔ
 

 ۔ ہ

My friend discusses his/her future plans with his/her friends.ا

ااااا

ا35

 ےک ے/ریم

ت

ںیہ لبقتسم ےک ہشیپ وراہن زدنیگ ےک ےئل  رکر رک یت  اس وکوکسل یک رسرگایمں  ٔمری دوش

 ۔

My friend‘s school activities preparing him/her for his/her 

future professional lifeا

ااااا

ا36

ا ا/ریم

ت

 ۔ام کل ےہ /یکاق دئ ا ہن الص وتیح ں اک ٔمری دوش

My friend has leadership qualitiesا

ااااا

ا37

ا ے/لبقتسم ںیم ریم

ت

 یک اجبےئ اکرونب ر ےہ ٔمری دوش

ت

ر حی المزم

ت

 ۔ب

My friend‘s preference is business instead of job in future.ا

ااااا

ا38

ا ے/ریم
ٔ
ٔ ل م

 

 ےک خ

ت

 ںیہ ہکبج ڑلایکں ںیہن رک ںیتکس۔ ٔمری دوش

ت

ر رطح اکاکم رک تکس
 
 ڑلےک ہ

In the opinion of my friend is that Boys can do any job that 

girls cannot doا

ااااا

ا39

رٔمری دووکتس ے/ ےک دعب اعم یش رض و ر ٔن  ت وک وپ ر ا رک ےن ےک ےیل ریموکسل یک میلعت    بب

 

رس روز اگ ر وہ ن

 ڑپے اگ۔

My friend will has to work for the money after school lifeا

ااااا
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ا41

ٔ ل مئں ے/ریم

 

 ےک خ

ت

 رک اتکسووہ ٔمری دوش

ت
 

رداش  بب

ت
ت

 /یتکسلبقتسم ےک وفادئ ےک ےئل ںیم لکشم وق

ا ٔ
 

 ۔ہ

My friend can bear a hard time for the benefits of futureا

ااااا

ا41

ا ے/ریم
ٔ
ٔ ل م

 

 ےک خ

ت

 لبقتسم ےک اقمدص وک احلص رکےن یک یجنک تخس تنحم ےہ۔ ٔمری دوش

Hard work is the key to achieve the future goals.ا

ااااا

ا42

ا ا/ریم

ت

  ٔمری دوش

ت

 ےئل اج انن رضوری ےہ۔ اس ےکوہ ں لبقتسم ںیم ہی  /امک یتانتک امکن

It is important to my friend how much money he/she will earn 

in futureا

ااااا

 

 

Part 3: 

 ےک ے/۔ریم43

ت

ر ادناز وہےت ںیہ۔)ٔمری دوش

 

 ربمن د5ےس1اضمنیم ےک ااختنب ںیم وکن زٔن دہ اب

ت

ا)ٔيان

 ............................ 1 وخد وہ *  

دہ *  

ت 

 ............................ 2 ااست

 ............................ 3 وادلنی *  

ا *  

ت

 ............................ 4 دوش

ا............................ 5 وکیئ اور *  

 

 

 ےک ے/۔ریم44

ت

  ےہ۔)ٔمری دوش

ت

ر ادناز وہن

 

 ربمن5ےس1ےشیپ ےک ااختنب ںیم وکن زٔن دہ اب

ت

 ( دںین

 ............................ 1 وخد وہ *  

دہ *  

ت 

 ............................ 2 ااست

 ............................ 3 وادلنی *  

ا *  

ت

 ............................ 4 دوش

ا............................ 5 وکیئ اور *  

 ےک۔ 54

ت

ر دںی۔لبقتسم ےک ال ہحئ لمع  اےنپدوش

 

 وک رتہب انبےن ےک ےئل دنچ اجتؤب

.................................................................................................................................... ........... ............ --- 

........................................................................................................................................ ........... ............ 

. 
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Appendix-C 

Interview 

10. What do you think is the best way to express religiosity? 

11. To what extent your religion effects your relations with others? 

12. In your opinion, our youth is going towards religious intolerance or school of 

thought intolerance? 

13. Would you like to be your son/daughter in the future? 

 Religious Scholar 

 Businessman 

 Job 

14. Who take decision about the life of you son/daughter? Especially in education. 

 Parents 

 Teachers 

 Self 

 Friends 

 Any other 

15. How does religion influence the future of your son/daughter? 

16. On which level do you find your son/daughter after 10 years? 

17. In your opinion, what steps may be taken to improve the future vision of students? 

 

 

 


